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Eight

Terms:

Dollars

a

a

Ratks of Advertising : One inch oi space, in
of column, constitutes a “square.”
first week; 75 cents per
91 50 per square
week after; three insertions, or less, 91 00; con tin line every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amubmkmknts,” $2 00 per square
per week j three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every i»art
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

length

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Agency,
No. 166 FORE

Eclectic

Cash Capital A

!

[PORTLAND,
AND RESIDENCE,
ME.

OFFICE

180 Cshriwm 8c., three doors north of the Park.
Office Hours, 10 to 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m.

febltof_

Bncknell, M. D.,

Martha E.

No. G FREE STREET.
Office hours from eight to ten A. M., and from two.
to lour P. M.
tyLadles from the country desiring Medical advice from a woman Physician, can {obtain rooms and
f»M4*2w
board at No. 6 Free st.

Surplus

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
MOI'TII DELAWARE AVENUE,

Cash Capital A Surplus
FRED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.

Boston.

$10,000,000,

J. W. HUMEB &
J. M.

Gen’l

Philadelphia.

FIRE

J. B. Hamil, Jr.

AND

Jan23-ly_

L

BROWN'

EDGAR «.

S.

Counsellor and Attorney at Uw t
No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

tyParttcolar attention paid

“an24-ly_

to

collecting.

TALBOT,

(Late Atetetant Attorney General, U. S.)

Counsellor

Attorney and

ums,

Imperial

LAW!

AT

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. £. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Pinery
Twichell._Jn3-6m

GAGE & DA VIS,

J. D. STAPLES, Prost.

Mar

C.

F. Dayis Chicago.

'hipairtl
UllLOgGi

nor__
BENNETT & WEBSTER,
of H. H. Maeaey A Co.,

jI

ASSETS Jan. 1, 1872,

|

J. B.

X.. 8. TWOMBLY, Agent.

IX,
Board mf Trade Bailding,
ROOM

Corner

Exchange

_ja26*2m_

sold, and
Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at eight,
Interest on dally balances credited monthly.
BUSINESS PAPER Bought and

COLLECTIONS of Notea, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made

on

approved

ollaterals.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
eod6m
dec22

PAYSON & PAYSON,
Attorneys

and Counsellors at

51
on

WALL

The Trustees, in Conformity to the
the 31st day or December, 1871.

Premiums
Premiums

Edward

dec27eod3m

“GEORGE

D. JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER
RESIDENCE, ft BRADFORD STREET.

Total nmount

Ac U

Peyret
IMPORTERS

o

JOHN W.
Feb. 7, 1872.

Offioe at Eohomaoher Bros, 5 Deering Block
A CARD—Id thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
me tor the last fl teen years, i have the pleasure in
recommending to them Mr* W. L. KElLEBtor
a continuance of the same, feeling confident that he
is able to please all who mav give him a call iu his
CHAS..S. SCHUMACHER.
lino.

Jyt3dtf

iZOOPj&JJ|

Ho

«/•

MANUFACTURER

OF

Suits, Loungicb, Spring Bids,

Pablob

Mattkabseb,

« Bed
L*N«ge«, EaChain, Ac.
repairing neatly done. Furni-

Patent

Mrl)«u«ugh

amrlrd

«r~All kinds ot
ure boxed and matted.

oc25-,fi9T T&Stf

hTurasoiv,

j.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No 152 Middle Street.
IPOBTLAND, MB.
Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Be.nbrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of ireckles
motes, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the akin
Call and judge lor yourselves.
Good work at Moderate Pricdiaa to Pleawe.may 29
es.

gjr”Motto—

Wholesale Dealers In

on

Dr. J. P.
Has

FESSENDEN

removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practise of his profession in Portland.

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

No. 43 Pine Street, Brown Block.
Office

hours;

_jan23

9 to 10 A.

M., and

2 to 3

P. M.

*eod3m

$1,000,000
$806,325 65
25,336 64
448,175 60
527,525 79

Cash items.

Rents and accrned interest.
Real Estate unencumbered.
Loans on Bond & Mortgage, (1st lien,)
U. S., State, Bank and R.R. Stocks and
Bonds owned by the Company.

1,134,697

50

$2,942,061

18

LIABILITIES.
All outstanding claims.
$979,994,97
C. C. LYMAN, Ass’t Sec.
GEO. L. CHASE, Pres.

Jeremiah

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

■lyl

tr

FREE to Agents to Introduce article
that sell in everv house. Latta A
Co., FitU-

WATCH
burg Pa.

no22

w

and

&

LIBBY, Agents,

OF

People’s Fire Ins. Co.,

feb24

law3w

Cienfuegos

9400,000,

...

mch4

BY

Lynch &, Co,

lw

U. 8. PATENT OFFICE.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 19,1872.
J~kN the petition of Horace Woodman of Saco,
yj Maine, praying for the extension of a patent
Spring term of eleven weeks will begin
granted to him on the 25th day of May, 1858, for an
improvement iu Power and Hand Drills:
in
be
the
case
the
It is ordered that
testimony
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27th,
closed on the 23d dayof April next, that the time for Under the
charge of an experienced and competent
filing arguments and the Examiner’s report be limit- Principal, with such assistants as the interests of the
ed to the tldrd
and that said j>e- school
of
next,
May
day
may require.
tition be heard on the 8th
day of May next.
Ample accommodations for “roomers” and boardAny person may oppose this extension.
ers.
M. D. LEGGETT, Commissioner.
For further particulars enquire of
21.
Mlaw3t

North Yarmouth

Academy.

fJIHE

February

JAS. M.

feb20 8t

NOTICE.
’■ aURSUANT to a lioenhe from tho Nnn
A Probate for the County of Cumberland,
sell at Public Auction, on Saturday, the 23d day of
March, A. D. 1872, at 10 o’clock A. M.. on the premCentre, in gaid County, the followises, at
ing described Real Estate, belonging to the Estate of
Alzida P. Babb late of Bridgton, in said County, deceased, to wit; A House and lot, situated at the Village of Bridgton Center, and being the same premises
conveyed to said Alzida P. Babb by Isaac Chase
deed recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book
349, page 233.
JOSHUA D. ROBERTS
dfeb22 29 inr7
Bridgton, Pebrnary 21st, 1872.

Bridgton

by

Young

Stock,
Bank Stock,
Town Loans,
Railroad

Stock collaterals

DISCLOSURES !

MEMOIRS

and on

security,

the

principals,

Snaanda will

70
74
36
11
00

$800,292

91

A ROMANTIC, STARTLING,
And Wonderful Book !
Just out.
Mailed, post-paid, anywhere,
receipt
price.
Address Laima Heath, 30 Hanover Street.
of

Boston.

Book Trade supplied by LEE & SHEPARD, Boston.
d cod3t
wit
w8
feb21d&w

CUNDURANGO.
SMALL supply of this Invaluable remedy foi
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Sail
Bbeam, Ulcers aud all Blood Dimm, jusl
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with ful
directions, »3 i>er pound; s«t to all tarts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address,
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.
jajdtf

nnnn

ifinlr

DOW, COFFIN

__

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, Na. 93 Kxrkange
Rlrat
OEO. R. RATIO A On., N*. 301 1-9 Cangram Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
H. PR ARSON, Na. 99 Temple St., near
Cangrem. All kind* af Silver and Plated
Ware

14,000

00

$388,417

32

Si

WE

L, & WHITNET.
wire wT

FOR SALE!

TEBBETS" HOUSE,
SPRINGVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
ownor

go West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

wants to

jan31
hereby

given
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
NOTICE
trust of Administrator of the estate of

that the subscriber has

EBEN MOODY, late of Falmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; aud all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
BENtL A. MOODY, Ad’r.
Tu
Falmouth, Dec. 5th, 1871.
jn23dlaw3w*
in want of Plain or Fancy Job Printing
will find ltV* their advantage to call on Wm.M
at
Marks, the Daily Press Job Printing Office, Ex-

THOSE

change Street, Portland.

ap

1872.

K. SPRING.

_8.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK,
POBTLA3B,

Cloae of Business, February 27, 1672.
RESOURCE*.

917,000 00
533,000
8,700
78,065 44
8,704 74
30,000
500

Current expenses.

1,47101
29,612 91
16,200
2,422 12

Checks and other Cash Items.
Bills of other National Banks.
Fractional Currency and Nickels.
Legal Tender Notes.

65,000

*1,690,692 88

_

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock paid in.
Surplna Fund. 120,000

600,000

Discount. 10,657 69
160
Exchange.
and Low).110,609

Profit

99

241,427 68

*1,690,692 88
I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal National
Bank, of Portland," do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMKBBY, Cashier.

Subscribed and

American.

py*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Psn Lend. None genuine without it.

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO,

MIDDLE ST.

Mill Company,
office 230 Commercial street, head
F. A. PITCHER,

PEERING,
BROWN.

W. TILLSON is this day admitted
nership in our business. Style of firm unchangGAGE & DAVIS.
(mr4dlw)
J.

OF

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,
WITHOUT REGARD TO COST!

Chas. Custis &

W. GODDARD may be consulted professionally, at the office of Joseph A.
Locke, Esq., Boyd Block, No. 74 Middle st., daily, at
eleven A. M.
dtf
Portland, March 4, 1872.

CHARLES

For Sale.
PAIR of team Horses; 7 years old: weigh 2200,
color black; sound and kind; will work in
double or sigle harness. Apply to
WM. SMALL, Jr.,

A

Lisbon

Falls,

Me.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber has been duly appointed and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

NOTICE

IRA C. TOWNSEND, late of Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to moke payment to
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND, Adm’r.
Freeport, Feb. 20th, 1872.Ib24d3w

Gig Saw For Sale.
GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or address LITTLEFIELD
WILSON, Cor. York
and Maple st.
Ja31tf

A

_

LOW

BY

NATHANIEL BLAKE.

hand.

on

Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages.
Due Bom Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts.
Real Estate..*..
Current Expenses.

Premiums.
Cash Items.
Bills of other National Banks.
Fractional Currency and Nickels.
Specie.
Legal Tender Notes.

*1,263,625 13
LIABILITIES.

393 CONGRESS STREET.
feblOtf

Capital Stock, paid in.
Surplus Fund.

300,000

Discount.
Profit and Loss.
National Bank circulation outstanding..

8,715 48
42,387 13
269,200

60.000

State

IMPROVED

SEWINGMACHUVE.

hand,

on

a

4,546

Dividends unpaid. 3,246 10
Individual Deposits.330,066 18
U. S. Deposits. 21,160 64
Deposits of U. 8. Disbursing
Officers. 167,283 95
Due to other National Banks.
7,954 46
Due to State Banks.
87 38

52® 798 71
81

48^977

Notes and Bills Re-Dlsconnted.

*1,263,625

full

WUrPT AUlT Sr Q A

BOPVT

State of Maine, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the Merchants National Bank, of Portland, do solemnly swear,that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

Subscribed and

United States Hotel!
The undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce

his Mends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1872.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy.*’ he will reduce his rates to
to

DOLLARS A DAY”

To the transient travelling public, with no reduction
of fore,(attendance and
No effort will be Beared for the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
dc29tf
D. N. CUSHMAN.

hospitalities.

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
GORDON.

We have Removed

HARNESS

day of

)

5 Directors.

J

In the

rooms

Sc

St.,

to the

recently occupied by

corner

Marr

On and after Dfwaday, March 4th,

of

Brothers.

we

Dunn Sc Son.

feb29dlm_

__

R E M O Y AL!
We beg leave to inform the
moved to the Spacious Stores

public that we have

Nos. 175 & 177 COMMERCIAL

re-

ST.,

(CORNER OF CROSS,)
Where

we

.hall

keep a large Stock of

TEAS, GROCERIES & PROVISIONS.
And

where

we

hope_to

meet our old
tomers.

friends and

cus-

TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN <fc CO.

feb29

2w

POST OFFICE NOTICE.

subscriber has

prepared and would respectTHE
fully offer to the Public
superior article for
and
and Plated
a

cleaning

iwlisliing Gold, Silver

Ware,

which will excel anything of the kind ever brought
into the market. And as a guarantee of this statement, will refer to the following well known reliable
of this city:
errish A Pearson, Jewelers, Middle st; Wm. SenVer
CouJeweler, Exchange st; Sam’l Rolfe,
gress st; Rand A Thornes, dealers in Crockery, Congress st; Abner Lowell, Jeweler. Congress st; J.A.
Merrill A Co., Jewelers, Middle st; C. C. Tolman,
Market Sar; Nutter Bros. Stove Dealers, Market Sqr;
J. F. Lana, Dealer in Crockenr, Glassware, Ac., ExRIOSES PEARSON,
change st.
Silversmith, Gold Ac Silver Plater,
Temple St., near Congress St.
For Sale by the trade generally,
&29eod tf

Smtlemen

Druggist,

Removal.
has removed to No. 4 Brown
Office hours from
to 11
no25-3m

R. P. JENNESS
St., Portlai d, Me.
▲. M., and 4 to P. M.

Dr.

obedience to orders just received from the Department at Washington, carriers have beeu forbidden hereafter “to push letters under doors unless
on WHITTEN Instructions from the party addressed.’
At houses unprovided with letter-boxes, carriers
nnable to obtain admission will therefore retain letters until their next visit, unless otherwise requested
by writing directed to the Postmaster.
C. W. GODDARD, P. M.
POST OFFICE, Portland, Me.
feb29
Feb. 27, 1872.

IN

Important

to Business Men !

MAN who has had several vears expea situation as
or
Salary moderate : references first-class.
Enquire at the
mchdeodtf
P*ESS OFFICE.

YOUNG
In book-keeping, desires
A rience
Salesman.
Copyist
Book-Keeper,

be brought
8ki?s
and offered for

to

season.

Williamsport

The
soon

sale. The affair caused much
talk in the
neighborhood for several days. It
is seldom that the
bears are so bold, but their
bravery on this occasion was caused, no doubt
by the cravings of hunger. The calf was
te*th an<l
of the
animal, but will recover. Mrs. Elmakcr sava
18
she is ready for the next call.

dibiLthe

Reminiscences of Sacramento.
‘•OLD Bren’s” Jl’HY.
About the year 1858 the great North
American tragedian, McKean Buchanan,
was running the Metropolitan Theater, in
this city. Buck had some trouble with one of
his actors named Forbes, and from words
they came to blows, Buck throwing out his
“bunch of fives” and thereby blacking Forbes
The latter swore out a warrant for
eye.
Buck, and he was duly arrested. Hon. J. W.
Coffroth was employed to defend the case. A
jury of Buck’s peers was demanded to try the
cause. Now be it known that juries in Police Courts are an abomination to every one
except to those who call for them—but in
those days every citizen was liable to jury duty. Two waggish constables (Len. Harris
and Fred. Chamberlain) were sent out to
drum up a jury to sit in judgment on the
g-r-e-a-ttragediau. One went down the levee
the other Front street. Old “bums” were
summoned from the hay and lumber piles;

they were awakened from chairs in rum-mills
—stirred out of empty dry goods boxes, and
aroused from their peaceful slumbers on the
sidewalks and in the freight sheds. In the
course of a half-hour twenty-four citizens
appeared in Court to respond to their names and
duties as jurymen.
The first twelve

names were

called and

as

they occupied their seats in the box Coffroth
began to wonder, Buck loooked aghast, the
audience tittered and the Judge (Coggins)
thought “what next.” The jury were requested to stand up atid be sworn to answer
questions touching their qualifications to serve
as jurors, and there stood twelve of Sacramento’s most noted “bums," “Old Hans” at
the head and “Happy Jack” at the foot—the
“rag-tag and bob-tail” ot the levee—blacked
eyes, bunted noses and mouths, hair uncombed and hill of hay or straw, bleared faces and
rags #erc the rule and not the exception.
Old Buck was wild; Coffroth tried to hold

him down but it was no go, he arose from his
seat, his mouth fhll of “soap,” and with the
uu^rsiy

ui

cvic iiIu

cy of the Court

n,

uirew ouiiNeii oil uie mer-

follows:

as

“May it p-l-e-a-s-e

own

“Joaquin” and “Bret.”
Springfield (Mass.) Republican winds
up a sharp critique upon the poem of Cinnnnatus (Joaquin) Miller with this language:
“No doubt, when the truth is known about
this wild hunter, he will prove to be a California printer, masquerading in ‘silk
serape
with ban of gold,’ and sharp enough to make

fair hands.—Providence Journal.

The

Mark Twain on Editors.

Looking through “Mark Twain’s” new
“Roughing It,” we came upon the following passage, containing so much of truth
that we cannot refrain from yielding to the
temptation of publishing it. It should go the

book

the chief difficulty In flaming editorials—the
difficulty of finding or of selecting a subject.
It appears that “Mark” had been for some
time the local editor of a Nevada paper, but
became at last tired of that department of
labor and “wanted a change.” He says:
“I wanted variety of some kind. It came.
Mr. Goodman went away fora week and left
me the post of chief editor.
It destroyed me.
The first day, I wrote my ‘leader1 In the forenoon.
The second day I had no subject and
it off till the afternoon.
The third day
put it off till evening, and then copied an

rut

elaborate editorial out of the American Cyclopedia. The fourth day I ‘fooled around’
till midnight, and then feU back on the CycloI
pedia again. The lifth
my brain
till midnight, and theu kept the press waiting while I Denned some bitter Dersonalities
on six different people.
The sixth day I labored in anguish till far into the night, and
brought forth—nothing. The paper went to
press without an editorial. The seventh day
I resigned. On the eighth, Mr. Goodman returned and fonnd six duels on his hands—my
personalities had borne fruit.
“Nobody, unless he has tried it, knows what
it is to be an editor. It is easy to scribble
local rubbish with the facts all before you;
it is easy to clip selections from other papers ; it is easy to string out a correspondence from any locality; but it is an unspeakable hardship to write editorials.
Subject$
are the trouble—the dreary lack of them, I
mean.
Every day it is drag, drag, drag—
think, and worry, and suffer—all the world is
a dull blank, and yet the editorial columns
must be filled. Only give the editor a rutject,
and his work is done—it is no trouble to write
it up; but fancy how you would feel if you
had to pump your brains dry every day in
It
the week, fifty-two weeks in the year.
makes one low spirited simply to think of it.
The matter that each editor of a daily paper
in Vmerica writes in the course of a year
would fill from four to eight bulky volumes
like this book I”
“Fancy what a library an* editor’s work
would make, after twenty or thirty years’
service. Yet people often marvel that Dickens, Scott, Bulwer, Dumas, etc., have been
able to produce so many books. If these authors had wrought as voluminously as newspaper editors do, the result would be something to marvel at, indeed. How editors can
continue this tremendous labor, tills exhausting consumption of biain-fibre (for their work
is creative, and not a mere mechanical laying
up of facts, like reporting,) day after day and
year after year, is incomprehensible. Preachers take two months holidav in midsummer,
for they find that to produce two sermons
a week is wearing in the long run.
In truth
it must be so, and is so; and therefore,
how an editor can take from ten to twenty
texts and build upon them from ten to twenty pains taking editorials a week, and keep it
up for ail the year round, is farther beyond
comprehension than ever. Ever since I survived my week as editor, I have found at
least one pleasure in any newspaper that
comes to my hand: it is in admiring the long
columns of editorials and wondering to myself how in the mischief he did it.”

day cudgeled

money at it.”

The Yankee critic is making a pretty cute
Yankee guess at “Joaquin P’ About a dozen
years ago, on the Golden Era newspaper, in
San

Francisco,

sons

Miller was

taking

his first les-

in “Bohemian” craft under the

of Brooks A

Lawrence,

auspices

who about the same

time had Bret Harte in their composition
room at “casethe latter had tried his hand
at learning to be a compositor at Eureka, in
Humboldt county, California, and as soon as
“learned the boxes,” started for San
and got a “sit" as a “two-thirder”
the Era. At that time Miller had “theatre on the brain,” and was an attache in some
minor capacity at Tom Maguire’s Opera
House.
He vibrated between the theatre
and printiug office till the opening of the rebellion, when Joe Lane employed him to edit
a secession sheet at Salem, Oregon, called
The Arena.
The Provost Marshal soon
brought this paper to grief, and “Joaquin”
to the woods” about that
nave
“taken
may
time, for he appears no more upon the surface till we hear of his practicing law in Can
yon City, in Grant county, Oregon, where he
was elected County Judge, on the Democratic
ticket, in 1866. In the meantime he married
a lady who used to be a regular contributor
to the Golden Era, under the nom <te plume
of “Minna Myrtle.” Their marital relations
have been lately dissevered, as is well known..
The story of his weirdlike and mountain
life excites a hearty guffaw among the oldhe

Francisco,

on

tima

rmpo.Iiaiico

(rrunn.rrtrtm

It appears that a man named Jonas
Elmaker and his wife had made a small clearing in Jackson Township. They have a

of the E. a, who were well
acquainted with his chirography and shadow.
His mountain experience must have been
mainly on the stage road between Red Bluff
and Jacksonville—unless, mayhap, he might
have been one of the “herota” of the “Rogue
river war,” which occurred about his time iu
Southern Oregon. The writer in the Overland, iu setting forth his career in London,
describes him as having been almost as impecunious as Chatterton. There is some mistake about this necessary condition, as less
than three years ago, at Canyon City, he assumed to wield considerable property; and
about that time, in a conversation about a
band of cattle selling at $2,200, he expressed
regret at not hearing of the Btock being for
sale, as he had the “money lying idle in Salem,” etc.
We are loth to spoil the mystery about
“Joaquin,” alias Cincinnatus Miller; but the
truth of history compels the conclusion that,
having failed as an actor, and at first as a
“Bohemian,” he has sought fame by a road
that has already reached notoriety, and for
which he seems adapted without the adventitious aid of his attempted literary- imposture.
Speaking of the Golden Era—in those days
when he first tried his “’prentice han’
at
quill-driving, he was associated with a corps
on the paper, a fair per cent, of whom, with
himself, are making a notoe in the world,
which may end in fortune, and perhaps fame.
Bret Harte proving a better writer than typesticker, (the foreman termed him an “awful
botch!”-) was transferred to the editorial
room—from thence, promoted into a mint
clerkship, where he had leisure and salary—
just the combination to evolve the “soft etflation of celestial fire.” The celebrated Mark
Twain was then a fellow writer with the two
preceding—not overlooking Mrs. Hosmer,
who then earned her bread on the paper, and
now has an Atlantic reputation among novel
writers. We rehearse these reminiscences of
Miller in justice to the school of literary associations and labor wherein he received his
training—which has made a couple of leading
poets from a “jour print.” and his stagestruck “parduer!” It would be no bad idea,
while Miller is the “go,” for some one at San
Francisco to overhaul the Golden Era and revive a quantity of his earlier lucubrations.—
Kalama Beacon.

comfortable log cabin, a small bam, several
About nine
head of cattle, and a few pigs.
o’clock on the evening of January 31st, Mr.
Elmaker heard a great commotion among

Last evening a young man named Hugh
Mitchell stole iuto the room of a colored wo-

A Plucky Woman.
A Pennsylvania paper gives this description of a fearful fight with bears:
A gentleman reached Williamsport on Friday evening last, from a “logging eamp” in
Potter county, where he has been for five
weeks past, who relates the particulars of an
exciting encounter with an old bear and two

cubs.

rushing
imagine

and the old

jours

Wickedest Boy in Louisville.

man

named

Blanchard, living

at the

place

of

Mr. John Longv on Broadway, between second and Third streets, and pocketed a gold

finding an old bear and two
The cata yearling calf.
watch, a gold dollar, a bracelet and a breasttle were snorting aud bellowing at a fearful
In attempting to make his escape from
pin.
rate, while the pigs were squealing as lustily i the
premises he was caught by a colored man
as if they expected to be despatched every
4L/>
minute. The bear had thrown the calf down,
and was preparing to drag it out of the yard.
stolen treasures upon his person, and held
The cubs were running around snapping their
him until officer Culver came up and took
teeth, and uttering half-suppressed growls of him Sunder arrest. About three
years ago
delight at the prospect of a “good square
Mitchell was known here as a notorious
meal.” Mr. Elmaker returned to the house,
informed his wife, and made preparations to house-breaker, and, although he was not over
attack the bears. He seized his rifle, while
sixteen years of age, he was quite successful
his wife armed herself with a long-handled
his profession
double-bitted ax. Thus armed, they advanc- in his exploits, and practiced
ed to the attack. The bears, made bold and
in a manner that was novel arid peculiar. He
ferocious by hunger, did not seem inclined to raised a pet coon, and so trained the animal
give up their prey. Rising upon her haunch- that whever its master would put it down
es, the old bear showed tight, and the cnbs
it would run immediately inupon the ground
crouched behind her, snarling fiercely. Mr.
house. Mitchell would take his
surprise

on

1

shall expose for sale, a very large assortment of Haraenae*
all of our own Manufacture, adapted to all kinds of
business.

Henry

them for the balance of the

and the fair sex come In for the
It Is lawful for them, If they
to
take
the initiative in matrimonial
wish,
proposals, and in many social festivities.
They can give balls, Invite partners for the
dance, and for a while bestow those courtesies which they are accustomed to receive
from the sterner sex.
The pleasantest leapyear party we have heard of this season, was
one in which the ladles provided an elegant
supper for their masculine guests, and prepared every item ofthe collation with their

firivileges,
ion’s share.

his

STREETS

IS ADVANCE.

your Honor, the law says a man may be tried
by ajury of his p-e-e-r-a. < If those (pointing
to the jury) are my p-e-e-r-s, then I will plead
guilty.’’ Amid roars of laughter the Court
was adjourned, Buck declaring that it was the
best foundation for u farce he ever found and
he would certainly bring it out on the stage,
although he thought that jury would have
hung him had they had a chance to try him
for assault and battery.—California Paper.

cubs had attacked

»ur

MARKET

days, Candlemas, St. Valentine's day, St.
Matthias’s day, and usually. Slirove Tuesday
and Ash Wednesday. But leap year has its

On
his cattle and pigs at the bam.
out to ascertain the cause of alarm,

MANUFACTORY,

From 172 Middle

MIDDLE

23-dtf_

Silver Plate Polish!

1st

REMOVED!

The subscriber has just opened to public and prite parties a new Bowling Alley at

B.

this

mar2-3t

«mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.**
X have leased their Docks and other propery In
Cape Elizabeth to James K. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be responsible for any
debts contracted in theLr name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
his
By
Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
jn30tf
Portland, January 28th, 1871

GEO.

me

CHAS. O. BANCROFT, J. P.
Rehsellaek Char,
Kurus E. Wood,
G. E. B. Jackson.

NOTICE.

Dec.

to before

sworn

March, 1872.
Correct, Attest;

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

fel4

13

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

as-

various styles of
finish.
machines sold en monthly Instalments.
^"'Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and evamine our “medians machine.”

Qtls. Large CODFISH
SALK

554,492 72
300,000
190,000
62,700
31,396 72
113,624 91
21,280 22
,450 75
8,236 99
13,746 29
9,097
,917 03
24,182 50
23,500

deposits.

Co.,

Forest City Bowling Alley.

Law Notice.

FOR

STOCK,

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

“TWO

1872.
to part-

mr4eodlw

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

Milan Meant

J. W.
L. F.

THE

Close of Business, February 27, 1872,

“

keep constantly
Bortment of these Machines in the

that for fineness, body ana durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

,46
feb6d3m&,48
eod

J Directors.
)

OE POBTLAHD, BE.

BALANCE OF OUR

Where we shall

A

)

Wm. Deeking,
A. L. Gilkey,

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

At

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be strictly para* and guarantee

Phillips

before me this 1st day of
GEO. C. PETERS, J. P.

W. W. Thomas,

3t

_mcn2

to

sworn

331 CONGRESS STREET.

OF

9,433
1,720
349,691 94
8,820 26

Individual Deposits.
Due to National Banks.

THE

WINTER

479,530*

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK,

you wish to secure the best Sewing Machine in
existence for all kinds of work, do not fail to call
and examine THE SINGER, at

Dry and Ground in Oil,

75

mr4d3t

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

OF

To this rule there is an exception on the
centesimal years, which are only leap years
when divisible by four, after suppressing the
two zeroes. February is not a festive month.
It has its lengthening days, and a few genial
suns, with snowdrops and crocuses for its floral treasures.
It has for festival and fast

rounds that readers may understand what is

WM. T. SMALL, Justice of Peace.
Correct, Attest;—J. Walker,
I. P. Farrington,

March, 1872.
Correct, Attest:

Co., Ag’ts, r*

Co-Partnership Notice.
CHICNGO, March 2d,

hare lost published our Annual Seed Catalogue of FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS,
and will furnish It FBEE on application.

As the

CO.”

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPS', IRON PIPS
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.

mr4dlw*

dlw

Stair Builder.
L1BHV, ir 1-9 Union Street,

“THE SINGER

BOSTON

MR.

2.195,503

..

Street.

H>inPtnliAriiiv iho IpAiwvAAni

02

STATE OF MAINE,
I ..
County op Cumuerland, ) 88*
William
A.
I,
Wtnshlp, Cashier of the Casco National Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WM. A. WINSlirp, Cashier.
Subecrlbed and sworn to before me, this first day of

State Bank
Dividends unpaid.

Watches, Jewelry, dee.

LIBBY, Agents,

MANUFACTURERS

ed.

915 83

National Bank Circulation outstanding..

stairs.

Secretary.

Once 99,94 4c 94 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

ANNUAL

is

Repaired._

SUver and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOWELL, 301 Ceagrem

AUG. N. CURRIER,

J. H. Chadwick &

and have taken
Brown’s Wharf.

008,251 28
22,591 33

Bankers,

1

Banking Honse.

P. VKK3I, Cm. Cnberlnd and Frank.
Iln »U.

No, 49 Exchange street.

Kurina

Catalogue!

an

3*229

Other Real Estate.

AND OTHER

374,418 32

No. 12 Pine st.

<>rtland

(BY PERMISSION, FROM THE DEPARTMENT ReCOKRR)
With portraitsof U. S. Detectives, and their Captures;
and a sketch of Chief H. C. WHITLEY.
By Capt. Geo. P. Burnham. 400 pages, Price 93 SO

A

18,328
40,589
5,079
5,000

have formed a copartnership to
date from March 1st, 1872, as manufacturers and
wholesale dealers in Lumber, under the firm name of

fel2-d2w&w4w

r. S. Secret Service.

on

109,471

Seminary, THE undersigned

A Session, on Thursday, February 22.
For Catalogue containing fall particulars, address

KEI

—OF THE—

of Trustees.
w8

Y?ortlaxid, Me.
mHE IHissos

Due to other Banks

400

479

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

$361,288 00
75,000 00
144,676 00
28,860 00
12,000 00
personal

Interest and Rents accrued,
Cash on hand and In Bank,
Cash In hands of agents and In tranait,
Office Furniture, safes and fixtures,

W. F.

284,475 58

Circulation,
Dividends unpaid,
Deposits,
Due to National Banks,

Loans 4. Discounts.
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation.
Other Bonds.
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ls.
Due from other National Banks.

Copartnership Notice.

Ladies’

Seed

A VOLUME OF

BATES, Sec’y

800 000

160,000 00
14,986 16
109,489 42

or

Pure White Lead !

Choice St. Croix and Porto Rico.
“
Ndw Orleans in Bbls.

•2,196,563 02

AAmBS HILLER, No. 91 Federnl Street.
Every description of Water Fixtaree arranged and at ap in the beat manner.
Aehbing promptly attended to.

ASSETS.

Loaned on Bond and Mortgage,
Real estate, unincumbered,

Molasses

-IN-

Thos.

-Sat

Loans and Discounts
#1,210,358 50
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation
535,000
Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages
50,340 l»
Dus from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts
170,465 00
other National Banks
21,917 07
Banking House
20,0(0
Other Real Estate
20,900
Cash Items
45,296 70
Current Exrenses,
1,522 67
Bills of other National Banks
12,484
Fractional Currency (Including nickels)
1,046 85
Specie,
8,922 24
Legal Tender Notes,
62,000 00

Plumbers.

month has 29 days on leap-year and
on the three years that come between.
The
year on which this day occurs is called leapyear, because it leaps over a day more than a
common year.
Thus the first day of March
falls on Friday; next year it will leap to Sunday, although in common years it would fall
on
Saturday. It retains also its ancient name,
bissextile, from two Latin words “twice” and
“sixth.” as the sixth of the calends of March,
according to the Roman reckoning, or our
24th of February, were counted twice every
four years. A simple rule will be a guide for
Divide by 4; what's left shall be
For leap-year 0, for past 1, 2, 3.

RESOURCES.

LIABILITIES.

before

during its progress the vernal equinox occurs.
King Numa, according to tradition, added
two months to the year, naming them January from the god Janus, and February, from
a word meaning to purify, as the Romans devoted the month to expiatory sacrifices. To
January he gave 31 days, and in order to
make the year come out right he gave t* February 30 days on every fourth year, and 29 on
the intervening three years. This arrangement continued until the time of the Emperor Augustus, at the Christian era.
He was

I>®RTXsA.N-r>,

IN THR STATE OF MAINE,
At the close of Business February* 27,1872.

At

WE ARE SELLING

[Incorporated in.1829.]

HMDS and TIERCES.

FOR SALE

or THE

Capital Stock,
Surplus Fund
Discount,
Profit and Loss,

century

only28

nKtv

Casco National Bank
-A.T

the sixth

the month named in his honor
should be behind the other months in length,
and therefore took one day from February
and added it to August. Thus this ill-used

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

January 1st, 1873.

NEW MOLASSES!
New

lUAnmi

kings of Rome, about

uuwilflng that

or the

J. AMBROSE MERRILL, Na. 139 Hiddie Street.
J. W. Sc H. H. MCDI7FFEE, Cor. middle
Sc Union Sts.

WORCESTER, MASS.

on

School

The School has tieen under the management of the
priMt Principal for 16 years, and boys with him
will nua a pleasant home and receive
thorough iuBtructton.
HAMLIN F. EATON.
References: J T. ChampUn; Free. Colbv University; W. H. Shalier. Ed. Zlons Advocate;?. 0. Libby;
Joseph Russell and T. C. Hersey, Portland.
fob22eodtd

Photographers.

THE

de-

as

Family

NO BRIDGE WO CK, BE.
The Spring Term will commence

A. S. DAVIS 4k CO., No. SO middle Street.
A. H. LAmsON, 133 middle St., cor. Cron.

R. F.

Loaned

Gen. H. G. Thomas.

Schools.

BOSTON LEAD

WHIDDEN

&

5-d&w3m

Strips.

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL,430
Congress Street#

Twenty-Fifth Annnal Statement

consumers

or

KNIGHT
Jan.

Row, Ag’t,

<7 EXCHANGE STREET.

william a.evajss,

COUNSELLOR AT

to

sired.

Ward 43 FBEBLE ETBEET.

SHALL

$390,108,637 00
290,084,987 00
Risks written in Maine during the year, 10,238,745 00
Risks outstanding in Maine,
7,425,180 00
Premiums received In Maine in 1871,
123,847 94
Losses i«id la Maine In 1871,
64,766.91
J. GOODNOW,
L. J. HENDEE,
President.
Secretary.
Ws. B. Clark, Ass't Secretary.
Risks outstanding,

HENRY CHAPIN,
President.

Portland Plaster Mills!

THE-

hand, in Bank and

86

Libby, Esq.,

Eaton

V. LOTHBOP Sc CO., No. 133 Exchange Street.

March l.eod3w

ASSETS.

Marble,

hum] a good aasorlment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
marble workthat will not lail to be saltsihctory to all
su»m
ms.
-_

$6,657,471

the year,

Outstanding Losses,
Re-Insurance Reserve,

Gr ound Land Plaster

JANUARY 1,1879.
Capital Stock, (all paid In).

ASTOUNDING

on

during

Risks written

F.

Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. %.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

GEO.

UADIUTIE8.

Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, me.

or

OMceSIlCONGBItl NTBEKT,
keep

37

MUNGER, Correspondent,

are

HUNT & JEWETT,

Italian & American

00
3,379,050 00
217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405,937 95
274,345 01

prepared supply dealers
eroune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
Hartford Fire Ins. Com’y., WEwith fresh
Vessel in Bulk
Shipped by K. ft.
Bbls.,

UPHOLSTERER
Son. 31 £ 93 Free Street.

Total Expenditures for 1871,

03

language.

$8,143,240

STATEMENT

Cash

PORTLAND, MAINE.
•

$4,663,784

Cask Capital,

II. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vlce-Pree’t.

THE—

Weather

500 00

(3,870,505 30

re-

boarders, a few young ladies desirous of actheoretical ana practical knowledge of the

a

Esq., C.

March,

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

..I

Income lor 1871,

24

JT,

dim-eodllm&w6w

-OF

Painter,

825,490 00

Other liabilitiee small, for printing, Ac.,

April next.

WINES,

Fresco

$5,375,793

$14,806,812

By order of the Board,
J. D. JONES, Presldeut.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vlce-Pres’t.

Street.

*

on

-A.BSTR.A.CT

L.KEILEK,

W,

2,033,675 18

the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will lie redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after
the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
Tuesday at
will cease. The certificates to be produced
the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red serin) ior gold premiums; such payment of interest and
redemption will be in gold.
A dirUead ef F«rty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates wilt be issued on and after Tuesday the Second of

OF

348 CONQHEBB STREET.

tpUVU.inj VU

No. 49 Exchange St.

$7,446,452 69

nor upon Fire Risks Usconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 3lst December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate ai^i Bonds and Mortgages.
notes and claims due the Coiqpany, estimated at
Interest, and
Premium Notes aua Bills Receivable
>n-T
Cash in Bank.

Wholesale & Retail
novl6m

$335,938 20
642,028 05

UUII)

St.

SHALL Sc KNIGHT, Ne. 184 Exchange

$6,400,502 95

Money,

Borrowed

are

as

_

Masons and Builders.
BEBLON, 333 1-3 Ceagreu

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

$5,412,777 51

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

-OF

FRENCH

A

Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

of Marine Premiums,

Six per cent interest

Assets,

Losses adjusted and not dne,
Losses unadjusted,

New York.

received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free
and Cross Streets.de20 tf

H.

William,

Total Amount of Assets,

E. P. Paybox.

Paybox,

Comer of

DVB AN Ac AOHNSON, 1T1 middle and
110 Federal Streets.

March l-eod3w

sundry

Law,

Street.

Exchange

STREET,

CO.,

FOLLOWS:

AS

DOW, COFFIN

1849.)

IN

INS.

Total,

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
(ORGANIZED

Carpet-Bags.

*

eod-3m

SAVINOS BANK. BUILDING,

95

B. D. WEST, Sec.

Prest.

__

_

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

$758,098.76.

■

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

fobl

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
Mo.

•

Jewelry and Flue Watches.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

LIABILITIES.

Sts., Portland, Me.

mm*am

DAVID TV. DEANE, Ne. SO Federal St.
All kiade of VpheU . ring and Repairing
to order.

sf the Assssl iMIesieil

Total

lyPolicy Holders in the Lorillurd Fire Insurance Co., will please
call for their Return Premiums which are now ready.

Especial attention given to the purchase and shipment of Corn, Flour. Grain and Provisions, tor eastRefer to 1st Nat’l Bank, Chicago; W. H.
ern parties.
Small, Bangor.
__'
A. W. Webster.
Tnos. E. Bkxxett,

HBNJf. ADAHS, car. Exchange aad Fed«r>l Streets.
%
HOOPER & EATON, Old Pest OHce,
Exchange Street.
Ij. F. HOYT, Ne. It Preble Street. Upbolstering dene t# erder.

O Clapp’s Black'
Coagreee Street, opposite Old Cil; Hail.

Agent.

Real Estate unencumbered,
$335,000 00
ou hand,in bank and lu agents bands,2,132,584 55
United States Securities,
448,543 73
State, City and Town Stocks and bonds,
380,671 00
Bauk and Trust Co’s Stock,
1,276,690 00
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,
1,467,786 00
Loans on Real Estate,
79,390 00
Loans on Collateral,
259,973 00
Accrued Interest,
19,864 67

L. 8. TWOMBLY, Agent.

& Fore

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

Cash

AVV-AIIIMII CMICV

BENNETT,

doae to order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

On tbo 31st duy of December, 1871, made to the State
of Maine.
Capital Black, all paid up, $3,000,000 OO

Total

Merchants,

General Commission

.JOHN H, MATT, Sec.

Ne.

IS Free Street.
N. TAKBOX, N«, 138 aad ISO Fore St.
GEOBOB a. WHITNEY, Ne. 88 Exchange St. Vphelateriag of all kiade

OB' HARTFORD, CONN.,

$589,692.18.

Sts.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COBBY Sc CO., Arcade,

ABNEB LOWELL, 301 Ceagreu Street.
Agent* for Heward Watch Company.

Amazon Ins. Co., Cincinnati.

JAMES VAN NOKDEN, Prent.
GEO. W. MONTGOMEBY, Sec.

Congress aad Exehaage

cor.

PARIS,

a

month into the Roman calendar is ascribed
to Numa Pompilius, one of the legendary

Previous to his time, the Roman
year was divided into two months, commencing with March, which took precedence, as

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
PROF.
convenient house in the city,
prepared to

ceive

The Twenty-Ninth of February.
day has a history, and a special claim
to notice from the rarity of its occurrence,
marking its record on the calendar only once
in four years.
The introduction of this

Christ.

Teacher of the French Language.

MrtNTiAV

A. F. SHERRY, No.

2d6t

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

$282,221.02

Dentists.

N. R.

$8,000,000.00

•

EDMUND DRIGGS, Preet.

New York.

ASSETS JAN. 1,1872.

1

B. W. Gao-,206State et.,Bo*ton.

Sacceaaoro

Exchange Ins. Co.,

Merchants,

58 SOUTH CANAL STBtBBT,

CHAS. K. BOND, Sec.

$9,858,953

3*

PALMER,

itTNA

•

Cloaks

JOSIAH HEALB, No. 105 middle Street.
HR. W. B. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.
PACKARD Ac HARDY, Plaent B lock
r>

FRENCH FAMILY

FOR BOYS!
Velvet

Furniture and Upholstering.

12
00

OK THE

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

Xi. 8. TWOMBLY, Agent.

Pleer, Grata and Prarlaiaa

Commission

$800,000.00.

P. SYMONDS, India St.
dyed and flnished..

J. W. HUNGER A SON, Kgts at Portland.

Firemens’ Fnnd Ins. Co. California Williamsburg City Ins. Co., N. T.
ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

Account,77,021
118,515

ASSETS

Assets in Gold

168,69316

•10,054,489 50

Company owe

Gen’l

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the following
flrsbclass Companies:

Ins. Co., London.

58

poli-

on

Iweu assumed to exist, December 31, 1871, and
for which a reservation has been made,
463,268 00
Interest accrued to December 31, 1871, on
Mortgages of Real Estate, Stocks, Bonds,

STREETS, FIRST FLOOR,

__

THOMAS H.

296,211

and Third National Banka 122,198 06

TWOMBLY,

EXCHANGE AND FORE

Stock,

Outstanding Renewal Premiums,
cies, upon wblch a liability has

JAS. M.

Has Removed to the Comer ot

s

651,79100
512,690 50
223,400 35
445,149 50
20,500 00
19,000 to

Due for Rents,
7,69612
Premium Notes, secured by valuable policies, Including estimated Interest,
2,278,22$ 75
Deferred Quarterly and Semi-annual Pre-

A be tract

_

020,1*0*2

Manulhcturing stocks,

148 EXCHANGE 8T.

Janatf_

Boston,

ciuie in

IjTa

Jules Ch. L. Morazain,

Dye-House.

1,965,738 61

Railroad Ronds,

Railroad Stock,
Bank Stock,
Loans on Collateral,
Boston Gas Light Company

op-

Posltc Park.

#1,337,162 51

expenditures,

Net Assets, December 31,1871,

REMOVAL]

CLOUDMAN

G.

neat

MARCH 11th, 1872.
For Catalogues, &c., apply to
J. C. SNOW, Principal,
Steven’s Plains, Me.
JaSltd

References: Gen. J. M. Brown. ,T. W. Symonda,

SAWYER Ac CO., Bleachers, No. 131
Hiddle Street.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY Ac MEANS, Pearl Street,

195,63812

POHTBAIT PAINTER.

J.

S

Of the Company, December 31, 1871.
Loans to States, Cities and Towns,
#2,291,908 64
Loons on Mortgages of Real Estate,
1,440,100 00
United States Securities,
365,335 00

INSURANCE.

MARINE

over

Balance of Distribution
Losses uniwid,

Agent.

FablOeodl’w

36,000

Open

MONDAY,

French

Bonne', and Hat Bleachery.

00

dental expenses,
362,717 06
Premiums returned in cash,and
cancelled notes on surrendered policies,
650,960 82
Interest paid for advances on
investments over par value, 40,745 73

The

SOW, Agents.

PALMER,

12

Will

TUESDAY MORNING. MARCH 5. 1872.

This

FOURTEEN WEEKS,

FROM

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMAI.1 4k SHACK.CORO, No. 35 Plans

-#875,315 00

Matured Endowments.
Amount i>aid during the year
for commissions, advertising,
printing, and all other inci-

Excess of Receipts

THE SPRING TERM

quiring

Collateral Loans, and outstanding premi-

iVBBAOE TOTAL EXPENSES TO TOTAL HBCBIPTS • 1-9 PEE CENT.

Co.,

Street.

9

#3,302,901

Losses paid in 1871, #756,80000
Losses not yet called
for,
118,515 06

miums,

Company,

TOTAL ASSETS 1871,

Janjl

MERCHANTS !

ION Walnut SL,
H. L. Gutoo,

ENGLAND

Mutual Life Insurance

#875,315.
by matured en-

Amount of same #36,000.
Premiums received in 1871,
#2,715,202 09
Interest
587,699 03

Cash in Webstar

AMD

COMMISSION

Fire & Marine Ins. Co

NEWPORT, R. I.
Cash Capital & Surplus
$230,862.00
TURNER Prce’t.
J. H. DKWOLF, Pree't.
RESOLVED WATERMAN, Soc'y.
feblOeodSm

NEW

BROKERS,

SHIP

NEWPORT

I.

same

terminated

THE PRESS.

Westbrook Seminary

BOARD

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, POCM* Ac BBBBB, No. 99 Middle

ASSETS

$314,490.90

THOMAS G.

Warren A Gregg.

Succcaaora to

$773,830.80 North American Fire Ins.
COMPANY.
Cargoes, Freight, and

PROVIDENCE, R.

494

H. L. GREGG &

GUSTAVE TOUCHABD, Pres’t.

R. I.

Fire and Marine Insurance Co’y.,

BROKER,

_

$1,115,573,67

-----

EQUITABLE

(Formerly Wurren & Gregg.)

PHILADELPHIA.

ASSETS

ry~Thr »*“»«•" •f the pahlic b reapcctfallr called ta the ahere aajaed Ceaaaaakee.
JT. W. MI N UK fe

-AND—

Amount of

FRANCISCO.

SAN

Slari.k. Ri.k. Taken on
VoMel. per voyage. Kate, named and Certificates
BOSTON.
Issued. Risk, on Hull, effected at current rates.
HENRY HARRIS, Pree't.
Cash Capital & Surplus
$645,129.29
ALBERT BOWKER, Prea’t.
IRA A. FOSTER, Sec’y.
E. E. PATRIDGE, Sec’y pro tem.

CHAS. A. WARREN,
SHIR

union Insurance Co.

Bakers.
w. C. COBB, No. 19 Pearl St.

272

247 persons.

policies
dowments,

NARRAGANSETT

ending December 31,1871.

Number of Policies issued in 1871,
2,969
Amount insured, #7,093,176.
Number of Policies outstanding,
22,892
Amount of same, #67,815,733.
Number of Policies terminated by death, upon
Number of

C. D. HAVEN, Sec’y.

D.,

Physician

ME.

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies
any amount of Fire,
marine and Life Insurance desired a mrrent rates.

PROVIDENCE,

W. K. RIPLEY M.

ST., PORTLAND,

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

BUSINESS CARDS.

for Sewing Machines.
w. S. BIBB, No. 15S Middle St., over H.
H. Hay’s. All kinds of Machines la
sale aad to let. Repairing.

EDUCATIONAL.

Agency

BOSTON.

daily

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Advertising Agents.
ATWELL Ac CO., 174 14 Middle Si. Advertisements inserted in paper* in Maine
and threagbont the country at the pablishers’ lowest rates.

i Mutual Life Insurance Co.
For the year

'terms An.ttoPEB ANNUM,

5,1872.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

England

new

published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

MARCH

Exhibit of the Business and Assets

PRESS
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MORNING,

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

MUNGER,

Year In advance.
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THE
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Exchange St, Portland.
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Elmaker raised his rifle and fired at the black
monster, thinking that if she were killed the
cubs could easily be driven off. But owing

to the excitement under which he was laborthe
ing, he missed his aim, aud only broke
With a fierce
left fore-paw of the animal.
wound,
growl of rage, caused by the painful followed
the old bear rushed at her assailants,
bv the cubs. Thev stood their ground for a
few minutes, Mr. Elmaker clubbing his rifle,
whil* his wife cut one of the cubs severely in
The rage of the
the shoulder with an axe.
animals became fearful, and the great danger
of facing them at once became apparent.
Retreating rapidly to the house, they barred
the door and prepared to defend themselves.
Mr. Elmaker succeeded in reloading his rifle,
and firing through the window killed a cub.
The old bear now attempted to climb the log
house, but owing to her broken paw, was unable to do so. Another shot from the rifle
wounded her severely in the head, when she
set up the most hideous howls of rage. Failing to get another shot at them, the parties
inside remained in a state of siege, prepared
to resist any further attack.
The animals
loitered around until midnight, when they retired and all became still. On making a
search in the morning, the old bear was found
dead about six hundred yards from the house,
and the cub lay where it fell in the early part
The other had disapof the engagement.
bears
peared in the forest. The two dead
were secured and dressed—the old one weighThe Eled 380 pounds, and the cubs 193.
makers have a sufficiency of bear meat to Iasi

4V.

to the nearest
coon about the

street in his arms, ostensibly
for the purpose of showing it off and when in
front of a residence he wished to enter, he
would let the coon down. In an instant the
well trained animal would scamper off towards the house, and its master would follow
in pursuit.
If there happened to be an opening anywhere about the building, the coon
was sure to find it and enter the house at
Of course, the people of the house
once.
would allow the master to come in alter his
servants
pet, and while the family and the
were lending a helping hand to effect the captine of the runaway, Mitchell would busy
himself with every opportunity by picking up
little things here and there in the rooms in
which they passed after the slippeiy little
beast. Mitchell kept up-this game ouite sucfinally caught
cessfully for some time,but wasfor
a term of
and sent to the penitentiary
a month ago he was parAbout
three years.
doned out by Governor Leslie, after remaining in the prison about a year and a half.
His parents and people had left the city during his confinement, and gone to another section of the country to live; but as soon as he
was released,
young Mitchell returned to
Louisville, it seems, to follow his old pursuits.
He is now only 18 years of age, and made
quite a genteel appearance when brought to
Doubtless this
the station house last night.
act will send him back to the penitentiary,
and when he returns to the walks of honest
is the
men, he will have learned that honesty
Courier, Jan. ‘Mth.
best

|

policy.—Louisville
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ticipated

true

■

chagrined
disheartened by

at their defeat and would be
this unexpected blow, had not years accustomed them to repulse. These leaders had laid

scattering vote was for Mr. Dow,
so that counting these as Republicans, the majority against Mr. Cleaves who represents the
Democratic strength is quite seven hundred.
cans

ami the

The Nobility of Political Strife.
A curious illustration of the way in which
a man’s notions of things may get confused is
afforded by the speech of one member of the
Legislature who, at the close of the session,

congratulated

his associates that

“party poli-

tics had not been known in their midst.” The
fact that attention had been given to matters
purely personal and selfish,—that all the time

occupied by the schemes set on foot
by private greed and the petty bickerings of
rival corporations,—this gentleman regarded
as “the harbinger of useful legislative action
and exalted statesmanship,’’ which, he trusts,
will take the place of “useless party bickerings and strife 1” Like many other people he
is evidently unable to comprehend the fact
that party strife is the most ennobling strife
had been

in which men can engage.
It has to do with
highest and most general interests of hu-

the

It is the

manity.

safeguard

liberty. To
most unselfish

of

of mankind it is the
all pursuits. Men turn away from thenpetty personal concerns, from their strivings
the tnass

of

for private

corporate gain, from their search
for ten per cent, on their capital, from their
or

private animosities, from their hunger for
charters, and consider what is best

railroad

for their State and their country.
A man
who desires to become a disinterested patriot
and

useful,

a

unselfish

better than to engage
without a view to any

There could be

citizen, cannot do
actively in politics
personal advantage.

better

no

course

of moral

gymnastics.
It is only the low aims and selfish purposes
of a few men that give political contests their
sole unworthy aspect.
And after such men
have done their worst, the field of political activity remains one of the purest and noblest
on which a good man can enter.
There is
corruption enough and wickedness enough
there, to be sure, but relatively there is nothing but honesty, justice and good will. If
circumstances had made it the duty of the
Legislature that has just adjourned to consider such broad political topics as some of its
predecessors did just before and during the
war, its tone would have been infinitely highthan it became when it concluded to ignore
even matters of general State policy and de-

er

vote its time

wholly

to

determining

whether

Smith or Jones er Brown should have the
largest franchise for plundering the common-

wealth.

To our mind it is

dignifying the

noisy contest of yelping

curs over a fat cartoo much to say that it betokens “a spirit of useful legislation and exalted statesman-

cass

ship.”
One of the Democratic Head Centres of
New Hampshire is John Q. Sinclair, Chairman ot the Democratic Stale Committee. He
and his party are now trying to get the soldiers’ votes. They are reminded of a speech
made by Sinclair a few years ago, when the
battle

flag of the
brought into

was

who was a

Eleventh New

Hampshire
the State House. Sinclair,
memljcr of the Legislature, then

said:
The flag speaks more eloquently to-day than
human tongue can speak of the carnage of hell
which abolitionism has brought upon the country—that flag, until it was seized by red-handed abolitionism, floated on every sea, was respected in every land, and never trailed in the

dust.

He and his

political associates have not
They are hostile to the
as they were to the war

changed their minds.
fruits of the war now
itself.

The employees of Hon. C. P. Kimball inform
us in a well-written and
well-signed note that
makes

prouder than ever of American workthat tlieir employer never attempts to
influence them in political matters. We should
us

ing-men,

gladly publish the note of
anybody has said that Mr.

these gentlemen if
Kiiuhall dots intimi-

date or influence liis employees politically. We
have Mr. Kimball’s personal assurances that
he is not troubled about the matter and that he
lias

inclination to put on soats that do not belong to him. He adds that so absurd a notion would
never have occurred to him had not several perno

sons, ESPECIALLY THE EDITOR OP THE ADVERTISER, insisted that he was referred to by
the
in the Press.

paragraph

Nathan Cleaves, Esq., has written a note
in which he says that the statement in yesterday’s Press in regard to his volunteering his
services to aid the Ogdensburg loan in any manHe says he was
ner, is false and malicious.
“never asked, and never offered to aid the loan
in any manner.” This is strong language. The
statement of our correspondent may have been
incorrect, but it certainly was not malicious.
It will be observed that Mr. Cleaves does not
deny that he was formerly in favor of the loan.
The statement of the Philadelphia Press and
and copied into the Press that Gen. Robert
Anderson married a daughter of the late Nicholas Longworth, the famous wine manufacturer
of Cincinnati, is incorrect.
Gen. Anderson
married a daughter of Gen. Clinch of Georgia.
It was a brother of Gen. Anderson’s who married Mr. Longwortli’s daughter. We have this
ntatAmont. from

Anderson’s

Up llovniu

U'lm

family physician for

uruu

fliarwavol

3everal years.

Thk first number of the new Boston paper,
the Boston Daily Globe appeared yesterday
morning. It is a quarto in form, and shows
that the make up has been entrusted to skillful
and experienced hands.
In size and appearance it is a little improvement on the New
York Times. The Globe starts all of its
departments in a manner that indicates that its managers

fully understand

their mission and field.

Washington Matters.
thousand claims, involving
830,000,-

Twelve
000, have been filed before the Southern Claim
Commission. The awards already made, and
to be made, will give the total allowed at about

89,000,000.
Edward Atkinson, William Ellicott and Edward Harris will appear before the Committee

Ways and Means, Monday, asking that wool
be placed on the free list.
The duty on its
manufacture is thirty per cent. .John L. Hayes

on

is expected to reply.
The navy department,

publish it in

to

figures:

The Washington Patriot says that on the 21st
of July, 1808, Mr. Boutwell stated in the House
of Representatives, that the debt had been reduced between April, 1865, and January, 1868,
Accordone thousand and sixty million dollars.
ing to the public debt statement it has lieen
since
March
further reduced
1, 1871, $273,749,811 98, making a total reduction, according to
the Secretary of the Treasury, of over $1,349,090,000 in the last six years.
On the thirtieth of June, 1865, the total debt was
82,680,517,869 74
Deduct from this the reduction stated by the Sec. of the Treas., viz,
1,319,709,811 98

are

their plans to secure a majority in the beard
of Aldermen, but instead of this they are oncannot have
ly sure of one at this time and
They hoped to show handmore than two.
for the
some gains ill several wards, but now,
first time for several years, their candidate for
Mayor lias a majority of Republicans against
him in every ward. The vote for Mr. Morgan was, almost to a man given by Republi-

public debt

the Daily Press,
and if it is not correct will you please give the

quest of you

we

contest, they

should be,
$1,330,898,811 76
But according to the public debt statement of
the first instant it is $2,361,051,842 81, a discrepancy of over a thousand million dollars—
precisely $1,030,153,785 05.
Over a billion dollars has been lost or stolen,
if Boutwell’s statement is correct.
Mr. Editor, I believe there is something beand the total debt

j

Auditor—HughD. McLellan. Collector—Elslia
Douglass. Clerk—John C. Card. School Committee—Geo. M.

Republicans.

Bodge,

John

H.

Fogg.

All

Standish.—Dr. James G. Curtis Moderator.
Joseph 8. Tompson Clerk and Treasurer.

Wilson Dow, Ambrose Cram and William
Rich Selectmen,
Assessors, and Overseers of
the Boor. James G.
Sturgis School Committee.
Samuel Dingley Auditor. Alfred S. Cousens
Collector aud Constable. All
Republicans.
•Norway.—Selectmen—A. F. Noyes, Wm.
Frost, _d, Clias. W. Ryerson.
Supervisor
Fred E. Crockett.
Treasurer—Lee Mixer.

Agent—H. Upton.

Bxxton.-lhe election was very close, but
Republicans have filled a majority of the
town offices.
.James A. Harmon,
Democrat,
who represented the town in the
Legislature
this
is elected
the

winter,
Selectmen,

chairman of the Board of

A New York reporter is responsible for the
statement that “Time has delved his parallels
upon the brow of Gen. Sigel.”

Items.
James W. Swain, who for several years has
been in the employ of Perkins’s Exeter and
Boston Express, was arrested at Exeter, N. H.,
charged with embezzliug money to the amount
of several hundred dollars. A preliminary examination was hold Friday before Justice
Charles Ujiliam Ball, and Swain was ordered
to find bail in !$800 for appearance at the term
of the Supreme Judicial Court holden in that
town in April, failing which he was committed

hind all this that can be explained; at any
rate I have all faith in the present administration and also m Mr. Boutwell.
More Light.
[Before the Presidential campaign is over we
have no doubt that the Democracy will put in

to

circulation thousands of “gross, open, palpable” lies like that which troubles our correspondent. The simple explanation is this: The
sum mentioned by Mr. Boutwell was that vast

floating debt,
shortly after the

funded,

never

which

was

close of the war. The greater part of it was never included in any formal
public debt statement, such aS are now published. The “reduction of the public debt”
mentioned in these statements has reference to

Witness says “they haft sunk too much public
money in this business already, and if the line
had been better managed, the company would

long ago in a position to do for
themselves what an ill-served and unwilling
jiublic are now asked to do.”
Mr. Hubbard, the Democratic candidate
for Governor of
Connecticut, is a century or two behind the times. He even
does not appreciate the worth
of
so
have been

the reduction from the maximum funded debt
in the spring of 1865. The statement that
“nvpr

ltiilinn

n.

Hnllnrs

has hppn Inst, if Unlit.-

well’s statement is correct,” is not only without foundation, but is stark idiocy, such as any

reputable

paper ought to be ashamed

of.—Ed.]

ty.”

of the workmen who were his fellow
townsmen to alienate the members of his family from him by means of their letters home.
He appears to have had no particuler quarrel
with young White on this account, and Little
and White boarded at the house of one Dolan
and roomed together in one room, containing
three beds and occupied, also by four others.
Little did not go to work Saturday morning uor
did lie come down to dinner,but remained in his
room.
He had become incensed against some

not dare to go to the chamber as Little was
armed and forbade their approach.
They parleyed with him nearly two hours, during which
they heard him fire several shots when he fin-

ally threw down his pistol and gave himself up.
He was found sitting on the bed covered with
blood with two pistol shot wounds on the neck
and face,one in the left side and several wounds
inflicted with a pocket knife in his abdomen.
None of these wounds however will prove mortal,it is thought. Little was taken to Dockland
and lodged at the police quarters
dieted at the March session of
Judicial Court, if ho survives.
has also been taken to Dockland

and will lie inthe Supreme
White’s body
to await the

order of" his friends. Little expresses
trition for his shocking crime.
A Ludicrous Blunder.—It will be
hon'd that, t.ho nt.hor Hnv

in th*

Senate,

Michigan,

Mr.

Chandler,

of

no

con-

romemfitafao

made

a ve-

hement announcement that some party or parties were engaged in forging his frank to documents of opposition members of Congress', having the laugh turned against him by another
Senator, who likewise complained that some
one had been using his frank to send to his constituents one of Chandler’s speeches.
This

strange misapplication of

a privilege of doubtful utility proves not to have lieeu a devise of
the enemy, but the result of a funny blunder,
which the Washington Chjronicle relates as fol-

lows:
The Committee on Contingent Expenses,
after grave aud solemn investigation, find that
a number of thousands of
speeches of various
Senators were sent to a lady to be folded aud
in
She
put
envelopes.
innocently did her work
promiscuously, piled them all into one heap and
then carefully counted out the number for each.
Imagine Cliaudler proudly franking Blair's
anti-Ku Klux speech and Schurz’s attack on
the Administration to the red-hot Republican
supporters iu Michigan, while Blair complacently loads the mails for Democrats of his own
stamp with Morton’s speech styling him “the
political offspring of Schurz,” aud Schurz
meanwhile hurrying off in all directions Conkling’s excoriation of himself in the recent debate. Think, too, of the effect of Chandler’s
scorching review of the Democratic party aud
its reconl upon a “dyed-in-the-wool” Jeff.
Davis Democrat of Southern Missouri. An attack of cholera is a feeble
comparison.
We do not kuow quite how tar this has gone,
but far enough, it is clear, to make as much
fuss as swapping a couple of thousand babies.
The Alleged Kansas Bribery Cases.—
The Boston Advertiser very justly says:
The report of the investigating committee of
the Kansas legislature on the senatorial elections in that State reveals the most disgraceful
and intolerable scandal that has been developed outside of New York city. Washington dis1 latches intimate that the two Senators from
Kansas implicated intend to assume a bravado
air, and disregard the whole matter on the
ground that the testimony against them was
not evident.
It will not do. it is the duty of
the Senate to take it up, to inquire seriously
and thoroughly into the whole affair, and if the
very explicit statements of the committee or
one-tenth part of them, shall lie found true, to
expel Bomeroy and Ca'dwell instanter. Two
Senators, an ex-Senator. an ex-member of. the
House and an ex-Governor arc
plainly and
tersely charged with corruption in a report
signed unanimously to a committee drawn from
both parties; any if the specific offences alleged are not just,they deserve the most searching

investigation.

The Signal Service.—The Gloucester Advertiser thus bears testimony to the value of the
reports of the Signal Service Bureau, whose
utility was questioned in Congress on Friday:
“Not long since, on a perfectly calm day,
with a clear sky, about fifty vessels were seen
lying at anchor in one of our harbors, on account of a coming storm predicted by the
weather bureau. How many lives were saved
by this single prediction, it is impossible to say,
but one such occurrence alone is sufficient to
justify all the expense the Government has incurred in cstablisliiug and maintaining the service. It has been clearly shown that, if we had
had cable communication with the Island of
St. Thomas, and a signal station there, we
should have known of the cyclone’s recent visit
zl.. TNI
J
V
_a

a1

its coming, and most of the vessels which encountered it would have taken refuge in time in
some harbor.
The service, as it is already organized, is of incalculable advantage to farmers
and seafarers.”

The Concord Monitor makes an excellent point
thus: “When you sec in the Democratic papers column after column of flaming editorials
about an alleyed sale of arms to France, just
bear in miiid that these same journals had
nothing to say about a proved theft of arms in
vast quantities by the Democratic administration of Buchanan for the use of Democratic
rebellion.”
The Philadelphia Fress refers to the monoto-

1

character of

Secretary Boutwell’s monthly reports—invariably showing a heavy reduction in the national debt. This month, as
usual, the same old story is told, and told, by
the way, with a little more vehemence than
usual, as the Secretary announces that the debt
of the United States is twelve millions three
hundred and ninety-one thousand four hundred
and fifty dollars less than it was on the 31st of
nous

January.

who are opposed to Grant to organize for
the purpose of defeating his nomiuation.
It
asks whether they shall unite on Wilson,Davis,
cans

Blaine

or

usual Spring order
to
an English
house, which order was acknowledged and accepted on the fitli of last month. On the 10th,
however, came a despatch in hot haste withdrawing the acceptance and declining to ship
the goods.
Cause—too much palaver about
their

“consequential damages.”

Some

centuries
have elapsed since St. George killed the dragon,
and within that time the civilized Anglo-Saxon
has lost his love of glory and got to be a very
calculating brute. But this English house was
wrong in refusing to fulfil its acceptance, for
there will be no war so long as the Government
of England shares the prudence of its mercantile community.

W. Thomas, Jr.,
fearful and wonderful combinations of Scandinavian consonants and vowels
with a French roof as cannot by any possibility
be reconcilable with honest, peaceful and patriotic purposes. P. 8. It’s all right, a translation in another part of the same paper shows
that Mr. Thomas’s intensions are

publishes

a

letter from W.

containing such

pacific.

Tammany Practices.—The Republicans of
Nashua, N. H. have discovered that the Democrats have placed upon the Ward Five check
list in that city nearly one hundred names of
persons who arc not resideuts of the city, are
dead, or otherwise disqualified, thus swelling
sufficient number to entitle them
The Telegraph is publishing the names of such persons, with explanatory remarks, showing who and where they

the list to
to two

are.

a

Representatives.

GREAT INDIAN SPECIFIC REMEDIES
Car*, all Female Difficulties
feb9snlw*

In order to close out all our last season’s
make room for New Goods, will sell for a
the following

Hosiery

to

If Ton Hare
The

Ladies’ Cation Hose, full finished seams,
Brown Sc White, 95c n pair or 99 75

a

Bozen.

Balbriggan Hose, extra quality,
a pair, former price 75c.

Brown Cotton

Store

Fleecy lined
Hose, Hen’s Striped Cotton

WHITE

Herino Half Hose at the same
reduction in price.
These goods are all perfect and at these prices, afford an excellent opportunity to families to get a supply for the coming season at very low prices.

We liftve just

NEWS.

in Figures, Stripes and Plaids.
Also

To
P. S. All

WHALEBONE
AT

fe24-s,T,T

.wlL,

65

PAIR.

li>c each,

This new and beautiful light
store of

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Bangor Commercial says a young woman,
well dressed, whose name for the sake of her
parents we will not publish, was reeling down
Water street Sunday afternoon. Several young
men, who ought rather to have helped her
home, were tormenting her. It is a long time
since we have seen a more saddening sight on
our streets.
Luring the year ending March 1st there were
twenty-three fires in Bangor and two in Brewer.
The amount of losses during the year was
822,000, of which 810,460 was covered by insurance, leaving a total loss above insurance of

only 82540.

The Whig says late Thursday afternoon last a
little boy named Harris, about five years of
age, broke through a thin place in the ice on
the pond near the blacksmith
shop at Brewer
lower village and was drowned.
The Bangor Whig says Mr. James
Thompson,
of Burlington, was
seriously and probably fa-

tally injured

sled

on

Friday by being run

over

by

a

heavily loaded with hay. He was standing in front by his team, and as it started he
slipped and fell before one runner, which passed
over him crushing him fearfully.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Bangor Whig says the house and barn of
Mr. Rucl Thomas, at “Moosehorn,” some nine
miles this side of the lake, were destroyed by
fire on Sunday of last week. The fire started
in the barn, probably from a spark blown from
the house chimney, and had made such headway that only a little furniture and a few household goods were saved from the house before it
was destroyed.
The loss was probably from
8500 to 8600, and as the buildings comprised
about the whole of Mr. Thomas’ property it
falls heavily upon him and the large family
supported by his labor. On hearing of the disaster a party of lumbermen coining out of the
woods generously made up a handsome purse
for the destitute family.

can

be

at the

seen

153 Exchange St.

Patented December, 1870.
Cleans and restores Carpets to their original

Dust, Grease

Coal Smoke Removed by our
process, and defaced colors will become as bright as
when

or

The
of Restorative is also not injurious to
the most delicate fabric and tint, and is an actual preventive from moth and vermin.

quality

and

the

**

has the Gas

others.
CIRCULARS.

THE

Get

journalism.

All

have It, at FOUR CENTS per copy.

mar2SN6t

WE

RECEIVED!

Supply

of

BEAL FRENCH CORSETS.

nothing

CHEAP! CHEAP!

CHEAP!

CARL)

PHOTOGRAPHS

I will make for

thirty dayp, Card Photographs

Feb. », 2872.

6’>

State of maine,.

6*

St

O’s
6’a

Knropean & N.

R. H., Gold,.

<’■

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. Gold,..

O’.

Portland A Rochester R. R.,.

7>s

appointment;

THE

no

new

of

Will make

your carriages

run

easier

than any other lubricant.
It will not harden nor run out.

It

Agent

feb20an

for Maine.

1st of April
before

CBOCKKRY.

86years.
in Saco, Feb. 25, Mr. Joseph Foss,
aged 69

BURNETT'S COCOAINE,

AND RENDERING

IT

liquid form,

large

For

Boyd, Mr Murphy, G McKean, J Anderson, J P Bayley, Hon Mr Maepherson and son, Mr Greearlade, R
C Southey, G N Rocke, T Brossley, Mr Cressler, Mr
Hardistv, W M Gooper wife and child, W Jones, H
Dinning, Balete, A Scath, and 228 steerage.

COnPOCND

posesBes the peculiar properties
suit the various conditious of the

sale by all Druggists.

which so exactly
human hair.

eodly

no29

sn

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME

H. M.

PAYSON,

BANKER AND BROKER
—IN—

GOVERNMENT

BONDS,

STATE -A-T^D CITY BONDS
t

TOWN

l»

J.

BONDS,

RAILROAD SKCT7RITIF1S3
BA.NTIC

DKVMSOV

170 Commercial st, Head Merrill’s Wh’f*
I
Foot of Cross Street, Portland, Me.,

Dealer in Coal and

Wood,

OF FIRST QUALITY ONLY,
AT LOWEST MARKET PRICE.

STOCKS.
teSsntf

can

of-

WOOLXIVS^

I

We

can

offer

very large assortment at low
the great advance in these

a

bought before

j

Black
tire

see

prices
goods.

|

Alpacas
price made on

new

at Old Prices.

new

goods

received

daily.

COYELL & YALPEY,
Congress

and Brown Sts.

Feb 27-eodtt

TT&S

Portland Manufactures
In

again calling the attention of mv patrons to my
Stock of ElKNITPRE, nearly all of
my
manufacture, I would call sj>eoial attention to

large

Which I

furnish in any stylo of upholstering,
of the finest quality of

can

with

coverings

Plush, Rich Patterns of Striped
Terrys, best quality of aU Wool
Terrys, Hair Cloth and
French Fastings.

SEC

1

am

offering besides

1ETARIES,

HARMON, Sec’y.

Wanted.
rent, within 5 minutes walk of the
K. Depot, about 4
A &SMALL
for 82
K. Chisholm &
room*

J.

C.,

rw»r

w#».*k

P.
n

AGENTS!!!

mchitlw_3 School

OF

THE

FROM

FOR

DATE

Wisconsin.New York. .Liverj>ool.Mch
Calabria.New York.. Liverpool.Mcli
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Mch
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg_Mch
City of Brooklyn .New York. .Liverpool.Mch
Nestorian.Portland.. ..Liverpool.Mch
Columbia.New York. Glasgow.Mch
Washington.New York..Havre.Mch
Hansa.New York. .Bremen.Meh

6
6
7
7
7
9
9
9
9
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.Mch 9
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool.Meh 9
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Meh 9
I Nevada.New York.. Uverpcol.Mch 13
China.New York. .Liverpool.Mch 13
City of Bristol.New York.. Liverpool-Meh 14
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.Mch 14
Henry Chauncey.. .New York. .Aspinwall... .Meh 15
Sarmatian.Portland. .Liverpool.Mch 16
City of Paris.New York. .Liverpool_Mch 16
Parthia.Boston.Liverpool.... Mch 16
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.Mch 16
..

j

Cincinnati, Chicago

or

IX

r

I

prepared to sell my goods on the most favorable
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly enlarged mv Ware
Hoorn s, can now exhibit one
of the most complete
and finest assortments of

FURNITU-RE!
-IN-

ENGLAND!

2^JCW

To my friends and natron*, I return mv sincere
thanks for their very liberal
patronage, and hope l.v
strict atcntion to business to merit tbe same in the
future. I shall be pleased to ace any of mv friemle
and patron* at my Warerooms, and will take pleasure
in showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
best in the Country. For Spring trade I shall offer a
large line of OFFICE DEHKN, also a large line
of BOOK CAHKK of my own manufacture, at
lower prices thun have been offered in this market.

No. 56

WHITYEY,

Exchange St.,

And Over 39 and 34.
BELOW
MIDDLE
febl'7
Is
lm

STREET.

SEASON!
SPRING FASHIONS,
SPRING

The Asset, in the United States now exceed thoee
of any American Fire Company, with two exceptions.
In addition to which its large assets abroad are readily arailable, a. was shown by the paymeut of Ita Chicago Losses.

VARIETY !

Shareholders Personally Responsible for the Engagements of the Company. All Directors are
Shareholder*.

Three Million Dollars
OF

CHICAGO LOSSES,

PAID IN SIXTY DAYS
BY THE

Liverpool

WM. II.

AYERS,

TAILOR,
NO. 30 EXCHANGE STREET.

Cimndinn us* Visited (Stale. Molls.
Passengers Booked to I.ondonderryand Liverpool.
Return Tickets
granted at ltedueed Hates.
The

No. 1 Exchange,

JAMES HASKELL, Agent.
fe!5 is tf
Saccarappa, Feb 13. 1872.

eor.

Whore they wHl be happy to

CO.,
to

their

leave this port for Liverpool
atwrday, March 9th.

*erv©

the UiiuiruKs

MERCANTILE
At

JOB

public

PRINTING

I..west Cush Prices

Feb 28—dlwls

on

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.*
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). $70 to WHO

Payable in Odd or ita equivalent.
or Cabht Passage, apply to
11. A A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage toward and outward, ami tor
Sight Drafts on England fur small amnunts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Stieet.
Portland, Dec. 5-tf
For

Freight

Periodic

Disorder..

The paroxysmal maladies which are characterised
by beat and cokl, prevail extensively at this season,
and It Is a cartons fact that In many parts of the
country where they arc prevalent, other diseases,
that bear no resemblance to fever and
agno, or remittent

fever,

many section,

assume a periodic
type. Thus, to
infested with chill, and fever, rheuma-

tism, neuralgia, hysteria, diarrhoea, Ac., sometime.
ueeuiuH
..ue.iumeiu, tuereoy mulcting that they
have been engendered by the same poisonous exhalations which produce the first named disease.
In all these masked cases of
ague—for such they
are—as well as in the
regular intermittent*, the most
safe and reliable remedy that can be administered la
Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters. Neither quinlno nor
arsenic

are needed.
Both are In the highest dogree
dangerous, and are sure to leave sad traces of their
poisonous action in the>yatem, whether they arrest

the paroxysms Of not. In many instances all the
so-called specifics of the “regular" materia
mcdica
utterly fail to “break up" intermittent and remittent disorders. But the great vegetable Tonic never
falls. The spasm of the minute blood-vessel* which
causes tbc chill, is the result of nervous
weakness,
produced by the debilitating operation of an unwholesome atmosphere, and the tone and
vigor given
to the nervous system by the
Bitters, enable it to
throw off tho disease. The wiser
policy, however, is
to anticipate attacks of this
nature, by arousing all
the latent energies of the
hotly at the commence-

ment of the moist anti
chilly seasou, with this incomparable antidote. By pursuing this course, Intermittent*, remittent*, rheumatism, colic, biliousness, dyspepsia and pulmonary affection* may always be prevented.

33F“ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER
City Railroad Comfany,
Executive Office, No. 31 Nassau Street,
New York, February 1,18:?.

Coupons

and

registered

interest due

February

15,1872, on the First Mortgage Eight perCent. (ip. e.)
Oold Bonds (E. D.), and the Eight por Cent, (8 p.
c.)
Gold First Mortgage Sinking Fund Laud Grant R<»n<U
(W. D.), of the St. .Joseph and Denver City Railroad

Company,

will be

paid at

the office of the

Farmers*

Loan and Trust Co., of the City of New York, upon
presentation and demand on and after that date
Free oi Tax.
FRANCIS A. COFFIN,

_St._J._A

BKKKCH

AND

G

Treasurer,

D. C. R. R. Co.

UNS.

ni'ZZI.K I.OADINU

Double and Single

Barreled Guns.
Ammunition, Sporting Goods,

»£Lafe«,d &“°rtment0f Machini.,.’

Fore Street,

with

FINE

Steamship

Ass*t

Hare Removed fr«im Boyd Block
Old fttmnd,

office of

BLOCK.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

ieb6-3w_

PRINTERS,

at ths

& London

GLOBE INS. CO.

The

F. G. RICH &

on

$3,239,151 7*
3,207,131 7*

The

GUNS,

a

seen

00015

REMOVAL!

will bo received by Westbrook ManPROPOSALS
stone dam
ufacturing Co., for building
the
lower falls at

Saccarappa, Me.
Plans and specificbtions may bo
the Compony in Saccarranpa.

GOODS,

fel>lJls2w

DAM.

I

Total Asset, in the United State., 93,640,449 6'A

will

am

mcli4t4w

STONE

..

Accrued Interest on Bond...
Premiums In conrsc of Collection.
Other Asset..

STATES !

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING

b urn h a\ Tvi'eT"

^

^

Bank, Currency.__
Bank, Gold.,r....
Gash Loan, Gold.
Cash In

SBSTORUN, (‘apt.-.

JUST RECEIVED BY

Turbine in in general
ruse throughout the U. S.
A
UL six inch, is used by the Government
in
the
Patent Office,
r
W Washington, I>. C. Its simk
plicity of construction and the
jiower it transmits renders it
^ the best water wheel over invented.
Pamphlet free. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

$372,280 34
1,155,400 00
18,877 04
1,408,925 00
32,800 00
169,061 78
70,092 20
15,000 00
5,880 00
372,96* 06
19,175 20

Mortgage.

Cash In

With my facilitcs for

~

rfi

Bond and

CAhttVTKO TUB

~

^ddreiwTJU^^Pub^^T^N^Y.

York, Jan. 1,1872.

Accrued Interest thereon.
United State. Bond..
State Bond..

TIIB

UNITED

IN

St. Louts.

on

CHAMBER SETS!

mo8t*popular and^rapidly*^selling religious^irork'ever
Circulars

Director. In New

The Best Style and Finish Painted

By cny f.^pee'tih, pTp
Hlsdlviulty established and rationalism routed. The
For

by the

Estate.

HOST

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

Cure disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, Dyspepsia, <&c. Sold everywhere at 28 cents.
mr4t:tm

tatued.

Held

ALLANM.INE!

LIBRARY TABLES,

St., Boston.

TOTS?

STATEMENT OF ASSETS,

CENTRE AND

of-which itstreats.

health.
The world-wide reputation of the
author, and the
of all his previous works, cannot fail to secure an immense demand for his latest and best.
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher.

DEPARTMENT

HAT TREES,

The Physical Life Of

large sale

ENGLAND

12 CAHOOIV
SshMUodSw

WOMAN FORCING THE
subjects

Exchange, Boston,

GENERAL AGENT FOK

DRESSING TABLES,

Still outsells any book In the market. It is thoroughly established as the only reputable work on the delicate

2 Merchant’s

GORDON,

HEATH & DREW, Ag’ts,

WARDROBES,

OEO. A.

side of
of Information pertaining to its institutions and Objects of
Interest. See that the book you get is by Rev. J. F.
Richmond, 0 years a City Missionerv. A work worth
having and not a Sensation book,' 200 Engravings.
Agents sell 40 a (lay. E. B. TREAT, Pub. 803 Broadmch4t4w
way, N. Y.

GEO. WM.

$3,640,449,62.

Bros,. 371 Commercial st.

mchSeod*3t

v

BROADWAY, K. Y.

*239

ETEGERES,

Leave Boston for Portland at tT.30 A. M., {8.30 A.
M„ 112.15 P. M., (3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Blddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., {10.40 A.
M.. t2.38 P. M., t5.30 P. M.. *10.10 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping ear express train.
{Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

J. W. Mansfield, aft.
J. B. Thorndike, neg.
mchStd
is
GEO. A.

•

Without reducing the assets held by the TruMtee* tn
New York, which amount to

SIDEBOARDS,*

Commencing Monday, Wot’c 13th, 1871.

C._M.

^

Brandi Office,

PARLOR SUITS !

ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger trains leave Portland dally, for Portsmouth and-Boston, (Sundays excepted) at *1.10 A. W. tC.15 A.
M., 59.10 A. M., {3.30 P. M., 13.45 P.

45 William Street,

re-Insurance collected,)..
Total Amount paid to February 7th,...

ENCOURAGE

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.
WINTER

Head Office,

Loan,

WOOLENS !

this market.

Having sold my interest in the above business to
Capt. Wm. E. Dennison, late of the Steamer City of
Richmond, I beg leave to thank my friends for their
liberal patronage and recommend Capt. Deniffeon for
their continued favors.
My bookB will remain at the office of Capt. Dennison, and I will thank those indebted to me to settle their accounts, and those to whom I am indebted
to send In their bills.
JNO. W. DEERING.
March 5th-dlw-t eodtf

Globe Insurance Co.

Real

My WALNUT CHAMBER NETS, embrace
new and original
designs, and the best finish in

AGENTS WANTED FOR

In Sarmatian, from Liverpool—R
Montgomery, A
Crawford, Capt Edwards, Mr Jalarneau. F II HunRodier, Capt Joico wife and child, Mr Buchanan, A Leclalr, Provost, And Bovd, Hon Mr Muirhead, A Gibbs, Mr and Mrs G F Bolton, Garncau A
T Smith, T H Grant, wife and child,
Moylan, wife
and three children, Mrs G Moylan, Miss
Markham,
Mrs J Ellison, Capt Thompson, wife and
child, J B

COCOA-NUT OIL,
OTHER

E.

Successor to J. W. Dcering,

tou. C S

l’KEFAKKD EXPRESSLY FOR THIS PURPOSE.
NO

we

ray assortment of

PASSENCEHS.

DARK AND GLOSSY.
a

of these goods,
inducements to purchasers.

fer superior

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

years

AND

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,

The COCOAINE holds, In
proportion of deodorized

specialities

make

on

In Auburn, Feb. 17, Mary E. Chase, aged 23 years
2 months.
In Winthrop, Feb. 24, Mr. Elijah I., Norcross, ago*1
10 mou*hs.
In Newport, It. I., March 1, Mrs. Caroline Preble,
wife of the lale Admiral Wormcley, K. N., and niece
of tho late Commodore Preble, aged 75 years.

OF

we

as we

——

GOODS,
WHITE GOODS.

Nearly Ready! A new book from the pen of DIO
LEWIS, America’s most popular lecturer and writer

DIF,D.

J F. LAND & CO.,
Exchange Street, corner Federal.

GROWTH

AND

NEW

As

and London

new

WHITE

own

W1H.

eodlm

prices.

A /IT? Virpowantol for the “Bright
xA-VT-Eii” 1 ONfw York,” a Library

In this city, March 2, by Rev. I>. I!. Hanaburrh,
Daniel R. Libby, of Gorham, and Miss Addle- M.
Stttrbird, of Buxton.
In this city, March 3, by Rev. D. H. Hanaburgh,
Augustus K. Griffin and Miss Harriet L. Merritt,
both of Portland; at same time, Supply Deane, of
Buxtou, and Misa Eva Merritt, of Portland.
In this city, March 4, Frank E. Brown, of Gorham,
and Miss Hannah A. Richardson, of Standish.
In Waterville, Feb. 6, George Flint, of Anson, and
Susan J. Percival. of W.
In West Waterville, Thomas M. Bickford and Octavia M. McCartney.

tures.
All parties indebted to us will
please make prompt
payment, and any haring bills against us please
1
F
present them for settlement.

THE

27, Ion G8 48, sch Oriolo, front Boston

Is warranted

every time.
G. L. BAILEY, 48 ExebaugefU.

PA’A'YKB
and tT'TI.EKV very
low, and call attention of buyers, whether for their
for sale, to our stock.
We also offer for sale all our Show
Cases, Iron Safe
(Valentine A Butler’s), Desk and other store fix-

PROMOTING

Feb 10, lat 28
bound South.

M. G. PALMER.
marl

Street.

thirds the present cost of importation, therefore we
advise those needing to purchase at the present low

Feb 10, off Bell Buoy, ship Anna Comp, from Liverpool for Liverj>ool.

and last longer

own use or

FOR

I

are

chased. or sent on orders and not fitting, are exchanged or the money cheerfully refunded, at the option of
the buyer.
fcyParticular attention paid to fitting Chi)dr< o’*
feet.

n

styles
Ntriped Grenadines, at 33c.
3-4 Pare Mohairs (light shades) 33c.
Pare Mohairs, extra quality, 43c.
Ncamlcss PeltNkirts, 93 OO.
Roman Tics, 30c.
Tycoon Repps, 33c.
N. B. The above prices quoted are at least two-

j

ot this Stock.

feature

as one

of the State for oue or more
constahtly coming In, and nmy goods pur-

case

Nome

continued

Liverpool

3-4 Ten-roue Alpacas nl 25c.
8-4 colored Alpacas at 25c.
0-8 printed Cambrics at 13c.
0-8 printed Mnalina at lOe.

One

|WU1 be

bargains.

WEOPENTHIS DAT

AUMin.rn'UCU

Graphite

GLA8NWARK, NIl.Tfil^
WARE

mh2sndlw

_C.HCIJ

uxawj JX7MVIJ,

M.

CLOSE OCT

stock

onr

Marriage.

MARRIED.

or

154 IVXiddle
Feb 24-dtf

for

(Express.
trffThe Pullman Sleeping Oar Express Train arof errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored. ! rives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Impediments to marriage removed. New method ol Central Railroad.
treatment. Now and remarkable remedies. Books j
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
trains from Portland, make dose connections to New
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
novlsndGm
Philadelphia, Pa.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
For Sale
“o9tf
Supt. P. S. & P. R. K.
The Residence of the late Phisehas Barnes, Esq, No.
63 High Street, consisting of a Two-Story House containing 13 finished rooms besides Halls and elosets,
A.
with an abundance of Well, Cistern and Sebago water : lot 50x100 feet. For particulars enquire of
rilllE Maine Charitable Mechanics* Association will
JOHN C. PROCTER,
A hold their next meeting for debate at the
Library
93 Exchange Street.
Room, ou Thursday eveniug, March 7th at 7* o’clock.
eodlwsn
Portland, February 10.
Question for Debates:—Resolved, That the amendments to tho Liquor Law, paused at the last session of
Axle Grease !
the Legislature, are unwise and injudicious and
should be repealed.

NOTICE.

We shall offer
CHINA AND

sn

On

CLOYES, Sec’y.

on

Mark, Grlndlc,

Happy Relief for Young Hen from the effects

patronage during the past* year
the ‘'Association" beg leave to submit the following
schedule of tickets for the present year:
"Life Membership,*’(to be obtained of the
Sec’y). $25.00
“Season Tickets,” admitting "hearer and
lady” to all Rehearsals ana Concerts, and
•‘good for 1 year from date” (tobe obtained of Abner Lowell, Esc).).
$5 00
“Rehearsal
Tickets,.’—Single 25cts., packages of 5
$1 ), (to be obtained of A. Lowell, Esq., and at the
Music Stores of Hawes &
Cragin, and Stockbridge.
It is intended throughout the present vear to make
the Rehearsals more miscellaneous in character and
to combine recreation with study: and
baving seour.
ed the services of Prof. H. Kotzsohmar as Conductor,
the Association feel confident of
all who may
pleasing
favor It with their patronage. Rehearsals. Monday
evenings, at Fluent Hall.

vacated
that date.

pfcped

aei>5dtf

STBEKT.

Btore must be

up

A. B. BUTLER.

ship Gen too,
for do.

KPOKKM.

remedy

For Sale

their very generous

as our

linger,

two story French roof house just finished
on Cushman st.; house
for Sebago, and al
tlie modem improvements. Enquire on too premise
or No 25 Emery st.
J. A. TENNEY

s '*

Tt._Al_J_I

TO

.wu^uvui,

Sold by all Druggists.
Factory. 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
1Y
I M
D&W
Jyll

ASSOCIATION.

WISH

v*u>vx.

|

ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Win. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particlo of lead or any injurious compound.

CARD.

WE

Jan

and St James. Block, for Germany, ldg.
Ar at Valparaiso Jan 18, ship Ventus, Vesper, Cardiff. (and sailed 25tli for Mollendo.)
CM 1st nit, ship C M Davis, Thompson, Iquinue, to
load for Cork, for orders.
Ar at Aspinwall 7th ult, sch Veto,
Henderson, ftn
New York.

Batchelor's Hair Dye.

oc23sn mwf

Onr Entire Stock before

pick

regular prices.

Respectfully,

27,
lquique
Lluntdl, for New
New; barque Penang,
At Guanape 10th ult, ships Majestic, Gibbons, for ! Corner

superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no dis-

BY

FRED H.

At

McKENNKV'
161 Middle Street.

and die, beof Fin-Worms. The only Known
for these most troublesome and dangerous of all
worms in children or adults is DR. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms: a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN «& CO., Boston.
w5-4m
SN
JanSld&w

Bankers and Brokers.

.A

Guanape.

lor

SN lin

MULTITUDES of them suffer,

SWAN A BARRETT,

TVnnlrln/.

unc; Rockliglit, Johnson, do.
Sid ftn Callao 10th ult, ship St

This

Rockland aid R.R.,.

HAYDN

Grimsby E 16th ult, barque Sarah E Fraxer.
Knight, (from Hull) for Havana.
Ar at Huenos Ayres Jan 14,
barque Ionic, Powes,
San Nichols, and sailed Fob 17 for England, (was detained in the river 30
bv low water.)
days
At Panama 10th ult, ship t'ncle Tobey, Drink water

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

6’*

Portland aid R. R.,.

MIDDLE

less than

favorable time to

a

ult, brig Teneriffe, Tracey,

Sid ftn

ONE DOLLAR PER DOZEN 1

BONDS!

Louis,.

Now Is

of Boots A

CLADS.

IKON

I*air*

Gilkey, Philadelphia.

all Humors, Liver and Billious Diseases. Jaunuysimpsia. uosuveuess, scroluia, ana all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved
them to be the best medicine in the world.
GEO. C
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists.
Bn eodl6w
fe27

A. A.

Portland municipal,..........;....

offering much

we aro

uud

Orders (torn sll parts

city.

line in the

Dry and Fancy Goods
Which

5 E2SI

FOR YOUTHS’ AND ROYS’

96,

up to

Store is crowded with desirable

Our

Ar at Liverpool 4th inst, ships Rochester, Clough,
New Orleans ; Marcia Greenleaf, Poole, do; Pocahontas, Oliver, do.
Ar at Belfast. I, 21st ult, barque Henry Knight,

cure
dice,

cause

too

Havana.

Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, &c., so compounded |
to reach the fountains of disease, and absolutely

Address communnications to, or call upon at office
from 10 A. M. to 12J P. M.
WALTER WELLS,
Sec. Bd. of Manufacturers.
ft?b29
sn

SALE

cheapest

the

PORTS.

as

midst.

FOR

New York.
Sid ftn Marseilles 14th

sn

“Bay Me and I’ll do you Good.”—DR.
LANGLEY S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
but
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious,
healthy roots and herbs, such a* Sarsaparilla, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Asli, Thoroughwort.

furnished with steam power, good light, etc.; also the
residence and place of business of said proprietors.
These statements, can, it is believed, be used to advantage in promoting the settlement of manufac-

A.

Spreads.

offer them at

And

Durable and Gaaceful class
Shoes known as

Stylish,

our

91,00 91.50, 9*1.50, 93.00,

At Bombay Jan 22, ship Ivanhoe, Herriman, from
London, ar 8th, to load for Havre (takes 4000 bales
cotton at £2~17s 6d.)
At Zanzibar Jan 12, barque John Wooster, Bourne,
for New York 16tb, ldg.
Sid ftn Messina 10th ult, brig Clara Pickens, Rogers

as

ju3

as to the improvement thereof,
the sort of manufacture to which adapted, whether

our

FOREIGN

Bonds of thp Portland & Ogdensburgr R R

views of proprietors

tures in

Stock of Bed

son, Portland.
Ar 4th, schs Ciara Iiankiu. Falkcr, Wilmington for
Kennebunk; Wm McLoou, Duncan, New York; Alnomack, Rogers, and Union, Arey, Rockland; Nauscag, Greenleai, Wlscasset.
Cld 4th, ship Nonantum, Pratt, Bombay.

SONS,

BOOTS,

IVlen, Women, Lada, Ri»»ea,
Children, ia not anrpaftned.

For

That

Alexandria; schs Mary D Haskell, Carter, Baltimore;
Light of the East, Harper, Hoboken; J Baker, John-

Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sigh! lrafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES aftorded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents for the sale of the

HAVE RECEIVED THffl DAY,

York.

perfect fitting Boot.

TUB ASSORTMENT OF

rimbrlcM.

We have added to

Dale,

Smith, Banks, fm Rockfort for

a

SLIEEERH

(MADE UP.)

Sid 1st. schs Hannio Westbrook, Ned Sumpter, and
P S Lindsey.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, brigj A Devereux, Haskell, ftn

by agreemo and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
terest

A Fresh

2d,
Washington.

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
a General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to chock at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Dally Balances. Accounts rendered and iuercst credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing in-

BOSTON DAILY GLOBE.

JUST

Rockland for New
Gregory,
Ar
sch Sarah C

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

copy of

a

One of the largest newspapers In the country.
newsmen

Call

public against such. Be sure that each Burner
Moderator attached, and is marked “Pa-

J. B. BROWN &

SNlw__
NEW DEPARTURE.
in

all.

reach of

tented.”

mch4

Something new

Price within the

«

And many

SEE

minntes.

STREET,

BURT’S

Isl-

rill, Eastport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 1st, schs Gen Grant,
Farixkam, New York for Biddeford; Frank & Nellie,

two

PALMERS

to

Where you can get a wide or narrow, full or slim Boot
Just the width and length that will be easy un
graceful, ami enjoy the rare luxury of wear-

White Skirts at $1.00

Dean. do.
NEWPORT-Ar 1st, brig Frank Clark, Fall River.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 2d, sch Addio Marchie, Mer-

feb3sntf
152 Exchange Street.
83T“Owing to numerous imitations of a valuable
article, when throwu upon the market, we caution

Mess. H. D. Parker & Co..
Parker House, Boston.
Wether bee, Chapin & Co. Tremont
Revere
American

and

GEO. L. LOTUBOP 6c CO..

PERMISSION:

Lewis Rice & Son,

It is having an immeusc sale in other cities,
gives great satisfaction where ever introduced.
Will fit any fixtures, and can be adjusted in
examine.

Office: NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.
GEO. N. BISHOP, Sole Agent.

Portland

BY

a

gas.

new.

REFERENCES

E

a

To be found In thin State.

nvv

Turks

to At

wane

MIDDLE

132

ing

PRINTS.

a

of

LADIES will find the only full line of the Justly
celebrated

ALSO,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, sch Paragon, Shute, from
Yi eeliawken,
Sid 1st, sch Spring Bird, McLean, St John, NB, via
Portland.
Sid 2d, schs Geo Fales, Hall, Baltimore; Rio, Nuttar, and W B Darling, Smith, New York; L M St rout

globe and burner combined, giving a soft bat
strong light, superior to anything of the kind now in
use, besides effecting a saving of twenty per cent, in
It is

from the Floor.

same

Fine variety of

NEW

TICHENOH,

&

Jersey, (the best Boot-makers lu
States.) always on baud In all
widths and sizes.

DIFFICULT FOOT,

Port Johnson.

Brightness

Without Removing the
All

n>_.

BOTTOM,

by BANISTER

If you

Ginghams 12a*.
A

Grenada.'
NEW HAVEN—Old 1st, sch J B Marshall, Marshall, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, sch Jos W Fish. Gardiner,

Carpet Renovating Company,

Scanty

Yew

2d, ships Geo H Warren, Wood
bury, Calcutta; Zouave, Swain, Bosotn; sch Terrapin, Wooster, Provideuce.
Cld 1st, barque Aberdeen, Treat, New York; brig
Mary M Williams, Pickett, Arroyo; H H Seavey, Lee
Port Henry, Fla; schs Sammie S McKown, Parsons,
Baracoa; Ontara, Sprague, Portland; Iona, Kendall,
Charleston; Charlie & Willie,Cousins, Lynn; Cnas C
Warren, Smith, St Kitts ; C E McConville, Eaton,

GEO. L LOTHROP & CO.,

PATENT

and

yard; old price 60c.

While Hair Cord, Checked and Miriped

PHILADELPHIA—Cld let, brig George

YORK

NETW

i_i

Goods,

All hand-made
Newark, New
the United

Do

for Haro26, in dis17tli, with
badly and

Pierce Police
NEW YORK—Ar

Great Revolution In Domestic Economy.
THE

lot of Real

A line

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 28th, sch Venilia, Sheppard,

lw

sn

....

Hattie, Cates.

Of the finest and beat French Calf,
WITH

Baltimore.

ANDERSON’S 8 Deering Block.
mar5

[•

for Baltimore;
ands for New York.

Dozen.

SI ia

or

iiAv'intL'

betts, Cuba

BRYTLITE GLOBES !

NEW STYLE LINEN COLLARS,

a

3-4 wide at 30c per

SAVANNAH—Ar 1st, barque Ada Carter, Nichols,
New’ York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 28th, schs Loretta Fish, Perkins, New York; Matthew Kinney, Barter, and Fanny Elder, Rich, do.
RICHMOND—Sid 29th, sch Seventy-Six, Teel, tor
Richmond, Me, via James River.

CO.

Gents’ Custom-Made Boots

CHEAP.

Matthew, Parrett, Eastport—J E Farnsworth.

wMirruODD

marlsnlw

The North Star says that a few days ago a
child was born to Mrs. Albort, of Fort Kent,
with seven fingers on each hand.
The North Star says that recently as Mr.
William R. Morse, of Caribou, was endeavoring to separate two belligerent oxen, one of
them caught him on his horns aiul threw him
some six feet into the air, and when he stmek
the ground the other ox stepped ou him, hurting him severely, though not fatally. He is
unable to move in his bed.
A lodge of Free and Accepted Masons is to
be formed at Caribou.
The North Star is publishing in the Swedish
language the report of W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
Esq., Commissioner of Emigration.

Sc

BRYTLITE GLOBES!

COSSETS

A

t_ ..l.ll.l_

John Read & Co., of Lewiston, have had
twelve miles of Missisquoi & Clyde River Railroad, in Northern Vermont, awarded to them
to build, as we learn from the Journal.
The Lewiston Journal says it is expected that
work on the new French Catholic church in that
city will begin the coming season. Father
Hevey is the present pastor of the church, and
is laboring very successfully in the church
building enterprise. He has instituted a savings deposit system for securing funds for the
new church building
enterprise. A lot for the
proposed new church edifice has recently been
purchased of the Franklin Company, comer of
Pierce and Ash streets. The lot is 100 feet ou
Ash and 200 feet ou Pierce streets. The main
church edifice will be 100x60 feet, and subsequently a choir, 25 feet deep, will be added, and
eventually a vestry. The architecture of the
vestiy will be Gothic.

NELSON

2w

Chicago,.

John II, Perkins, overseer in the Lewiston
died suddenly on Friday. He was a native of
Exeter! N. H., whither his remains were
taken and buried on Sunday, the funeral ceremonies being conducted by the Knights of
Pythias. Mr. Perkins was an officer in the
Twelfth Rhode Island Regiment, and was severely wounded in the battle of Fredericksburg.
n

Fleeced Lined and Merino Hose at

cost.

LARGE LOT OF

A

Mills,

T4n Inoirno

our

LACES,

In the State of Maine, nearly all of
manufactured exprewly for his ReTrade, and all warranted.

are

and »trii>ed 3-4

Mohair Dress

DOMESTIC PORTS.

invite your inspection.

we

lot mixed

Also

SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 22d, ship Golden Gate.
Swin ton, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 26th, brig Georvo Gilchrist,
Hart, Havapa; sch Lady Woodbury, Woodbury, fm
Utilla.
DARIEN—Cld 2Cth, brig Julia E Haskell. Haskell,
Rio Janeiro.

OF

ONE LOT

CLOSING

which

opened

ENGLISH

make much water. All the pumps were kept constantly going, and when she arrived in port she was
leaking six inches per hour.
Sch Mansfield,
from Providence for New
York, got in collision with schr James Hofftnan 1st
inst, near Watch Hill, and was cut down to the plankshear on portbow. Both vessels put back to Newport
for repairs.

splendid assortment of

BLACK MALTA

Ail of which will be sold at very low price,.

GEBHAN

a

a

VERY

Acliorn,

Swiss Mulls, Victoria Lawns, and Pique

and Beet Aeeortinent of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
ever

Dress Goods at 25 cts.

York—Henry

MEMORANDA.
Ship Norway, Woodbury, from Guanape
I burg, with guano, put into Valparaiso Jan
| tress, having encountered. a gale on the
heavy cross seas, causing the ship to labor

(.urgent

which
Also,

Portland.
Sch T W Allen, (of Dennysville) Carter, from Pembroke for Boston, with a cargo of iron, went ashore
29th ult on Round Shoal, where she remains and will
not come off unless part of the cargo is discharged.

line of

full

a

French Corsets,
Skirts,
Hoop
Thomson’s Glove Fittinir Corsets, Bustles, Kid Oloves,,
Linen Collars and Cuffs,
Linen Shirt Bosoms,
Linen Ilandkfs,

Toledo,.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTV.

received

LACES.

We have also the best assortment in the eity of

The

STATE

GOODS

Olil Price 50c per yd.

r

w

yd.,

tail

[prom our correspondent.]
LUBEC. Feb 26—Ar, schs Sea Lark, Miller, New
York for Pembroke; Powloua, Webber, Eastport for

REMOVED

THE

AND

7

Brig Wild Horse, (Br) Macomber, Point a Petre—
Phinnev & Jackson.
Sch H T Townsend, Hersey, New York—Bunker

Middle and Exchange Streets,

eor.

Skirtings

Emery.

Sch

Where can be found one of the largest and best assortments of foreign and domestic Cigars to be found
in this city. Also choice brands of Tobacco, Pipe*.
&c. Remember the place, corner of Exchange and
fe28sndlw
E. PONCE.
Middle sts.

50c

nearly

relaxation of the temperance laws of that State.
They say they owe tlieir present misfortune to
the use of intoxicating drinks.

HAS
TO

...

teen votes! Of these some five thousand pay
licenses.
Four hundred and ninety-two convicts in the
Ohio penitentiary have remonstrated against a

PONCE

E.

_

one half of all the foreign tonnage.
Philadelphia Press says it is estimated
that in that city eight thousand places for retailing liquor in that city, or one to every fif-

of

REMOVAL!

she was, nor does she put such unAlso in stock a perfect assortment of all the desirain them.
A gypsy woman the
ble makes in American and German.
other (lay, agreed to cure her of the dropsy for
“THE THOMSON GLOVE FITTING”
$25, but needed $50 to work some charms with,
and would return it in three days.
IN EVERY QUALITY.
Mrs. Martin gavo her $45, all she had, the gypsy burned
DAVIS A CO.,
same white powder on a plate, made some
marks on the wall, and Mrs. Martin fainted
No. lO Clapp’s Block,
nur2«n
TISS
|
and has not seen the gipsy or the $45 since.
The import trade for the past week at differOFFICE OF
ent ports was remarkable for the largest entries
BOARD OF MANUFACTURES,
of dry goods and the heaviest total known in
the history of the government for any single
24 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.
week. The total is $14,600,713, and almost
The Board of Manufactures are now ready to enter
equally divided between foreign dry goods and
ui»on systematic work. They will receive, by the unforeign general merchandize. The customs dersigned or his successor, and will place on file at
duties paid into the Treasury the week before,
their office, such statements as may be handed in,
amounting to the unprecedented large sum respecting buildings and apartments adapted to and
of $4,920,972, foreshadowed the heavy entries.
available for manufactures In this city; with the

amounted to hut $7,201,378.
This is a
and suggestive stride. In this latter year
the total tonnage of file United States entered
at the five open ports of Japan was
509,098, or

cure

Bros.

as

large

In the market for the

Cough Nyrup. Try it, and
satisfied. Prepared only by Edward

25c pr.

MK.

sale, Wholnsale and Retail,

Offers for
The

Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, Eastport and St
John, NB-—A R Stubbs.
Barque Mary M BLd, Packard, Havana—Isaac

Mason, Apothecary, Middle street, Portland. PtIco
te28sn2w
35c, 60c, and $1 per bottle.

limited taith

merce

now

and

to

The amount of goods of all kinds taken shows
a trade demand for
the spring season about
twenty per cent, ahead of last spring.
In 1860 the traffic with Japan supported by
American marine amounted to only $194,865;
in 1866 it was $884,122; in 1869, $5,125,645. In
1866, when we had $884,122, the total commerce
of the islands in foreign vessels was $2,348,130.
In 1869, when we had $5,125,645, foreign com-

article

Cotton Hose Sc

Boys’Striped

Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson,

Coughs and Colds has arrived and

New

PORTLAND,

English Crown

A line

CLEARED.

is IVIaaon’*

you will be

One lot of the celebrated Iron Frame Hose
3Sc. a par,former price 5Or.

defray the expenses of passing the
“Miller Life Bill,” so called by the Legislature.
Mrs. Martin of New York, isn’t as fond of

gypsies

Cough

Cough Don’t Neglet It.

a

for

season

the best

One Hundred Boz Ladies’ Heavy Cotton
Hose, 15c a pair or 7 pairs for $1.
Ladies’ extra Balbriggan Hose 30c a pair
or 6 pairs for 91 69.
Ladies’ Balbriggan Hose, Silk Clocked,
50e a pair or 95 75 a Boz.
Hisses’ Balbriggan* Silk clocked, 45c a
pair, sold last year at 75e.
Hen’s

Open ThisSrlptvlDay

for New York.
Sch B L Sherman, Spinney, Boston, to .J Nickerson
to load for Fall River.
Soh Lucy Ames. Torrey, Salem for Rockland.
Sch Cherub, Fletcher, Bath, to load for Providence.
Sch H P Cushing, Dow, Rockland tor Boston.

READ THIS.

few days at

REDUCED TRICES !

Boutwell.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

John Bull is not scared;he is only prudent
Messrs. Whipple & Smith, of Salem, Mass, sent

All kinds of
diseases incident to the human body.
Humors disappear as if by magic, by the use of his

IflABKED DOWN!

At the investigation in New York
Saturday,
one witness testified that
$30,000 was subscribed by some half a dozen life insurance com-

panies

consulted free of charge, at his office
Congreaa 8l., Cor. OTountfort fit.,
Where he will attend to the treatmeut and cure of all
Can be

_

a

Monday, Murth 4.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Sarmatian, (Br) Wylie, Liverpool 22d
nit—passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamship St David, (Br) Trucks. Glasgow,—passengers and nulse to H & A Allan.
Sch Stephen Morris, Seaman, Now York—coal to
H L Paine & Co.
Sch Paragon, Hickey, Boston, to load for Kastj>ort.
Sell Baltic, Parker, Boston, to J Nickerson, to load

PHYSICIAN,

STREET,

132 MIDDLE

PORT OF PORTLAND.

160

DEEDING BLOCK.

♦

INDIAN

NATIVE

ANDERSON’S,
3

LEWIS

The Best Chance Yet. M. G. P A L M E R,

NEWS.

THE TRUE

BALBRIGGAN AND COTTON HOSIERY,

The Buffalo (N. Y.) Express states the secret
of the popularity of the present administration when it says: “If there is any one feature in the President’s policy that distinguishes
Grant’s administration from the administrations that have preceded it, it is his cheerful
readiness to yield to the popular demand whenever that demand is
honest, earnest and unmistakable.”
The Syracuse “Standard” urges the Republi-

DR.

-OF-

AT

TO TUB SICK

MARINE

miscellaneous.

NJgW advertisements

Sun
Sun

“While There’* Life There’s Hope.”

GREAT SALE

acquaintance,
object

B.une

WOULD ANKTOVNCB

MORE

OF THE

is my business.
I do not (live opinions unless
l
to personal friends or charitable objects,
and
have not the honor of your
of chariyou do not seem to me to be an

jealous of improper communications to his
wife, but he was suspicious of attempts by

WEEK

ONE

powerful an agency as the newspaper. Recently he bluffed a reporter after this manner:
“I am a lawyer,” continued R. D. “When I
give au opinion I exjiect to be paid for it—that

The Dix Island Tragk<iy.—The account
first received of the Dix Island tragedy was in
some respects erroneous. The murderer's name
is Barney Little, and he was not supposed to be

of his fellow workmen by the suspicion that
they had tampered with his trank. White went
to his room after dinner and when the bell rang
the hired girl spoke to him and received a response, and immediately heard two pistol shots
and an exclamation of pain.
She gave the
alarm and directly after young White appeared
at the door leading from the staircase and fell
dead in the kitchen. A crowd gathered but did

the county jail.
The Canadian press and

jieople do not apjicar
altogether satisfied with the management of
the Grand Trunk railroad, and hence the proposition to aid the company to build a double
track meets with ojiposition. The Montreal

paid

by request, has tabulated the cost of the marines'
clothing outfit
Tub complaint of the Italian government
each year from I860 to 1871 inclusive. In 18T>0
and 1801 the cost was *44.91 3-4 and 38.03 2-3—
against Minister Marsh is because he wrote of
to which he was accredited by this
the low tariff years’ gold prices. In
1805, the the court
in 1870, as follows:
In 1870 and 1871, the cost
cost was *91.32.
country
j
was *42.98 and *4i 40.
In 1870 the cost, count- ^
Its future course in this matter, unless controlled bv external forces, will be characterized
was
about
four
ing gold premium,
dollars less i
by vascillation, tergiversation and duplicity, as
than in I860. Last year the cost was
sixty- it has always been since 1804, and I see no reathree cents more than in 1861.
son to hope that any measures originated by
this or any probable future cabinet will tend to
Town Elections.
settle the question upon any terms which ought
to be acceptable to the Italian people.”
D.
McLellan.SeGorham—Moderator—Hugh
lectmen—Sam’l F. Bacon, Lewis Libby, Sam’l
The North Star
There’s treason on foot!
8. Waterhouse. Treasurer—Stephen
Hinkley.

We have no doubt in our own mind that
General Grant will he nominateed and elected,
notwithstanding there is at present a strong
element of opposition agaiust him in the Republican ranks, aud that too, encouraged, if
not originated by men of power and position;
men who have a
large degree of influence,
and who have been looked up to as leaders
the
by
Republican party. Once embarked
in a crusade against the jiresent incumbent,
theRe men would not be deterred from incisive measures to further their object, by any
sentimental allegiance to party lines, which
are, at present, so indifferently defined.
Specious arguments would not he wanting to form
disaffected
for
these
sufficient grounds
parties,
if need be, to even join hands with the Demoa sort of middle ground of
crats
compromupon
ise, which would produce an amalgamation of
The possible rethe most curious character.
sult would be that of professed Republicans
voting agaiust General Grant, and rigid Democrats promoting the election of Charles Snmner! an anomaly which would startle some of
our old-fashioned politicians, while in Europe,
the aspect presented to their limited knowledge
of American jiolitics would be that of a political somersault.

Miniature Almanac..March 3.
rises. .6.28 I Moon rises. 4.05 AM
lets.5.56 | High water. 7.13 AM

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

independent

had been steadily decreasing, every report I
have seen bearing me out in the assertion. He
had in his pocket a statement cut from the
Nashua Ciazette of last November. I copied it
verbatim et literatim, and with it I make re

fying Republican victory, despite the adverse
circumstances and foreign issues that the

in the

that the

I made this statement:

A Clean Sweep.
that the
In our last issue we predicted
election of yesterday would result in a grati-

Democrats had forced into the contest. But
must confess that he did not expect to
rout the enemy at all points and fly our banAs
ner defiantly over his strongest citadels.
has been their practice for nearly twenty
years, the Democratic leaders were quite jubilent before the election in view of the results
of the little scheme they had fostered; but
have left
now that the battle is over and they
hardlv a monument to show that they par-

The New Boston papeT, the Globe, wliioh is
in jiolitics, in a survey of the political field, says:

At their Old Tricks Again.
West Waterville, March 1st, 1872.
Mr. Editor,—a (lay or two since, while I
was talking with a “conservative” Republican,

THE l’EESS.

Tool.,

® *
•»« Rirhnngr
tr Sign of the “Golden
RlfienoMeodtf •«

Western City and
Coauty Bonds
yield IO to III
F°l?A.LKa‘pti^8w^h
05t' A ver>' *l*»lri»ble
security f‘
vestment
....
acUtl

|
>

CHARLES M. HAWKES.
28

Kmshsnge

«.

*r

i»

$

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 5, 1872.

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

Advertisements Ts-Daf.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
One Week More—Anderson.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Spauldings Pills.
Wanted—U. S. Pub. Co.
Agents—E. B. Treat.
Burnham’s Water Wheel.
Agents—Geo Maclean.
M. C. M. A.—Library Room.
Eastern, Saco and Portsmouth R. R.
Wanted—Rent.
Coal and Wood—Wm. E. Dennison.

JUDGE

LANE,

IN

CHAMBERS.

Monday.—Henry G. Clark,petr. for habeas corpus
vs. Lucius M. Clark.
The subject of this petition Is
a female child nine months of age, and was taken
from the house and possession of Dr. Clark of Boston

wife, as is alleged,it was given by its mother
death, with the assent of its father,and brought
to this city to the house of the respondent, who marto whose

at her

father, George Bagley.
immediately despatched to this city

A de-

ried the sister of the
tective

was

to

child, but aftei spending a week hero went
back without ascertaining the whereabouts of the
child. The matter was then put into Sheriff Perry’s
hands who, yesterday, found the child at the house of
Lucius M. Clark, the resi*oudent, on Wilmot street.—
Dr. Clark and his wife immediately came to Portland
and sued out a writ of habeas corpus. The testimony
in brief, is this:
Dr. Henry G. Clark, testified: I reside at 18 Beacon street, Boston; I attended the mother of this
find the

child, who was a sister to my wife, at the birth of the
child; she died about twelve days after the birth of
the child; then I told her she could not live, and that
■lie must soon die; she expressed a strong desire, as
she had before, that my wife should have the child,
and made her promise to take care of it; the day before she died she had a clergyman come, and In the
presence of the lather, who assented to it, the child
was

christened in the

of its mother and my
after which the mother with its father’s con-

wife;

name

sent, gave it formally to my wife; the next day the
mother died and I asked the lather, Mr. Bagley,what
lie wished to do with the child, if he wished us to take
it in accordance with the will of the

happy to

said he should be

it

siruume;

our

we

have

us

took the child

mother, and he

so, and to give
and have had it

do

visiting It occasionally, but manifesting no great interest in it, until two weeks ago,

with us—the father

when, in ftceordanre willi

invitation

an

from

accompanied my wife and I to the museum;

riving

disappeared,

there he

and

shortly after

me.

he

on

ar-

we were

notified

by the servant that the child had been stolen.
Previous to this the father had never manifested any

desire for tho
it

anything,

possession of the child, and
did he

nor

seem

to manifest

a

never

gave
father’s in-

terest in it.

attorney for the father, moved for a
postponement in order to bring witnesses to show that
the petitioner and his wife were not proper persons
Mr.

Loeko,

to have the
clined to

the

custody

of the

child,

which the court

de-

allow.

George Bagley, the father,
testified that

he

was

then

called,

who

twenty years old, and was a
Journeyman printer, earning wages of $14 or $15 a
week; that he never consented nor gave away tho
child; that there was no promised gift of tho child at
the

christening;

Clark and his

was

he said he

only

consented

that Dr.

wife should take the child and keep it

until he was in a situation_ to take care of it; be denied any such conversations as testified to by the doctor ; as to the obtaining i>o8ses8ion of the child he says
he took that

riving at

course

to

avoid any trouble; that

on ar-

immediately returned to the
house and requested the servant girl to get Mrs.
Clark’s opera glasses; the girl started up stairs to get
them, asking him to look out for the baby, which he
did, by taking it and leaving the house; he immediately left ou the train for this city.
The Judge awarded the custody of the child to Dr.
Clark and his wife for the present without prejudice
to the rights of either party, and remarked that inasmuch

as

ton, that

the

museum

he

all tho
was

parties and witnesses resided in Bosthe proper place to settle the matter.

maaicipal
JUDGE MORRIS

Coart.
PRESIDING.

Monday.—David M. Lawrence et al. vs. Andrew'
J. Greeley.
Action of asssumpsit for a balance due for groceries
$5.50. Defence—payment. Judgment for plaintiff for
amount claimed.
Drummond.
Motley.
Locke.
4 entries, 4

continuances, 5 defaults.

City Affairs.
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen was held last evening.
The joint special committee on the subject of
a new market, reported that the importance of
the subject required further consideration and
they recommended its reference to the next
City Council. The report was accepted.
The following petitions were referred to the
next City Council: Smith Barber, Samuel Lincoin, James w. Buck, John Parr, Nellie Calderwood, W. W. Davis, M. T. Josslyn; also the
claim of Emery and Donnell.
Leave to withdraw was granted on petitions
of Robert A. Neeley and wife, Mary A. Stee le
and James Babb.
Orders passed.—Directing the City Treasurer
to apply the appropriation of 830,000 standing
credited on the Auditor’s books to payment of
the loan for which it was made—of Sept. 2d,
1861, on ten years, and due the present year,
and to make the necessary transfer; directing
the City Auditor to make his annual report in
print, and that 800 copies he printed, to which
shall be appended the reports of the other subordinate city officers and the annual address of
the Mayor; directing the City Auditor to make
the customary transfers of balances on his books
at the close of the financial year; paying Abbie
Pendergast 825 for compel, satiou for'damages by
an alleged defect of a sidewalk on Pine, street;
paying Catherine Fitzgerald 850 for compensation for damages by a defect on Monument
street; paying Stephen Grant 865 for compensation for damages in a street on Back Cove
leading into Green street.
The claim of Dennis Tobin for compensation
for damages to a horse by a defect in the highway, was referred to Committee on Claims.
The anuual reports of the Superintendent of

Sewers, City Civil Engineer, City Marshal,
Keeper of the Powder Magazine,Truant officer,
Superintendent of burials, Street Commissioner

Engineer of the Fire Department
severally received and accepted.

and Chief
were

SUPERINTENDENT

OF

BURIALS.

The Superintendent of Burials reports the
total number of deaths in the city for the year
ending February 29th, at 709, tabulated as follows:
Under 5 years of age, 191; from 5 to 10, 26;
from 10 to 20, 29; from 20 to 30, 78; from 30 to
40, 67: from 40 to 50, 47; from 50 to 60, 64; from
60 to 70, 48; from 70 to 80, 65; from 80 to 90, 34;
from 90 to 100, 7; at the age of 102, 1; at the
age of 106, 1; still born, 26; unknown, 10. Total 709. Males, 330; females, 344; unknown,35.
FIRE

DEPARTMENT.

Moody,

the Chief Engineer of the Fire
reports all the engine and hook
Department,
and ladder houses in good repair,excepting that
on Munjoy, which will require a new floor and
The quantity of hose
a drain from the cellar.
belonging to the city is as follows: 8000 feet
good; 4500 feet fair; 950 feet poor; 1000 feet
rubber, making a total of 14,450 feet, exclusive
of 275 feet of small rubber. The number of
reservoir- is 63 and of hydrants 169; the latter
as follows: 80 Johnson, post; 70 Lowry, street;
The
11 Philadelphia, post, and 8 Titcomb.
Chief recommends that all Lowry hydrants set
in future should be placed in the sidewalk, as
the grades of streets being changed brings them
below the grade. He recommends the "‘Automatic Relief Valve” by which the pipemen can
regulate the flow of water through the pipe
while playing upon fires.
Water Works.—The average surface of Lake
Sebago above the bottom of the conduit is 6 1-2
feet. The conduit has been thoroughly cleaned
and an uninterrupted flow of water is the result, and the reservoir atBramhall’s hill is constantly filled.
Ho congratulates the department on its efficiency and prompt responses to the call of duty.
He also thanks the City Council for
granting
necessary supplies.
The total running expenses of the department, exclusive of salaries, were 813,868.57.
Paid for new steamer
Salaries, 88,458.77.
F. C.

Machigonne, 84,200.

Number of fires and alarms during the year,
36. Losses, 891,373. Insurance, 878,533.
STREET
JLiie

ujtai nmuuui

COMMISSIONER.
ui

cA^cuuuures

iur

Danfortk (Cassady’s Hill).
Commercial street.
Oxford street.
Plum street.
High street.
Park street.

York street.
Brown street.
Cedar street.
Central Wharf Hill.
Portland street near Alder.
Green street.
India street.
Beekett and Muujoy streets.
Carleton street.
West street.
Oak street.
East end of Congress street.
Congress uear State.
New High street.
Commercial at J. Bradley’s.
Boyd street.
Maple street.
Madison and Hammond streets.
Fore and Federal streets.
Kennebec street
Pearl (Custom House Wharf).
Railing West Commercial street.
Paid M. Gould.
Clearing land slide on West Commercial st..
Grading south end of Neal street
Plank walk on Commercial street
Repairing streets where new drains have
been built.•'.
Sundry small repairs.

THE

Municipal

BY TELEGRAPH

Election.

ANOTHER

A

WHOLE

942 90
1,344 80
1,350 00
1,496 85
1,450 00
570 00
2,061 50
1,600 00
1,150 00
250 00
275
250 00
175 00
350 00
300 00
250 00
1,300 00
75 00
225 00
90 00
350 00
450 00
350 00
75 00
100 50
390 00
100 00
619 00
50 00
105 00
91 40
511 50
374 00
300 00
550 91
149 30

$26,048 17
There has been laid the past year 9432 feet of
aide walks, (brick, new and relaid,) and 2422
sauare yards of concrete walks constructed,and
3393 feet of curbstone reset. The Commissioner
recommends, as a measure of economy, the
construction of sewers in Washington and
Brattle streets and on the west end of Danforfch
street; also that all gutters be paved,to save the
gravel surface of the
streets, which is placed at
large expense to the city, and so prevent the
tolling up of sewers and culverts. He also rccthat each side of the streets through
^enda
wmcn the Horse Railroad runs
should be paved
as it costs a
large sum to keep those streets in
repair with the ordinary material. The paving
of Commercial
street, from the Portland, Saco
and Poitsmouth
depot to the Maine Central de-

Republican Victory

Large

straight one between the two political parties.
Ogdeusburg loan, which can not by any
possibility be affected, in its present position,
The

by the choice of any set of city officers,

have been

campaign was “short, sharp and decisive,” and
the Republicans who had expressed their individual preferences at the primary meetings and
acquiesced in the decisions of the majority, set
to work with a will to sustain the regular nominations. And there was some noble work
d«ne. They carried the wards which were
theirs last year, and gave their enemy staggering blows in Nos. 1, 2 and 4, increasing the
number of Republicans in both branches of the

City Council, leaving the Democrats just
bers enough to make an affidavit that

following is the result of the vote cast
yesterday for Mayor, compared with the vote
of last year:
-1871.a
■»
as

Appropriation,

$22,000

00

2317

1932

48

■_I
250
227
29
—

309
225
260
314
418

121
212
203
213
316

37
30
59
51
60

—

-—

—

—

313

12

—

2032

1648

2
5
—

3

majority

No choice of the other two.
Ward 3—Samuel 8. Rich, William L. L.

Alphonso Bruuel, Republicans.

Si-eciat by Western Union Line.
Gardiner, March 4.—The city election passed off with much excitement to-day. Hon. D.
C. Palmer, Republican, was re-elected Mayar.
All the Aldermen except oue anti-Mill Pond

Stteet,

Gill,

and all the Council but three are

Repub-

licans.
republican at usual.

[Special by

International

Line.]

Bath, March 4.—Our municipal election

to-

day

resulted in the re-election of Hon. James
D. Robinson, Republican, to the office of Mayor
by a vote of 596 to 521 for Franklin Re«d, Esq.,
the Citizens’ candidate. The Citizens’ ticket
was elected entire in Ward 7, and several candidates upon both tickets were elected in the
other Wards. Henry W. Swauton, Esq., thrown
overboard by party machinery in Ward 3, was
re-elected Alderman by a majority of about 40
as an independent candidate. The City Government is of course largely Republican.
A

DEMOCRATIC

MAYOR

BUT

A

REPUBLICAN

CITY COUNCIL.

[To the Associated Press.]
Rockland, March 4.—At the city election today, J. Fred. Merrill, the Democratic candidate
was elected by a majority of 122
over J. 8.

Willoughby, Republican.
rill, 554; Willoughby, 432.

The vote stood MerThirteen Republican aud six Democratic Councilmen are elected
and two remain to be chosen. Wards four, five
and six elected the Republican candidates for
Aldermen aud Wards one, two and seven the
Democratic. In Ward three there was no
choice, but probably a Republican will be chosen

on

in

employed.”

In reply to

wliat office he
question
(Gen. Porter) held, the General said, Secretary
to the President.
It was an office partially
civil and partially military. He w as still an
officer in the army; was a Col. with the brevett
rank of Brigadier General.
He is assigned to
His pay is of
duty at the Executive Mansion.
his army rank only.
He has no other pay or
emolument.
As to the letter given by the President to
Leet addressed to Grinnell, Porter said that
Leet stepped out of the President’s room and
showed it to him. It was understood some days
before that Grinnell was to be Collector of
New York. Leet gave him the impression that
he was going into the warehous business and
wanted Grinnell to send government stores to
him. He did not know the precise terms but it
must have hail reference to the general order
business.
Having been asked whether in the summer of
1871, he had an interview between A. T.
Stewart and the President at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, Porter replied that he recollect it.
Stewart complained of the alleged abuses of
the general order system.
He supposed that
the President had the same knowledge of the
affair as he (Porter) had but did uot know with
xie nau a conversation witli stewcertainly.
art on the same subject but could not say
whether it was before or after Stewart’s conversation with the President.
Gen. Porter having been interrogated as to
the correspondence between Leet and Lindsay
touching the acquisition of Sau Domingo and
the speculations therewith, said he had no
knowledge of such speculations. He had never
had social intercourse with Lindsay.
Gen. Porter was under examination more
than live hours. The committee adjourned till
tomorrow.

Wednesday securing a Republican majority
that branch of the City Council.

XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, March 4.—A bill for the appointment of a chief medical purveyor of the
army was passed.
Bills creating additional laud districts in Nevada and Minnesota and authorizing the purchase of land in Indiana for Government buildwere

passed.

the Commitwith amendfor the erection of Govbuildings Utica, N. Y., Raleigh, N.
C., aud Little Rock, Ark., appropriating for the
first $200,000 aud for the others $100,000 each.
Mr. Conkling presented the memorial of the
New York Chamber of Commerce asking to be
permitted to purchase the site of the present
Post Office in New York at the price the Government paid for it
The legislative appropriation bill was taken
up.

Morrill,

of

Vermont, from
Buildings, reported

tee on Public
ments bills providing
ernment
at

HOUSE.
Bills were introduced to test the plan of
storms and flood signals; for the sales of the
naval hospitals and lands at Brooklyn; to recognize the clerkships of the land offices; repealing all acts authorizing the revenue seizure
of books and papers; for the restoration of
Commodore Dupont to the naval active list
The Senate bill to continue in force the grant
to the State of Nevada for college purposes,
was

passed.

WASHINGTON.

The Oldest and the

Barrett, Republicans.
Republicans, 17; Democrats, 2; no choice, 2.
The present Council is composed of 12 Republi-

and 9 Democrats.
In Ward 1 the vote for Alderman on the
main land is:—York, Rep., 319; Merrill, Dem.,

Youngest of

Nations.

Ward 6—Edwin Clement, Wm. H. Fessenden, Henry C. Newhall, Republicans.
Ward 7—F. W. Clark, S. R. Small, Chancey

RECEPTION OF THE JAPANESE EMBASSY BY THE PRESIDENT.

cans

322; scattering, 1.
from.

Last year

The Islands

they

gave

a

are

Republican

ma-

In Ward 2 the Republicans elected their Alderman and one Councilman—the other two
Republican candidates wanting only two and
three votes to elect them. Another trial will be
had Wednesday to fill tho vacancies.
In Ward 4 Dr. Gordon, Democrat, was defeated as Councilman .and Dr. Thomas A. Foselected.
In Ward 7 the most strenuous efforts were
made to defeat Mr. Winship, the regular Republican candidate for Alderman, and Mr.
Charles A. Gilson, a Republican, who represented Ward 4 for two years in the Board, was
brought out as a candidate by the Democrats
and adopted by tho “Citizens.” The contest in
this Ward was the severest of any in the city,
but the indomitable spirit of the true Republicans brought the fruits of victory.
was

WARDENS, CLERKS, &C.
We have not received the official returns, but
we believe that, with the
probable exception of
Ward 4, the Republicans have elected all the
Wardens and Clerks, and also all their candidates for Constables.
We will give the full official returns to-morrow.

“Neighbor Jackwood.”—After weeks of
careful preparation, J. T. Trowbridge’s beautiful (llama of “Neighbor Jackwood” was produced at Music Hall last evening, by the L. D.
C. Dramatic Club. The hall was well filled,
and the drama was presented in an admirable
As

effective dramatic picture, this
famous Btory has few equals in the whole range
of the modern standard drama, and its startmanner.

an

ling incidents,pathetic situations and humorous
developeineuts hold the closest attention of the
spectator. The sturdy devotion of the honest
Vermont farmer, Neighbor Jackwood, to the
friendless and unprotected fugitive, Camille,
who is pursued by the bloodhounds of the law,
is as noble an example of chivalrous bravery
and heroism as any recorded by the pen of the
novelist. As a whole the performance
was above the average of the
dramatic entertainments, and all who desire to see this favor-

poet

02

21,959 73

or

ite drama should embrace the last opportunity
this evening.
Harper’s

Baziar.—This beautiful

weekly

publication is the standard with ladies for all
the fashions of the day. Besides coutai ning numerous fashion plates and their
expl nations,
it gives a largo amount of first-class literary
matter, which always renders it a welcome visitor to the parlor circle. The number for the

ensiling week, richly illustrated, lias been received at the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessenden Bros., Lancaster Hall; also by D. Wentworth, dealer in books, stationery, &c., .'137
Congress street, comer of Oak street.
Anderson’s great sale of Balbriggan and
Hosiery will be continued for a few
days longer. There are some great bargains
yet to be had and purchasers are advised to
call early while the assortment is good as such

of the Allar

Cotton

opportunity seldom occurs of
Hosiery at these low prices.
an

1

Addresses, etc.,

obtaining nice

The meeting of the “Alumni Association”
this evening will be held at the Reception
Room instead of the usual place

etc.
a

to be heard

jority.

ter, Republican,

The

__

Gen.

Porter before

tbe

Investi-

A

Westbrook.—Monday, Westbrook electei I
following municipal officers:
Moderator, Chas. E. Boody; Clerk, Jame s
M. Webb; Selectmen, Assessors, &c. Henry B
Walker, Geo. W. Hammond, George Warren
James Pennell, SamuelT. Raymond; Treasurei
John E. Warren; S. S. Committee, John B
the

j

Bean. This is the citizens ticket and was elccte
by a majority of 05 to 100 over another citizen 9
ticket. The caucus that nominated the success
ful ticket voted that its candidates for selec t
if elected, should serve without pay excep t
Mr. Walker who is to receive more than the pc r
diem fixed by law.

Notice.—The lady who was seen by an officei
to pick up a gold pin, on Sunday noon, near Dr.
Fitch’s office on Congress street, will sava
trouble by delivering it at 440 Congress street,
or 9 Market Square, without delay.
Dk. Mace, at his office in Cahoon Block, hai
the testimonials of a large number of person!
who have received relief from chronic complaints by his Air Treatment.
Call at Schumacher Brothers’ and look ovei
the finest assortment of new chromos ever in

Portland.

a

lot of

martti

They have also just received
stereoscopic views, new subjects,

large

YORK.

MODEL POLITICIAN.

Jas. McClosky

gating Committee.

was

killed in

a

bar-room fight

early this morning by a blow on the head inflicted by Thos. Murray, a well-known politician.

He

was

arrested.

INTERESTING STATEMENTS.
PENNSYLVANIA.
MEETING OF THE CENTENNIAL COMMISSIONERS—REMARKS OF GEN. HAWLEY.

Washington, March 10.—At noon to-day
the.principal members of the Japanese Embassy, ten in number, were officially presented to
the President.

Philadelphia, March 4.—The centennial
commissioners assembled this morning and at
noon were escorted to Independence Hall by
committees of the Councils and representatives
of the Commercial Exchange, Franklin Institute, Board of Trade aud Horticultural Society.
Mayor Stokery made an address of welcome,
which was responded to by ex-Gov. Hawley, of
Connecticut, on concluding, lie said:—"The
commissioners will diligently observe the purpose for which they were appointed in accordance with the act of Congress and strive with
indefatigable zeal to win for the celebration the
favor and support of the people of all the
Union. The occasion Will have special value,
and we hope-a blessed influence within our own
boundaries, and the commissioners will address
themselves in fraternal spirit to the people of
all other nations that this may he the best exposition yet seen of men and the works of all
the world.” Gov. Geary was unable to be present on account of sickness, but sent a letter
pledging the hearty co-operation of Pennsylvania.

Sometime before the hour for

reception, prominent officers of the government
invited to attend, congregated in the east room.
There were present here members of the Com-

mittee on Foreign Relations of the two Houses
of Congress, all the member of the Cabinet, a
number of Bureau officers of the Executive,
Navy and War Departments, Vice President
Colfax, Speaker Blame and Minister Dolang.
Soon after 12 o’clock members of the Embassy
accompanied by Charge d’Affaires, Mori, arrived at the Executive Mansion. They were in
complete court costume, which consisted of
purple underskirts and rich black silk overskirts reaching to the knee and finely decorated. There*were some variations in costumes
according to rank, and the difference being
more particularly noticed in the style of hats.
Each carried heavy swords. They entered the
White House according to rank and were met
by Secretary Pish in the “Red Parlor" whence
after salutations were exchanged, they were escorted into the East room and the official ceremony of presenting their credentials commenced.
Prince Iwakura said:
“His Majesty, the
Emperor of Japan, our August Sovereign, has
sought since tlic achievement of our national
reconstruction to obtain a more perfect organization in the administrative power of his government. He has studied with interest the results obtained by Western nations and having
a sincere desire to establish
friendly relations
with foreign powers on a still closer footing, he
Tins f'nminiSKiiuiPil

lis

liiu

THE GREAT

injured-

LOUISIANA.
A BANDBOX

Fviri.

the powers having treaties with
Japan. Upon the soil of your country we first
our
credeutials
present
delivering to you personally the letter of our August Sovereign at
the public official audience. The objects of the
mission with which we were charged by our
government are somewhat set forth in this letter.
Wo are authorized to consult with your
government on all international questions directing our efforts to promote and develops
wider commercial relations and draw into closer
bonds the strong friendship already existing
between our respective people.
Thus we hope to gain fresh impulse in the
paths of progress, gaining good from every
form of civilization. This we shall strive to do
while in the exercise of strict integrity to our
own national interests, so trustingly provided
by a generous sovereign and shall earnestly
hope to receive your kind co-operation in faciliatiug the task assigned us by our government.
We gladly avail ourselves of this hirppy meeting to convey personally to Your Excellency
our sincere wishes fur your continued
prosperity and happiness. As national representatives
we extend the same wish to all
the people of
the United States.”
The. President then responded:
“Gentlemen, I am gratified that this country and that my administration will be distinguished in history as the first which has received the an embassy from the nation with which
the United States were the first to establish diplomatic and commercial intercourse. The objects which you say have given rise to youi
mission do honor to the intelligence and wisdom of your sovereign and reflects credit or
you in having been choseu as the instrument!
for carrying them into effect.
The time must
be regarded as gone never to return when auj
nation can keep apart from all others anil expect to enjoy the prosperity and happiness
which depends more or less upon the mutua
adoption of improvements, not only in th<
science of government,but in the other sciencei
and arts which contribute to the dignity oi
mankind and to national wealth and power
Though Japan is one of the most ancient o:
organized communities, aud the United Statei
rank among the most reoent,we flatterourselvei
that we have made some
improvements upoi
the political institutions of the nations fron
whom we are descended.
Our experience leads us to believe that th
wealth, the power and the happiness of tin !
people are advanced by their encouragement o
trade and commercial intercoust with othe ;
powers by the elevation and dignity of laDor b; ;
the practical adoption of science to the manu
factures and arts by increased facilities of ire
quent aud rapid communicetion between diffei
ent parts of the conn rty, by the discouragemcn
of emigration which brings with it the variei I
habits and divers genius and
industry of othe r
lands, by a free press, by freedom of though t
and conscience and a liberal toleration in mat
ters of religion not only to citizens but to al
foreigners resident among us. It will be
pleasure to enter upon that consultation upo:
international questions which you say you «r 3

ordinary

MEDICINE DEPOT ON FIRE.

The upper part of Jaynes’ eight story building was discovered to be on fire in the. rear this
evening. The height was so great that the fire
engines could not do effective service so as to
check the fire beforejt reached the.sixth story.
The front part of the immense building is un-

to

1

JIISCELLANEOliR NOTICES.

to

New York, March 4.—The trial of Mayor
Hall commenced this forenoon.
The first witness called was ex-Deputy
Comptroller Kicnard
S. Storrs whom the prosecution called to certify
a resolution which the
Mayor had drawn creating a Board of Audit in the year 1870. The
counsel for the Mayor entered exceptions as to
the admissibility of the document.
Considerable time was consumed in examining witnesses relative to what he knew about
the vouchers of the Board of Audit. Several
questions were rejected and the testimony omitted to the fact that the records of the
country’s
liabilities were kept in the Comptroller’s office
of 1870 and also knew of
the vouchers
of the Garvey claims being kept there before
being stolen. He gave the modus operundi by
which the claims went as follows:
The County Auditor examined the bills and
certified to their correctness, then the Comptroller certified them, then the Mayor signed
them, the Clerk of Supervisors endorsed them,
they came back and were stamped by the Auditor and then given to the claimant who collected the sums named.
After considerable discussion between the
counsel on both sides and Judge Daley relative
to the admissiability as evidence of a claim warrant whieli was signed by the Mayor and Board
of Audit without the accompanying voucher,
and without coming to a decision the court adjourned till to-morrow.

gain.

Ward 5—Micali Sampson, Lyman N. Kimball, Ezra N. Perry, Republican’s.

as

NEW

Mr. Starkweather of Connecticut, presented a
for a life-boat station at Block Island.
The House at 2.20 went into Committee of
the Whole on the deficiency appropriation, bill,
Mr. Stevenson in the chair.
After discussion on various matters embodied
in the bill and without cencludiugits consideration the committee rose and the House at
half-past four o’clock adjourned.

Ward 4—Edward H. Daveis, Dem.; John
Thomas A. Foster, Republican

a

THE TRIAL OF MAYOR HALL.

petition

Yeaton, Dem.;

line, arrived yesterday from Liverpool.
Oliver Buckley, aged 94, accidentally fell oi
his door-step one day last week, and broke hi:
hip and collar bone. It is feared that the in
juries will result fatally.
Steamship Sarmatian, Capt. Wylcy, fron
Liverpool Feb. 22d, arrived here at 7 o'clocl
Monday morning with 50 cabin and 228 steerage

men

2
7
6
25
5

—

Randall, H. P. Dewey, E. N.
Greeley, Republican gain.
Ward 2—Edward Thurston, Republican gain.

on

passengers. Among the former was Mrs. Jame
Ellison, of Portland.
The March term of the Superior Court wil
begin this morning.

2

316
125
253
251
258
353
24

COMMON COUNCIL.

Shepard’s lecture this evening at the Allen
Mission Chapel,
j
The ladies of the Deering Public Library Association will give their second entertainment
at the school house, Woodford’s Corner, or
Wednesday evening. The beautiful fairy spectacle, The Legend of the Mistletoe, will be pre
sented and refreshments will be offered for sale
David,

?62

Ward 1—J. F.

Mrs.

steamer St.

ter

unanimously Republican. In the Common
Republicans and 2 Deinocrits were
chosen, leaving one vacancy.

Mr.

Ward 1—Doubtful.
2— George C. Littlefield, R., gain.
3— William H. .Josselyn, R.
4— Charles McCarthy,’ D.
5— Marquis F. King, R.
G—Eben Corey, R.
7—Win. A. Winship, R.
Republicans, 5; Democrats, 1; to hear from,
1. In the present Board there are four Republicans and three Democrats.

Jottings.
That snow storm has arrived.
The U. S. Circuit and District Courts came in
yesterday, but no business of public interest
was transacted.
The friends of temperance are reminded of

freight

ordei

A letter from Collector Griunell to Gen. Porwas
received, bearing date of May 3, 1870:—
I know that you are in no
way interested in
any contract given out here, and neither you
nor any other
person about the Executive Mansion has ever intimated a desire to be so interested.”
Gen. Porter, in a letter of May 4,
1870, to
Leet, says:—“The President remarked to him
on a trip to West Point on the 28th of
April
that he had heard so much about
corruption in
Custom House jobs and influence brought to
bear in getting positions, &c., that he would
never appoint any one who had been around
him to a position in a Custom House, no matter
what his qualifications. In speaking about you
(Leet) he said:—‘I don’t know who told hint of
the office.* That you ought to accept Dan
Cameron’s proposition, for though he believes
you as pure as any one, yet he would never consent to have
go to a Custom House. He
youwould
Said the attacks
nnnstnnt. and ininra
both you and him. He feels just as I have always felt about such matters. You can now
judge of the situation and act accordingly.”
Gen. Porter, in a letter of July 13, 1870, to
Collector Murphy, says:—“Yon are about to
enter upon the duties of Collector of Customs
in New York. Many persons in
seeking office
may use the President’s name or mine in urging their claims. I wish to state to you distinctly at the outset that no one is authorized
to do so.
Many friends of mine whom I should
be very glad to oblige have importuned me to
write to you letters in their behalf. I have persistently refused to add to your preseut embarrassment by so doing.
You will never hear
from me on the subject of office. My only desire is to see you so distribute the patronage of
your office as to render the most efficient service
to the country and the cause of the administration.”
In another letter to Collector Murphy, Oct.
31, 1870, Gen. Porter says:—“I am directed by
the President to forward you the marked portion of enclosed newspaper articles. While the
President does not for a moment suppose that
you ever uttered the language it imputes to you,
he deems it well to take this
opportunity to sav
that if any persons have been employed in the
Custom House upon representations that they
are his particular friends or favorites, he hone's
that they may be discharged, and that if auv
persons ever apply for positions under you upon
such a pretence he requests they may not be
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Lewiston, March 4.—At the Lewiston city
election to-day, David Cowan, Republican, was
elected Mayor, by 528 majority, over J. G. Gill,
Democrat Last year Garcelon, Democrat, had
58 majority. Knowlton, Republican, is elected
Municipal Judge The board of Aldermen is

ings
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ALDERMEN.

Brief

The

E

Without the vote of the Islands the
for Mayor Kingsbury is 59.

12,645 71

9,294

"a
®

w

1 .319
2
287
3
308
4 .226'
5 .337
6 .351
7 .462
Islands... 27

Tctal expenditures,
$21,909 73
City’s proportion of new sewers, $6,195 77
Cost or culvertB,
5,345 21
Cost of repairs,
1,104 73

abuttors,

s?

«<

Green, Spruce, High, South, Con-

on

«

1^3.
a

Wards.

department:

assessed

their

The

gress, Commercial and Brackett streets. The
sewer on Preble street has been extended 35
feet, that on Chestnut 35 feet, that on Myrtle
20 feet and that on Boyd 95 feet. Culverts
built or repaired have cost $1,413.20.
The following shows the expenditures of this

Sum

mem-

party existed at all. It is almost a clean sween.
As for Mr. Morgan and his bolters, we will only
recall the old story of the bull and the locomotive. We admit their pluck but can’t applaud
their judgment.

several

made

was

into into the campaign, as an clement
of warfare agamst the present administration,
and certain Republicans, for reasons which they
cannot satisfactorily explain, lent themselves
to the scheme; the Democrats rung all the
changes of their party war-cries and added the
sheriff-liquor bill to increase the discord. The

dragged

of

Repairs

generax.

gratitude.

Council 18

possess a moral power which a greater array
would not have owned had the contest been a

and Gray, Carleton and Portland streets, and
two on Gray street.
A plan of each of the
above sewers has been made on which are laid
lots.

the

If tlie Republicans uf Portland had made
unusual demonstrations of rejoicing last night
over the result of the election yesterday there
would have been a propriety in such action, for
never, perhaps, in the history of our city was a
victory won over more unjust and reckless combinations than were formed against them by
their enemies. True, the figures of the majority
of Mayor Kingsbury are not startling, but they

Anderson, Beckett, Cedar, Danfortli,
Emery, Eranklin, Hanover, High, Oxford,
Smith, Spring, Thomas and Carroll, Winter

on

! 1

REPUBLICAN VICTORY.

Sewers, reports that
the past year sewers have been construct-

adjoining

in

Gain

City Council!

on

sewers

BETTER

best

SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWERS.

ui we

Redeemed!

»

feet at the span, to be devoted to railway purposes.
A retaining wall is in process of construction
on Monument street between Mountfort and
Warren streets. The draining of the swamp
lands in Ward 7 has been commenced, and several ditches drained.

areas

Better than

Saco, March 4.—At the municipal election
to-dayi Edward P. Burnham, Republican, was
elected Mayor by 383 majority. The Republicans carry every ward in the city.

spectively, giving a length including bridge
seats of 119£ feet, with a clear width between
the rails of 29 feet, and a clear height of lfij

me ixmuuanes auu

the

March 4.—The Committee or
the New York Custom House investigatiot
commenced their examinations
to-day. Gen,
Horace Porter was examined. He said he hac
endeavored to dissuade Leet from obtaining
office in the New York Custom House and had
so informed
that he knew that
him,
such also was the adding
President's opinion. With
regard to the mess in Washington, Porter said
that instead jof thousands paid by Leet, the
largest amount he paid in any one month was
$58.46. The mess never received any interest,
whatever from Leet’s general order business,
but those he had given as authority for the
declaration had disavowed the same and thus
Porter says Mudgetts was^left a slanderer.
1 orter said he never receiveff a cent, nor had he
asked any favor of Leet to entitle him to his

man, Labor Reform and Democratic candidate.
The Republicans elect members of the City
Government, in all but one ward, in which
there was no choice.

Sile

uuwu

on

porter

;

Washington,

city
Lewiston,
election to-day, Thomas Littlefield, Republican,
was elected Mayor
by 187 majority, over Wood-

terms

Superintendent

general

oood!
March 4.—In the Auburn

The last of September a contract was entered
into with Messrs Shanahan & Dolan for the
grading of West Commercial street and the
building of a retaining wall. On the 9tli of
February after the work was partially completed it was stopped bv the Street Committee in
view ot the location of the Boston
& Maine
Railroad along the northerly side of the street.
Marginal Way.—On the 4th of October a
contract was entered into with Col. Edward
Moore for the construction of that portion of
the way between Gould’s wharf and the Grand
Trunk bridge, a distance of 4,!K)0 feet, to he
forty-five wide at grade and to be protected by
a pile and plank bulkhead outside.
Belying on
the ordinary means of sounding and on the exof
those
who
had
driven
perience
piles in the
cove, the engineer had no doubt but that the
first crust, which occurs at a depth of from six
to eight feet below the surface of the fiats,
would prove stable enough to sustain the
and
that
the
flats
were
work,
rm
embankment
enough to bear the
without much displacement. He therefore endorsed the estimate which was submitted to
him for revision, knowing nothing of the project beforehand and having no time before the
occasion for which it was required, to make an
estimate or thorough personal examination. It
has been found that the piles must be driven
from 12 to 1G feet before they bring tip on impenetrable hard pan or ledge and that the mud
is capable of sustaining the weight of the embankment.
After about three hundred feet in length of
the pile work had been driven and fitted above
Tukey’s bridge severely cold weather set in,
and the cove has ever since been frozen over,
making it impossible to continue work on tiie
bulkhead except at intervals.
The embankment was begun directly against
the bulkhead. In future it should bo carried
out at first on the inner line of the
proposed
filling so that the greater part of the unplaced
material shall come up inside the bulkhead. It
is impossible to foresee just wbat will be the result of the pressure of the embankments on
the mud beneath. If the displaced material
shall come up within the line of the bulkhead,
as facts already developed in the case would indicate, it will go far towards making the embankment, and the form of bulkhead can, in
my opinion, be so modified as to sustain the
pressure. If it should be disposed to come up
outside, a wall, unless it was founded on the
solid bed beneath, would not retain it and would
probably lead off in the consequent disaster. Pile
work has a surely retentive effect as far as it
goes, and the result in question must be effected with such work or not at all.
The contractor has prosecuted his work with
great vigor and spirit, against many discouragements incidental to the performance of such a
work during an unusually unfavorable season.
A trestle work bridge has been built over the
Marginal Way at the cut through Washiugton
street near Tukey's bridge, having three spans
of 15 feet each at the grade of the Way and
two
spans on each slope of 2\ and 19J feet re-

ed

Saco and Lewiston

Oyer Combinations.

cemetery.

during
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COLUMN

authorized to engage; The improvement of the
commercial relations between our respective
countries is important anti desirable ami can no
fail to strengthen the bonds which unite us.
I will heartily co-operate in so desirable ai
object. Your kind wishes for me personally
gentlemen, are cordially reciprocated. I trus
that your abode with us may l>e agreeable t<
you and may contribute to a more intimate ac
quaintauce and intercourse between our respcc
tive peoples.
The utmost interest was manifested by tin
large company present in these exercises.
BUSINESS.

of the contract for the construction of the
Way, a part of the requisMarginal
ite earth for tilling is to be taken from the extension of North street, northerly from Walnut
street, and from the city lot between Washington street and the Eastern Promenade.
This
has required the adoption of a system of grades
iui
present purposes at least, in uns part ot tlie
city,and in devising the same tlie commissioner
has kept in view the plan submitted by the
commissioners to whom was referred in 1869,the
subject of improvement of the easterly slope of
Muujoy Hill, contemplating, however, for the
present, the reservation of tlie Promenade in its
present condition, instead of the parks proposed
to be substituted therefor.
Levels have been taken and profiles of streets
made during the year, as follows:—New High
street, part of India, (part of Congress, New
State, part of Stone, Wilmot, Poplar, Vesper,
Morning,Brackett, part of Hanover, part of Ceof Oxford, Preble, part of
dar( Fox, extension
Spring, part of North, the city cut from Washington to North and Washington streets
cut on the Marginal Way.
Grades have been
given to builders and others \jy instrumental
observation in one hundred and three instances,
apart from works on West Commercial street
and Marginal Way.
The following named points upon street lines
have been determined, viz:—The easterly corner
of Lincoln and Chestnuts streets, easterly corner of Lincoln and
Pearl, angle in easterly line
of High street near Cumberland, both corners
°f High and Portland, easterly corner of Mellon
and Cumberland, southerly corner of Melleu
and Portland, southerly corner of Quebec and
Howard, northerly corner of Ellsworth and
Congress, and the angles in the southerly line
of Congress West of Ellsworth.
Monuments
have been delivered at those points but have
not been set. The lines of a large number
of streets have been located.
A proposed street from Deeriug to Cumberland, and the extension of Oxford street from
Washington to North street, have been surveyed and descriptions of them submitted. The
lines of the Marginal Way from Gould’s Wharf
to the Grand Trunk bridge have also been determined.
In accordance with the direction of the Council, Pearl street has been numbered throughout,
and the conditions of the ordinance relative to
the numbering of the streets have been fulfilled.
A survey of the Libby estate recently annexed to the cemetery has lately been made, and
levels have been taken to ascertain the best
method of draining the southeast corner of the

The

Passive

Democracy

PUBLICAN VICTORIES.

designated, viz:—Beckett, Vesper, Vaughan,
Morning, Poplar and Howard.
By the

*

nAiVB.

The Maine

The Civil Engineer, William A. Goodwin, in
his annual report of operations in his department from March 20, 1871, to March 4, 1872,
says that early in the mouth of April, he addressed to the City Council several communications on the subject of street grades, recomold grades in manv
mending adherence to the
•
cases where changes had
been adopted by the
council of former years, but where the w<tfk
contemplated had not begun. These recommendations met with the approval and the old
grades of the following streets were adopted, t >
wit—Spring from High to Emery, Carleton
from Brackett to Congress, Cumberland from
Green to High, Congress from
Vaughan to
A-, Hampshire from Congress to Middle,
Oxford throughout, Pearl from
Congress to
Lincoln, and Spruce from Emery to Clark. He
is still of the opinion that no
change of grade of
a
thickly settled street should be made except
for reasons affecting the
safety or convenience
of the street itself—the most
important of these
surface
being
imperfect
drainage.
rej}?01iS
The only change of grade the past year which
involved expense occurred on Carlton street,between West and Brackett.
This change was
affected to secure a more effectual drainage of
the corner of West and Carlton streets and of
the westerly sidewalks of the latter street, and
in effecting this, a practical benefit has been secured at reasonable costs.
Several local changes of sidewalk elevatio
have been made, where the bringing
up of the
sidewalk to the exact grade of the street would
have involved the raising of buildings or the obstruction of doorways and windows, and consequently considerable claims for damages. The
saving of damages effected by the slight change
at the corner of Portland and Green streets was
at least $2,500.
The grades of the following named streets,
which had been partially graded, have been
modified so as to avoid as far as possible, future
works on the present surfaces—viz:
High street from Deering to Portland, State
from Deering to Portland and Mellen throughout.
Grades have been adopted for the following streets for which none heretofore have been

me

year has been $08,768.34, or an average of $5,The expenditures on the
730.61 per month.
different streets were as follows:
Preble street.$5,636 40
Portlaud do.
do
Center

some kind of stone is called for, am
the same method should be adopted with the
hills at the foot of High and Park streets. Ii
is also suggested that the hill at the west en<i
of Congress street, at the head of Work Hous<
lane be graded out to the line of said street or
the south side. Sundry changes, improvement)
and repairs, are recommended for Howard,
Free, Pine, Brackett, Spring, Franklin and
All the back streets, tlit
Madison streets.
Commissioner says, need repairs very much,
for the safety of the city.
They need immediate attention.
CITY CIVIL ENGINEER.

Superior Court.
BKFOltK

pot, with

j

FOR THE

CONGRESSIONAL COM-

MITTEE.

New
Orleans, March 4.—Van Norter,
President of a Savings bank, sentenced byJudge Coolery to the Parish prison for ten days
for refusing to produce in court a certain bandbox deposited with him Jan. 19th by M. A.
Soutliworth and Senator Lewis containing
fi'Ml /WlA nrnl

4-1... t- LI-T .I

..

should sustain Pinchback and Warmouth’s administration and attend regularly the session of
the Legislature each day; said box to be delivered to Lewis March 4th upon
complying with
other wishes of Van Norter, was immediately
pardoned by Governor Warmouth and liberated. During the investigation it transpired that
Sovthworth compounded with Van Norter about
a month ago and removed the
money from the
box and when finally brought into court this
it
morning contained nothing but the agreement
above referred to.
A full statement of this
cose will be sent to the Congressional Investigating Committee.
METEOROLOGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-FOUlt HOURS.

War

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 4 (7.00 P. M.) 1
A rising barometer, with a decided fall in the
temperature in the northwest, and northerly
winds and clear weather will prevail during the
night from the upper lake region, southward
and eastward to the Atlantic and east Atlantic
coasts, increasing to very brisk and probably
high north westerly winds. The pressure will
diminish somewhat during the night and Tues
day throughout the Mississippi valley and eastward, with southerly to easterly winds and
probably increased cloudiness." Dangerous
winds are not anticipated for the Gulf and Atlantic coasts this evening,except very brisk and
possibly high north westerly winds ‘from Cape
Hatteras to Maine.

[

FOREIGN.
GREAT BRITAIN.
THE AMERICAN CASE.

London, Mar. 4.—Copies of the American
I case in full aa submitted to the Geneva Board
I

of Arbitration will be submitted in both houses
of Parliament Saturday.

|

1

EXTENSIVE STRIKE.

The operatives in the llax mills at Leeds have
j struck
for a reduction of the time of labor to
1 nine hours
per day. They are orderly and no
trouble is appreueuded.
There are between
10,000 and 11,000 engaged in the strike.
BRAZIL.
BRAZIL AND

PARAGUAY.
London, Marcli 4.—It is reported that a
treaty has been concluded between Brazil and
Paraguay, by the terms of which the fornTer
continues to exercise a protectorate over Paraguay for 10 years, and the latter undertakes to
pay the expenses of the protectorate, and cedes
certain tracts to Brazil.
TKI.KORAPIIIC ITEMS.
Miss Smiley, the Quaker preacher, spoke in
Rochester, N. V., Sundaynight.
Gen. Howard delivered a religious address at
the Brooklyn Academy of Music
Sunday night,
A great crowd was present.
One Erie freight train ran into the rear of
another near Middletown, Sunday, setting fire
to a car loaded with flour,which was
destroyed.
Daniel Nason, formerly Superintendent of
the Boston & Providence railroad, and Ezra
Forestall, formerly Superintendent of the
Health Department in Boston, died
Sunday.
Gov. Palmer of Illinois, goes for Grant and
will not accept an outside Presidential nomination.
Patrick McICillan of Buffalo, lias been arrested for murdering his wife while drunk.
Tile house of Stephen IX Green in Manchester, Jf. H., was burned while a sewing circle
was being held in it.
The circle adjourned.
Tha St. Johns crew has accepted the challenge of the Biglin crew of New York if the
race can take place on the Harlem river.
The New York Assembly Committee will report in favor of the repeal of the Erie classification act.
There is a prospect of the present French
cabinet breaking up.
President Thiers promised a delegation of
Englishmen yesterday that the present pasport
system should be only temporary.
The Union Pacific Railroad is still blockaded
betwppn ( 'hpvpnna

Sioux City, Iowa, March 4.—The exeitemen
the recent gold discoveries is steadily in
Major Pease, agent for the Crow In
creasing.
dians of Northwest Dakotali, arrived yesterdai
and says the reports are far below the facts
He brings several rich specimens, and says th<
tribe over which he has charge have long knowi ithe location of the rich deposits of gold and re
peatedly killed white men who attempted t<
penetrate the territory for the purpose of ex
ploring it.
over

Mrs. Harriet Boecher Stowe met with a seri
ous accident on the 29th ultimo., at her horn >
in Mandarin, Florida,by falling backward fron

table, on which she was standing to arrange
window curtain,her head striking the
sharp edg
of a bedstead and her back hitting a bath-tul
She was picked up insensible, but the latest ac
a

oounts indicate that she will recover.

noil

11r.

Reports

from Central Arizona state that the
Apaches are continuing to steal stock and com
mit other depredations.
The New Jersey Legislature is
considering
the matter of erecting statues of Commodore
btocktou and Gen. Kearney.
Steward’s block in Ottawa, Out., was burned
Saturday night. Loss 824,000.
A Norfolk dispatch says it is
supposed that
the barge A. B. Hill with three men was lost
in Saturday’s gale in Chesapeake
bay.
Pere Hyacinth addressed a Protestant meetin
Rome on the subject of the diffusion of
ing
the Bible.
A Prague journal says that the Prince of
Servia is to marry a Russian Princess, and predicts as the result the driving of the Turks
from Europe.
The

largest

and most enthusiastic Republican, rally of the campaign took place last night
at Nashua, N. H.
Weather Report, IIarch 4, 19 P. M.
Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benetit of
Commerce.
»
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RCSINESS NOTICES.
What is the fee.
“What is the use of ray insuring against accidents? I never was killed!” remarks Mr.
Wiseman, and straightway imagines he has
settled that question, as regards himself. True,
accidents freqeutly occur—lie has seen accounts
of them in the newspapers—but as for the danger of any casualty happening to him, perish
the thought. Accident insurance is all very
well for freight brakemen and powder mill employees; hut for him, oh no—he is “not exposed
to accident.”
Now here we find in the supplement to the
Boston Journal of Jan. 27, a condensed list of
casualties that occurred last year, in various
parts of the world,that fills five' and a half solid
wars,

Dispensatory,”
Dispensatory,

page 544, and the AmerThe Hemlock
page 15.
has been used in cases of
Pain or Soreness of the

famines, earthquakes

pestilences, and
omitting all aocounts in general terms, where
“scores" or “hundreds” are said to have perished,we And specific casualties, with date, deor

Scalds,
gratifying success. For sale
\V. W. Whipple &
by all Druggists.
Co.,
Agents, Wholesale Druggists, Portland, M».
tu-th&s
Dead men tell no talks; if they
did,
anathemas against the depleting lancet, the
drastic purge, and the terrible salivants of the
materia medica, would arise from every grave-

in our day is so entirely in harmony
with this philanthropic logic as Dh. Walker’s

Vegetable Vinegar Bitters. In this powerful, yet harmless restorative, dyspepsia, billons

complaints,

MXJSic HALL,
Monday

Wild

Colgath & Co.’s Cashmere Bouquet Soap has
novel but very delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet articles.
mr4-eod3m
Lost.—A valuable gold pin, between 440

Congress street and Free street church. The
finder will be liberally rewarded by leaving it
at D. White & Son’s, 9 Market Square.
mr4tf
This is the season of the year when the
Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould’s Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.
feb28-3m3tw
Spring Style.—Cook & Aldrich Broadway
Silk Hats at Burnell’s, 147 Middle street
mcli2d3t
You jjan get those Steel Knives Silver Plated
nicely at Atwoods, also Tea Setts, Castors,
Spoons, Forks &c.,replated in the best manner.
Particular attention given to Gold
Plating
watch cases &c. Keinember the place. A. H.
Atwood’s Lancaster Hall.
feb29-deowtf
Old Prejudices are dying out.—New facts
killing them. The idea that invalids weakened by disease can be relieved by prostrating
them with destructive drugs, is no longer entertained except by monomaiacs. Ever since the
introduction of Dr. Walker’s Vinegar Bitters it has been obvious that their regulating
and invigorating properties are all-suflicient for
the cure of chronic indigestion, rheumatism,
are

constipation, diarrhoea, nervous affections, and
malarious fevers, and they are now the standfor these

complaints

in

every

RPirtinn rsf t.ho TTnirvn

Mr. James I.

Fellows, St. John, N. B.—
while at your establishment,
carefully examined your prescription, and the
method of preparing your Compound Syrup, I
felt anxious to give it a fair trial in my practice
For the last twelve months I have done so, and.
I find that in Incipient Consumption, and oth-

Sir:—Having,

diseases of the Throat and Lungs, it has
done wonders. In restoring persons suffering
from the effects of Diphtheria, and the cough

er

following typhoid fever, prevalent in this region, it is the best remedial agent I have ever
used. But for persons suffering from exhaustion of the powers of the brain and nervous
system, from long continued study or teaching,
or in thoSfe cases of exhaustion from which so
many young men suffer, I know of no better
medicine for restoration to health than your
Compound Syrup.
If you think this letter of any service,you are
at liberty to use it as you see fit.
I remain, yours, &c., Edwin Clay, M. D.
Pugwash, N. S., Jan. 14, 1808.

__feb24-ded&wlt
In the truest and deepest sense
Duponco’s
Pills are the Balm of Gilead to those delicate
ailments to which the gentler sex are liable.

_mar2-eodlw&wlt
From observations under the Microscope of
the blood of patients using Fellows ComSyrup of Hypophopiiites, taken
from time to time, positive proof has been obtained of the steady removal of diseased and
dead particles of the substitution of vitalized
pound

diseases,
necessary
healthy muscle.

to

the construction of
mar2d-ded&wlt

Kennedy’s Hemlock Ointment, applied in
form of salve or plaster. For many years the
proprietor has labored to obtain from the native hemlock tree, the oil, pitch and resin in
such manucr that it may be utilized.
He has
succeeded, with the assistance of eminent pliysicians and chemists, and is now prepared to
put it on the market, which he hopes will give
satisfaction to the profession. As reference to
his Salve, the proprietor refers to the ‘‘United

f^tjtd
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Temperance

o’clock

Stockbriflti*'.*
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I

Lecture

AT

Allen llission

Chapel,

OK

Tuesday Evening, OTarcb 5, 18»«,
BY

Mrs. S. A.
OF

Shepard,

ILLINOIS,

Who

comes among us with the best of testimonials,
them the following from the Mayor of Madison, Illinois:—
1 take great pleasure in
introducing to your acqainta.nce Mrs. Shepard, of Illinois. She comes to us
with indubitable testimonials of character as a
single hearted laborer iu the great cause of Temperance.
I hail the honor ami
pleasure of introducing
her to our Madison i»eopleon two occasions.
1 heaiu
her speak tnree times, and each time I was better
impressed both with her head and heart.
Her lecture will compare favorably with those of
Carey and
Oough. Mrs. Shepard deserves a prominent place
amoug our ablest temperance advocates. 1 commend
her to your kindness.

h..._a

among

ash, 57,900 do butter, 199,200 do lard, 300 bbls apples
49 pkgs merchandise, 1 lot furniture.
HAVANA. Hark Mary M. Bird—2032 shooks and
heads, 9588 box shooks, 23,100 hoops, 15 empty casks,
52 drums lish, 1200 boxes herring, 200 hhd beads 50

Brig

*«»<«>«• 3ic;

onen at 7
commence at 71
Reserved Seats will be for sale at I. C
Music .Store after Friday.

!

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Hibernian—10,970 buBli
peas, 10,992 do wliuat, 410,000 tbs bacon, 27,000 <lo

000 shingles.
POINT a PETRE.
and heads.

Tuesday Evenings,

Seat' 50c’
G^orya°ont7HeaCrTC<1
Doors
o’clock:

I

FINANCIAL AMD CONINIERCIAL.

‘jo ion

aud

March 4th and nth.

Druggists._feb2>J-eodlw

Hour

Dramatic Club,

-AT-

“Simply that and Nothing More."—If
your hair is coming out, want of proper nutriment is the cause.
Phalon's Chemical Hair
Invigorator supplies that want. It is at once
nourishment and medicine for the hair—stimulating its growth, improving its texture, invigorating its roots, and curing its diseases. Sold
by all

n**(in

C.

Neighbor Jackwood,

|

and all diseases of the stom-

fMtrk. ‘'XOO Hn miittnii

D.

the beautifnl drama in live acts entled

I

ach, liver, bowels and nerves, encounter an irresistable antidote.
mar4-4w

Horse-2396 shooks

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Sarmatian—191 pkgs
merchandise to Canadian Ex Co; 1 case do to Laslett
&

Russell; 75 pkgs do to J E Prindle ; 2 do do, 569
rails, 20 tyres, 248 bdls flsb plates to Agent Grand
Trunk Railroad; 1 hhd wire to James
Marrett; 3 pkgs
mdse to G B Smith, 2 do do to C S
Channell, 2 do do
to R D Morrill,21 do do to order,and goods lor Canada

collection will be taken.

John, N B.
Steamship St David—65 pkgs skins, 225 boxes tin
to
plate
order; 40 pkgs mdse to J E Prindle; 355 rails
to Agent Grand Trunk Co: 38 bales
burlaps to C B1
Bailey; 1 pkg mdse to W J M Jones; 23 do do to Canada Ex Co; 115 boxes tin plate to Rufus
Dunham; 37
bdls do do to F Waddell & Co; and goods for Canada
and St John, N B.

mrtdat

and St

HAYMAKERS!
This Justly celebrated Cantata
giving a description
of an old-fasliioned Hay-Field—with
scenery, new
and characteristic dresses, with action; all set to
pleasing and appropriate music, representing in full
everything that happens in haying season will be
brought out in

Receipts by Railroad* and Steamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans
milk, 400 bbls
flour, 43 cars lumber, 8 do laths, 3 do oats, 3 do
l>oards, 3 do bark, 8 do timber, 2 do spruce, 1 do hay,5
do corn, 1 do hides, 1 do shorts, 1 do
paper, 1 do shin-

CITY

gles,

1 do |>eas, 3 do sundries; for Lower Provinces—
flour, 5 do grain, 6 do sundries, 1 do bran, 3 do
oil, 3do spikes ;for Allan steamers—68 cars provisions,
2 do potash, 6 do wheat.
Steamer Chesapeake from New*YoRk—836
packages tea, 470 half chests tea, 1300 boxes raisins,
220 do tin plate, 100 do cbeese, 100 do
saleratus, 75 do
tobacco, 50 do hard ware, 100 do drugs, 988 bdls tish
Plates, 50 do paper hangings, 85 bales rags, 12 do burlaps, 10 hbds tobacco, 4 do glass ware, 210 bbls bone
black, 140 do rosin, 20 do zinc paint, 20 do dried apples, 20 do glass ware, 10 do varnish, 100 kegs soda, 80
rolls leather, 110 bags bone black, 40 do
nuts, 3 do
seed, 11 casks 1 ad, 3 do hard ware, 35 cases clocks,
20 do dry goods, 16 freezers, 1
smoke
boiler,
stack,
&c., 200 peks sundries.
17

cars

Wedn’y, Thursday
CONDUCTOR,

Chandler.

Snipkins. (a young man from the city, unused to rural attkirs,).Mr. Chas. E. Chase
C. K HAWK?*, Pianist.

ANNIE E. GREELEY, Organist.
AND A CHORUS OF FORTY-FIVE VOICES.
New Songs introduced each evening by Miss Flora
E. Grant, Mrs. E. M. Pillsbury, Mr. Clias. E. Chase.

Tickets, with Reserved Seat 50c; Admission 35c.
For sale at Hawes
Cragin’s Music Store, Wednesfeb27td
day, Feb. 28, at 9 o’clock.
Doors open at 6.30; concert to commence at 7.45
precisely.

Managers.Flruish
STARTLING
Two Xights

Mr. & Mrs. W. J.
EILEEN

new

drama,

OOE,

Ojiera House, N. Y., and pronounced the
Greatest Theatrical Hit of the Season.
New and beautiful effects, musk, Ac. A very large
and i»owerful Dramatic Company will
support “The
Florences.” Reserved seats con bo obtained, commencing Thursday, March 7th, at the office of Music

Hall. Prices

usual.

as

mr4d6L

DANCING!
Mr. A.. H. GEE
will commence his third and last term for the season
for Young Ladies, Masters and Misses, at his Academy, at Corner of Biown and Congress Sts., on
*AT(JRDAY, Feb. 19th, at 9 1-9 w’clock
in the afternoon, and continue every Wednesday and

Saturday afternoon.

me

"New

popular

taught by Mr.

UUde

York

Waltz”

will

be

Mrs. Gee.
particulars apply at Hall. Assemblies every
Monday evening. Private lessons each day from 9 to
12 and from to 5, except Fridays.
feb8tf
and

For

125

“**«“*••.114*
MwMgftii Con..

1171

AUCTION SALES.
Assignee’s
Fares!

The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
tool
Union Pacific do.
Union Pacific stock.................... 3fl
Union Pacific land grants.. «i$

City Sugar

Sale.

Reflurry

Stock

at

Auction.

Saturday, March 9th, at 12 M, at Merchants*
ONExchange,
I shall sell 13 shares F. C. Sugar ReH. P. DEANE, Assignee.
finery Stock.

.911

F.

82*

0. BAILEY Sc Co., Auctioneers.

HOYT,

WHEELER &

mrltd

BRADLEY,

AUCTIONEERS,

Middling

No. 70 7EOGBAL HTREET, BOSTON.
Will

the Auction business in

commence

hold

Foreign
uery,

Regular Sales

Boston, and

of

and Dsmrstic Dry Goods, YlilliFancy Goods, Hosiery, Gloves,
Hats and Caps,
Tuesday and Friday during

every

the

year.

Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and Mhocs,
adapted to the New England Trade, including a largo
assortment of Mew York City Hade Goods.
The attention of dealers is called to the above

sales,

which will bo peremptory for cash.
mr2eodlm
Boston, March 1st, 1872.

dulf

H. K. HUNT,

Commission

Merchant

and

Auctioneer

316 Congress St, will sell every evening a large
assortment of
and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lot9 to suit
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on all
escriptlon of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11,1868.

NO

Staple

Surchasers

wheat,19,000

bush

Florence,

Or, ’‘Dark’s the Hour Before the Dawn.”
As produced at the Globe Theatre, Boston, and
GrAid

Erie.K
Harlem.Il08

com,

and Saturday,
Otb.

latest dramatic Novelty,Falconer s
entitled

lu the

Pacific Mail. go
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated.... 98
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 93
33
Erie preferred. gl

bush
bush

Only*—Friday

Those gifted and popular artiste

1868.’

barley, 5,000 hogs*.
Shipments—6,000 bbls flour,10,000

Wilton.

&

NOVELTY.

.tlurrh Nth and

Currency 6’s......
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Uuion Telegraph Co. 70ft

Union Pacific income bonds.

II ALL r

M U S 1(

3lJ

I...,.

CHAS. E. HODGLINS.

Anna.Miss Annie J. Aver
Kate. (The Eairy Maid,)..(Formerly Miss Ella
M. To id,) Mrs. Pillsbury.
William. (Farmer’s Assistant,).Mr. W. G. Davey
John, (Farmer’s Assistant).Mr. T. W. Stanwooft

currency to Uold and closed easy at 6 (a) 7 per cent, with
exceptions low as 4
per ceut. Sterling Exchange dull and firm at 109$ @
109$. Gold dull and touched 110, but closed steady at
110$ @110$; 3@7 per cent, for carrying. Clearances #31,000,000.
Governments strong and higher.—
State bonds dull. Stocks strong and active. The
Treasury paid $248,000 Gold interest and for the redemption of bonds to-day.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1S81.115$
United States5-20’s 18(52.
HU
United States 5-20’s 1864.
111$
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 112
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.110$
United States 5-20’s
1867.111$
United States 5-20’s
.112$
United States 10-40’s.,
coupon.107$

Lake

MR.

Farmer.Mr. Goo. A. Thomas
Mary, (The Farmer’s Daughter.hliss Fannie M.

per cent,

pre3 rred..

Friday Ev’ga

personations:

New York, March .4—Morning.—Gold 110}.
Money
at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 9| @ 110}. Stocks
firm. Southern State Stocks strong and steady.
The following are the forenoon quotations of Southern securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new. 66
Virginia 6’s, new. 564
Missouri 6’s. 941
Louisiana 0’s, old..
58
Louisiana 6’s, new. 50
Alabama 7’s..
60
Georgia 7’s..
84
North Carolina 6’s, new. 194
South Carolina 6*s. new.
New York. March 4—Keening.—Money firm in

Harlem

&

JIABCII 6th, 7th and Nth.

Steamer Montreal from Boston—33 crates
20 pkes hollow ware, 27 bars iron, 4 bdls
sand paper, 10 frails dates, 31 bdls sheet iron, 105 boxs
raisins, 7 bdls leather, 104 rolls paper, 25 kegs soda, 2
bales hair, 50 bbls and 10 half bbls beer,40 cases shoes,
18 coils cordage, 10 bdls twine, 100 bbls
sugar, 14 bdls
chair stock, 41 plates iron, 49 boiler flues, 4 slabs antimony, 1 pianoforte, 12 bales dressed wool, 1 sleigh,
100 pkgs to order.
For Canada and up
country—2 pianofortes, 60 bales
wadding, 60 boxes dyewood, 18 kegs emery, 1150 bars
Iron, 1 safe, 8 hbds molasses, 11 bales wool, 25 boxes
glass, 15 bales domestics, 200 bdls leather, 10 chests
tea, 100 pkgs to order.

n.o ivreuuvu at

HALL,

PORTLAND,

crockery,

Domestic Markets.
New York, March 4—Evening.—Cotton
higher;
sales 2689 bales:
uplands 22$c. Flour dull
audio buyors lavor; sales 6000 bbls; State
G10@
7 50; round hoop Ohio 6 95 @ 7 65; Western 6 10
@
7 85; Southern 7 00 @ 9 CO. Wheat
nominally
lower;
sales 28,600 bush; No 1 Spring 1 57 @ 1
No 2 at
59;
1 52 @ 1 56;Winter Red Western «t 1 64
@ 1 70;Wbite
Michigan 1 73 @ 1 80. Corn firmer; sales 72,000 busli;
new Mixed Western 71 @
Oats
71$c.
firm; sales 39,000 bush; Ohio at 54 @ 56e; Western 52
@ 55c.—
Beef dull. Pork a shade easier,
closing
firmer; new
mess 13 75 @ 13 90; old do 13 25 @ 13 55.
Lard heavv
at 9 @ 9$c. Butter quiet.
Whiskey steadv. Rico
steady at 8 @ 9c. Sugar quiet; Muscovado 9 @ 9$c;
refining 84 @ 9$c. Coffee quiet and steady; Rio 19 @
@ 21c. Molasses dull; New Orleans 48 @ 62c. Naval
Stores—Spirits Turpentine 83$ @ 84c. Rosin dull at
4 40 @ 4 G7$ for strained. Petroleum
quiet; crude 13$;
refined 22$. Tallow quiet at 8$ @ 9$c.
Chicago, March 4.—Flour quiet and steady.—
Wheat firm; No 2 Spring at 1 24$ @ 1 24$. Corn quiet;
No 2 Mixed 38ftc.
Oats dull; No 2 at 31$.c Rye
and unchanged. Barley dull at 57 for No 2 Spring.—
Pork quiet at 11 90 @ 12 00.
Lard in improved domand at 8 70.
Bulk meats dull; shoulders 4$c ;sides
5$c; clear rib sides 5$ @ 6c; clear sides 6$c; dressed
Hogs quiet at 5 10. Cattle firm at 3 25 @ 6 25.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat, 45.000
bush com, 18,000 bush oats, 5,009 hush rye, 9,000 bush

a

L.

Kespectfully announce to tlielr frien.la anil tho public
generally that they will oiler for their entertainment

remedy

Those skeptical of the virtues of Smolandkr’s Buchu for the positive cure of kidney,
bladder and glandular diseases, mental and
physical debility, diabetes, gravel, lack of nervous energy, female
complaints and maladies
of the urino-genital organs, incontinence and
retention of urine,have to administer but a few
doses of this valuable vegetable medicine and
their doubts will vanish.
mart-eodlw

so

I

yard. The motto of modem medical science is
“Preserve and Regulate, not destroy," and no

Shore & Ml Mgan Southern.
9‘>$
Illinois Central..
Cleveland & Pittsburg. yo
Chicago «& North Western. 79$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
92I
Chicago & Rock Island.
112$
Milwaukie & St. Paul..
57$
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred..
78$
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. yg

remedy

MU SI C^HALL.
The

with

or

and figurs, showing that sixteen thousand nine hundred and eiyhty-nine human beings lost their lives in 1871, by accident or violence. This frightful catalogue is made up by
running over the files of the Journal, anu selecting only the principal and notable disasters,
entirely omitting the hundreds and thousands
of casualties which never get in the papers, or
by which one or two lives were lost in each
case.
The number injured, not fatally, is quite
“too numerous to mention.”
Looking these
tremendous statistics squarely in the face, the
wonder seems to be, not that people are killed
or injured, but that so
many escape.—Travelers
Record.

scription

ard

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Ointment or Salve
Rheumatism, Croup,
Back, Chest or Stomach, Sores, Ulcers,
Bums,

New York Block and IRoiiey Market.

Boston..29.55 22
Charleston.S.C..30.07 52
Cheyenne,W. T.29.92 47
Chtcngo.30.33 11
Cleveland.

a

|

3
§

—

of

DAKOTAII.
DISCOVERY OF VERY RICH GOLD PEPOBITB.

States
ican

12,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 11,000

barley, 5,000 hogs.
Cincinnati, March 4.—Pork advanced and In fair
demand at 12 75. Lard dull and unchanged.
Bulk
meats dull at 4$c for shoulders; sides
6$@ 6$c. Badull and unchanged: Bhouldersat 5|c; clear rib sides
7c; clear sides 7$c. Liuo dogs quiet and unchanged
1100 head.
Whiskey steady
°t ^ * receipts

GLAD TIDINGS!!
The

Beautiful

MABBATH

SCHOOL

with the above Title has
received the Highest Commeadutious.

HOMG BOOK

85c

Toledo. March 4.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat a shade better; No 1 White Michigan 1 62$;
Amber Michigan 1 57. Cora a shade better and
quiet;
high Mixed at 46$ @ 46$c; Yellow 46$c; Michigan
46$c. Oats dull and unchanged.
Freights to Liverpool heavy; Cotton per steam

Gret

on©

and Judge for Yourself,
COMPILED

BY

$d.

Charleston, March 4.—Cotton strong; Middling
uplands 21$ @ 21|c.
Savannah, March 4.—Cotton firm and dull; Middling uplands 21$ @ 21$c.
March 4.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands

Price In

New Orleans, March 4.—Cotton firm ;
Middling
uplands 21 $c.

EASTER ANTHEM! Christ

L. 0. Emerson & L. B. Starkweather.
Paper, 30 eta.,

In

Beards,

35 ets.

^Mobile,

European Market!.
London. March 4—11.30 A. M.—Consols 92$ for
and
account.
money
American securities firm; U. S. 5-20 1862, 914; do
1885, old, 92*; do 1897, 92*; U. S. 10-40’a 88*.
London.March 4—1.30 P. M.—Consols cloned 92* for
money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s
nlrl

U‘>3

.1.. tltUI

mil.

IT

C

in

GOLDEN

A SCHOOL

GOLDEN No Better
GOLDEN

5-20’s

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.
marchid&w

were

for

2w

wlO

Four million* of
At the lowest

computation

or

tc

Invalid*.
there

arc

never

less

than four millions of Invalids in the United States.
Of this number probably more than three-fifths have

1862 *

‘LfMarch 4—5 P. M.—Cotton closed steady;
Middling uplands lid; do Orleans 1U @ lljd; sales

laUon*^a C8’ °^wkicli

on re-

OLIVER DITSON Jt CO., Boston,

4—1.30 P. M.—Cotton closed
Orleans 11J@11|; sales
15.000
being
export and speculation.
March
4—4
P.
M.—Consols 924 for money
London,
and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20*81802. 92: do 1865
old, 93; do 1867 924; do 10-40’s, 883.
Tallow 67s.
for

Frankfort, March 4—United States

GOLDEN

books and pieces Beut, post paid,

March

9oJ.

GOLDEN

Published. GOLDEN

ceipt of retail prices.

lls 5d.

5000

SONG BOOK.

one

Price. 50 Centa,

The above

steady; Middling lid; do

neglected the ordinary precautions necessary for tho
preservation of health, and are suffering the punish-

export and specu-

ment due to their carelessness. If the
are trt>w afflicted with biliousness,

Corn 28s.

multitudes

who

indigestion,
rheumatism, intermittent fever, Irregularities of the
bowels, general debility, nervous disorders, &c., had,
at the very first symptoms of indisposition,
invigorated, regulated and purified their systems with Hos-

Freights.

CHARLESTON,

March 1.—Freights to
by
New York |d on uplands and lu on Sea
Islands: by sail direct, 5-16 (a} Jd on uplands. Coastwise to New York, by steam, |c
lb on uplands aud
lc on Sea Islands; $2 f> tierce on Rice;
sail, |c
lb on uplamls; $8 on Lumber; $10 on 'limber. To
Boston, by sail, Jc on upland Cotton; 65c on Resin:
M
resawed stuff $9 50 @ 10 50. To Providence $9
ou Boards; §c
lb on uplands; by steam, $1
bale
in addition to New York rates. Vessels are in demand to take Lumber freights from Georgetown. S.
C., Darien and Satilla River, Ga., and Jacksonville,
M are rates
Fla., to Northern j>orts, and $10 @ $12
on Lumber and Boards.
steam

GOLDEN

goidenGOLDEN ROBIN GOLDEN

Liverpool. March 4—11 A. M.—Cotton steady;
Middling uplands lid; do Orleans 114 @ UJd; sales
10.000 bales. Breadstuff's quint. Red Spring Wheat

@

.75

GOLDEN

The

GOLDEN

75c.

Liverpool.

H ilton.

out

London, March 4.—Sugar 34 @ 35s for No 2 d ■ on
spot and 29 do afloat.
Paris, March 4—1.30 P. M.—Rentes closed at 561

lls

Passover.
Thomas, 1.00
Clarke. .50

GOLDEN

1862, 912; do 1865

JiO..

our

EASTER HYMN! Morning Breaks.
EASTER ANTHEM ! Christ the Lord.

via

Liverpool
by

Boston Stock l.ist.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, March 4.]
Union Pacific Land Grants 7s.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
Michigan Central Rail mad
Androscoggin Mills. ,!!..!!.
Pcppcrell Manufacturing Co.
Laconia Manufacturing Co
Eastern Railroad.
Boston and Maine Railroad.

Stomach Bitters, two-thirds of them would at
performing the active duties of life,
unannoyed by any ailment of the body or the mind.
This assertion is made advisedly. It is founded on

tetter’s

Jp

this moment be

experience,

78}

84}

I™)*

723*

1(ml

143*

SWEDISH HELP.

by

the

testimony

of

a

witnesses, whose attestations cover
almost every variety of disease, and exteud over a
period of about twenty years. Of every thousand |*ersons who take the Bitters, as a preventive of the
complaints above enumerated, seven-eighths escape
them entirely; and of every thousand who aro actually attacked, and use the great Vegetable Tonic as a
remedy, three-fourths are radically cured. These aro
not Ua p-hazard assertions, but statistical facts. They
are based upon the results of inquiries made by more
than fifty thousand i*ersons, in various parts of the
letters of prominent citizens
country, and upon the
of every state.it might almost be sal I, of every county
n the Union.

Ugl
snn

and is borne out

countless host of

j

Important to Trapper* & Hunter*.
undersigned has two valuable receipts for
scenting bait and attracting game from 50 to 100

THEwhich

j rods,

I will send

| States to fifty cents.

to any part of the United
Address CHAUNCKY S.
w42
3m

BRANCH, Plantsville, Conn.

I

Families, Factories, and Farmers, who deslro
Notice.
Swedes, Men or Women, for help, the ensuing season,
will please apply in person or by letter to the subIs hereby given that it Is the intention
T\TOTICE
here
loaves
for
who
Sweden
about
the
scriber,
midIN ot the Portland and Rochester Railroad to apply
dle of March, and will return about 1st of May. Orto the next Legislature of Maine, for the right to exders received at office, 30 Hanover St., Room No.
f tend their traca from Portland to Bath. Maine.
6, Boston.
CHAS. A. BERGLUND.
Per Order of the Directors,
feb29(13t
&w2t
w9
wig
Nov. 27,1871.

j

Portland,

■*—.—

StSSSBSSSBBBB(
POETRY.

■—■■■

«y

■

r

_______

BONDS.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

__

Wanted.

Footsteps*
Sound

TO LEI.

an active, reliable
can earn an honeat

BY
Office.

THE POPULAR LOAN.

of feet

lonely street,
to me;
('omlnc to-night—coming
the thing may be,)
Perhaps (why not? friend
old
dear
My
From the world’s end

situation, where he
Address H., Press

a

man,

living.

mch4*

lw

lu the

WANTED,

At last.
How shall we meet,
Aud shout and greet.
And talk of twenty things at once,
Till the first gush and rush be past,
And smoother now the current runs;
Plenty on either side to tell—

take full charge of the out-door work of genTOteel
exclusive money-making business of large
No
a

profits.

calls from those who do not mean business or have not the money.
mr4d3t*
Apply in the store 236 Congress st.

friendship's

Stay! stay!—
Coining this way,
Through the dull night, perhaps

North’ll Pacific Bonds AN

HONEST PROMPT BOY, from 15to 18 Years
of age; must be a good and quick Penman,
aud Correct at figures; competent to do the “Billing” for a wholesale House. Address in own hand
writing, giving age and references.
Box 1334,
feb27 dlw *
Portland, Me.

to me,

Coming, coming, coming fast,
(And why may not such things be?)

A messenger's feet
In the lonely street,
With some wonderful new s to say
At last.
A w ord has been spoken,
A bad spell broken,
Men see aright,
AU faces are bright,
anew,
For the world’s to-morrowr
And there’s twenty million things to do,
the
search
through
country
Away!
Aud say at once to a certain few,
aud we have work for you
We
Come, for our gain;
Hush! hark!
1 hear in the dark—
Only the footsteps of the rain.

Table Boarders Wanted.

VFEW

A pleasant front chamber and adjoining room,
suitable for a gentlemen and wife, to let with board.
A few ladies and gentlemen can also be accommodated with good board and rooms.
feblOtf

begins

$6,000,000

CHAMOIS watch case containing a safe key.
The fiuder will be sustably rewarded by leaving
at this office.
dtf

A

it

Deering or

ON

Close, close

Steps are approaching—are those for me
Coming gently, coming fast;
Aud O, if this can be!
Out of the strife
Of selfish life
life
has
fled of a sudden—’tis she!
My
At last!
Here she stands.
Eyes and mouth and tender form,

Of these bonds

were

sold In London, and

over

Wanted.
girl.
Machine
mrtdlit

A. E.

Wanted
mcli2*lw
SITUATION

WEBB,

Apply

nurse.

Cumberland

or transient boarders accommodarooms and board.
Two connected

the United States during the mouth

in

c^j

Street,

corner

York journalist

New

A

a

to attend

circle

Thew Benda have Mold, during the past
year, la an extent unequalled by those of
any other Corporation, and they hare now
taken their place among the solid and favorite securities of the country.
This is because the Bonds are based upon t ne
amplest security, being a FIRST AND ONLY
MORTGAGE “upon the railroad franchises, nd
all the lands and property, and rights of property,
real and personal, now in possession by the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, or which the said Company may hereafter acquire.” The Land Grant of the
Northern Pacific Railroad will average over 23,000
acres to each mile of road.
This land is capable of

vokes the spirits of the other world. The circle consisted of three ladies and three gentlemen. One of the ladies, who makes great
allowance for the marvellous things which
Planchette writes, was a good deal interested
in the startling revelations made by a spirit 4
In the
purporting to be that of her mother.
course of the conversation with the spirit,
one of the circle inquired if “the spirit ol
James Fisk, Jr., was there.” The reply was,
“Yes.” The enquiry was then made. “Will producing
he

talk to us?”

in abundance all the Fruits, Vegetables
and cereals of the Eastern or Middle States.

immediately

Planchette

wrote, “He is present and will communicate.”

THE VALUE OF LAND GRANTS.
medium and inThe average price at which twenty-sixlaud grant
then asked, “With
railroads have thus far sold their lands is $7.04 per
At this
whom will Mr. Fisk converse ?”
question Planchette wheeled rapidly across acre—the highest average of any grant being $13.98,
and the .lowest $3.07. With few exceptions the avthe table toward the journalist.
Medium (to the journalist)—The Colonel
erage selling price has increased from year to year.
a
conversation
with
sir.
wishes to hold
The lands of the Northern PacifieRoad are admitted
you,
Journalist—What would you like to talk by all who have seen them, ,'to be better and more
Colonel?
saleable than those of most other grants; but. sold at
about,
the general average of $7,04 per acre, they will
Spirit of Fisk, Jr.—How is Erie?
yield
Journalist—It was 33 and 33$ when the
more than $161,000 per mile of road—more than three
Have you any
Board closed on Saturday.
times the possible cost of construction and equipopinion to communicate relative to the fu- ment ; at the lowest average of any grant (3.07)’
ture of Erie—is it going up or down ?
they will produce more than $70,000 per mile, which
Spirit of Fisk, Jr.—Erie will go down to 10. is $20,000 per mile more than the
company are allowOn Saturday evening, Planchette, influenced to issue bonds.
ed by the same young lady, was exceedingly
TRAFFIC ON PACIFIC RAILRO IDS.
lively with messages from the “spirit world.”
as officially reported, the
gross earnings of the preaColonel Fisk, who, when living, frequently
ent Pacific Railroad (Union and Central) for
wished he “was an angel,” appeared, spirit1871, the
i second year of through business
(December earnings
ually, and the following conversation took
place between the supposed spirit of J. F., estimated) reach Seventeen Millions and a Quarter,
Jr., and a lady who happened to be present. Of tills 65 per cent, is from Local Business, and, it is
Lady—Colonel, will you tell me what you stated, fully 55 per cent, or nearly Nine and a Half
are doing in the spirit land ?
Millions, are net over operating expenses.
An equal traffic on the Northern Pacific Road will
Spirit of Fisk, Jr.—I am working.
I
to
am
understand
Lady—What
by that? pay a dividend of more than 9J per cent, on its total
Who are you working for ?
cost. With its great and unquestioned
advantagesln
Spirit of Fisk, Jr.—I am working for Christ distance, grades, climate and tributary fertile counto atone for my sins.
have
been
the
They
Northern Pacific is assured of a vast and
many.
try,
Lady—Colonel, will you tell me if the re- profitable business from the outset, with a large inports are true that you set a man upon crease for the future.
Stokes’ track to dog him, and, if possible, kill
These facts regarding Pacific Railroad earnings,
him ?
and the market value of Railroad Lands, as shown
Spirit of Fisk, Jr.—It is all untrue. I had by actual sales to settlers, show the
unquestioned
no rnalace against Stokes, and gave him no
security of Northern Pacific Railroad Bonds. |
cause to shoot me.
Lady—What will be the verdict of the jury
in Stokes’ case ?
{
Spirit of Fisk, Jr.—If he lives long enough,
the verdict will be guilty.
Lady—Will he be hanged ?
CONSTRUC TION OF THE ROAD.
Spirit of Fisk, Jr.—No.
So much for an evening with Planchette
and the spirit of Fisk, Jr.
The young

fluencing

lady acting
Planchette,

TV’EAR tlic
i_y at this Office.

TIII.

Squire T-, whose stalwart sons now
till the parental acres, in whose honesty the
community had great confidence, but who had
an unfortunate failing—drink.
He had been
tain

when he would have

been more

appropriately in bed. Upon one
occasion an appeal was taken from a judg.
ment rendered, as it was alleged “when the
wine

sin the wit was out.”

was

broad latitude taken at that

Under the

day.

a

inquiry

full

gone into the trial of the appeal, as to the
question of sobriety of the Justice, and there
much
was
contradictory testimony—the
friends of the Justice swearing one way, his
enemies directly contrary. At length a very
candid witness appeared, who testified with
great apparent circumspection—so great, indeed, that on the direct examination almost
nothing was elicited from him. Upon the
cross-examination, the lawyer conducting it
made a very common mistake, and being unwilling to “let wellenpugh alone,” kept driving away at the witness until he finally felt
safe in putting the leading and dangerous
was

question:

“Did you not look upon the Justice, upon
the trial of that case, as a perfectly sober
man?”
The witness hesitated, and the counsel
pressed the interrogatory still closer. The
witness finally emitted the following, with
great difficulty, as thoguh it had been drawn

from him painfiilly:
“I should have thought

so

only for

one

thing.”

“Well,” said the cross-examiner,” what is
that?”
“I saw him fill up his ink-stand with whis-

ky, and take a snifter out of the ink-bottle.”
The cross-examination stopped at that
point.

—A little boy in Chelsea astonished his
mother, the other evening, by a rather abrupt
flight from grave to gay. Finishing his nightly prayer with, “I pray the Lord my soul to
keep,” he, vith a sudden change of tone and
manner, proceeded, “For I’m Captain Jinks
—An apothecary’s boy was lately sent to
leave at a house a box of pills, and at another
six live fowls. Confused on the way he left
the pills where the fowls should have gone,
and the fowls at the pill place. The folk s
who received the fowls were astonished at
reading the accompanying directions: “Swallow one every two hours.”

by

way of

The road is completed to tho eastern boundary of
Dakota, the Red River of the North, a distance of
253 miles. On the Pacific coast, 65 miles are under
construction, the greater part of which is completed
including purchased liues, the Northern Pacific Com

nearly

have

now

pany

Geo. R. Da vis & Co.’s
B VL1ETIN.
to

Loanlit

We
Arom

are- prrpan-d la loan msn.y In nw
9100 to nnj ninoaut desired, an drat
da** uiortgncv* in Partlnnd, tape KlizaWcMibrook. or Decriug.
Partie* dc*

buildiug

can

a

two be

accomm-

running road
Contracts are let for the construction of 635 miles
more, to be finished before the close of 1872.
WE
WOULD RECOMMEND THE
NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVEN-THIRTY GOLD ROND AS ONE OF THE
REST AND SAFEST SECURITIES
NOW OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.
In tliis security arc combliued the high credit of a
first-class Railroad Bond, with the solidity and safety of a Real Estate Mortgage on Land worth more
than twice the amount loaned.

These Bonds

payable in 1800—bear 7 3-10 per
gold, payable first of July and Jan-

are

cent, interest in

uary—are free of U. S. Tax—are receivable at 10 per
cent, premium for the Company’s lands at the Lowest Cash

Price, and are issued in the following denominations: Conpon bonds, $100, $500, and $1,000;
Registered bonds, $100, $500, $1,000, $1,000 and
$10,000.

The proceeds of all sales of land arc required to
devoted by the Trustees of the bondholders
(Messrs. J. Cooke and J. Edgar Thompson) as a
Sinking Fund to the purchase and cancellation of
the first mortgage bonds.
EXCHANGING^ £-£0’m. In view of the ability
and fixed policy of the Government to call In its
5-20’s and substitute a low-interest
Nmd—$140,000,000 having been called in for
cancellation since September 1st—many holders of 5-20’s are
exchanging
them for Northern Pacifies, thus
adding to their
principal tho present premium on Government
Bonds, and increasing their yearly interest income
be

nearly

the mile.

600 to

^Ktul

CiEO. R. DAVfS A CO..
Estate & .Mortgage Brokern.

ed,

it is

arc

already earning, after

all its

out-buildings.
good
gain if applied for soon.
For
A

Will be sold at

a

bar-

fc28eod3w

Sale.

good second-hand Safe.

fe28©od3w

For Bent.
A

seven

ble rate.

octave

Feb 28-eod3w

Piano, in good order,* at

a

reasona-

GEO. ft. DAVIS & CO.,
Rea' Estate and Mortga*e Brokers.

For Sale.
Portland Nursery and Buildings connected
with it. Located
THE
Morrill’s Corner Dcerinu
miles from

bonds.

to the

mile,

are

not

hesitate to

do

We

Portland, near K. K. station, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R
one
of the best locations in the place. The lot
contains
1* acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, wjth L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
2J

lhe house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of land alone. Inquire bv mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS.
Morrill’s Corner.
Office,

Esq.,

__feb!3dtf

Property

for Sale.

The undersigned oilers for sale the “New
Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
laud prosi»erou8 city of Dover, N. It.
The
■i«hotel is iu goo<l repair; well furnished; dewith
tine
shade
trees
and
.,, —ijBhghtfully located,
KX
and has excellent stabling.
wen
8r1°1un‘J*.
w‘> >
•

S

uuusually

sale.

They are

of the best pastures in Town:
it has a goou bam, small house and wood-shed, with
a well of good water.
This farm is situated in the
Town ofDeering, 4 miles from the City of Portland,
one mile from Abbott’s Corner and within a few rods
of J. W. Jones’ Corn Factory. For further information, enquire of NATHANIEL HAWKES, near
Morrill’s Corner.

rilHE subscriber about to

remove to Portland, offers
JL for sale or to be let in the city of
Auburn, a few
minutes walk from depot, churches and schools his
spacious and convenient dwelling house, stable and
outbuildings, and grounds surrounding them of about
two acres of land consisting of a
lawn, shrubbery
and vegetable garden, current and
gooseberry bushes,
apple, i>ear, plum and cherry trees in full bearing.
Also adjoining the above are thirteen acres of highly cultivated mowing, arable and pasture land, on
which is a voung orchard of thrifty trees. The whole
convenieutly divided and fenced. Said premises are
pleasantly situated on high ground overlooking the
city of Auburn and Lewiston. The buildings with
lawn and garden would be exchanged for a house in

Auuuiu,

Junicn

A,

the

principal,

certain

are as

are

§1,000 each,

for

Oliver Dyer farm in Saco,
THE
three miles from the Post
rofl.
old

the Portland
Office and two
rrom
Orchard Beach: contains one hundred and
forty acres, wellI wooded and
watered; well adapted
wolic raising of market
Vegetables, or for a milk
on

two

"toty modern
claptoarded and

built Brick house; a barn
38x72,
painted; and a stable 24x36, all in good repair.
1
for summer boarde-s.
wm
Wi'l bo sold at a great
bargain before the first of April
Also for Mle the Capt.
Sylvanus Higgins farm in

lo?atc<l

Cape Ellzrbeth; contains about

hundredand

one

partly covered with a heavy growth of
woodaml timber; comfortable
buildings and cut,
about thirty tons of hay; three miles from Portland
and one and a half from Cape Elizabeth Depot Wili
I* sold low 1. applied for soon, otherwise will be leased for the coming year.
thim

acres

Saco, Me., March 1st, 1872.

annum, oavable

JOSEPH HOBSON
meti2deod<y w4w wlO

principal

the first, of

on

food
ouse, good well of water.

This farm is situated in
the town of Bowdoin, Maine, 5 miles from
navigation
and R. R., Bowdoinham, 5 miles from Lisbon Falls.
Terms easy. For further information enquire of
WM. SMALL, JR.,
mr4eod2w
Liston Falls, Maine.

st.
F

Sale.

residence of Dr. S. Fitch, No 87 State st.,
tor sale, with or without the office on
Congress
One of the most desirable locations in the
city.
ec:;Rire of J0HN C. PROCTER.
fine

feb^ld^wlar8

.J1.JBRRI8,
HoSx Estate and Eoan
Agent.

We

are

vestors,

Full

»ou«ea, Lo,«

«“«

f an..

for Sal*.

He would refer parties abroad in
named gentlemen 01 thiacitv: H< n
lev, Hon. A. W H. Clirm, Hon
bur., Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon.

Foreland,

Nov

1,1870.

n

(}«,*

f

Jobn

feb21tf

kT.L'J®
J'hef"

LjlS?h,

nolt(

the most careful in-

small amount

a

particular’s furnished

the

If not s01d
sold

23
is

Kew House
or

Lewis

_■*

janl6<l&w3m

Nassau Street, New York.

above is
engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating surfece, built upon
the vertical
an

SPECIAL. NOTICE!
having

made hu ge addition to Ms
former room and stock, as a cotlin and casket
manufactory, and after twenty-five years of experience in the business, is fully confident that he does
manufacture as good work as is done in Boston or
Connecticut. He is now prepared to furnish Coffins
and Caskets of all kinds, from the cheapest to the
very best, of his own manufacture, as cheap as those
made in other States aud sent here to dealers to sell.
Those in want of any of tMs kind will do well to
call at his manufactory and examine before purchasing elsewhere. Grave clothes constantly on hand.
All of the above will be sold at fair and honorable
prices, and everything connected with the laying out,
removal, or burial of the dead, will be promptly attended to by
JAMES M. CURRIER,
Funeral and Furnishing Undertaker,
Comer of Temple and Federal sts., Portland, Me.
&3T~The poor always liberally considered.
fel>28d&w
w9
2w

THE

subscriber

street, near Pine. Frescoed
PU*ed
?eb»S!0. Apply <n the premsses.
at 25 Emery st.
JA M E3 A. TENNEY.
ang2o

a

cona

principle, namely,that of stopping
circulation, accomplished by means or-two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arnew

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
theuce again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stock, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of

compartment.

water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

HASTINGS,
ORGANS
—AND—

MELODEONS
MANUFACTORY

SALES-

&

ROOM,

144 1-2
EXCHANGE

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
18C9.

Inalrnmenta War-

Pricl lists

to take orders for “Chambers’ EnWANTED
and revised Edicyclopaedia”, being
with several
tion to

Winter

sent

by

mail.

ments.

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

Pianos,

The leading instrument manufactured in the United
States.

Remember 144 1-2
2m

Exchange

St.

<lc20 eod&wtf

DOWKER,

application.

BANKERS,
8tat3
—

DEALERS IN

Foreign Specie and Coupons.
BET AND NEI L
States

Bonds.

agents for the sale of
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, ami Minnesota
First Mori gage R. R Bonds. 7 per cent in Gold.
Northern Pacific R. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in G Id,
and tbe U. S. Funded Loan.

ALSO, FOR

SALE
European and Nor h American First Mortgage R. R. Bonds, G per cent in Gold, at 90 and interest.

Exchange

Montreal,

on

San

Francisco,
Halifax, and Buy

St. John, ami
and Sell on Commission Stocks and Bjuus in Boston and New York.
Inquiries by mail promptly

answered.
m
Special attention to packages received by expre-v.
cod3m
jan30

Musical Merchandise,
consisting

rv

of

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

■

■

a

a

■

cured.
Ojlice

now

SHEPARD,

febl7-dlw*

ORGANS!

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Munir,

Aof A

Folio*, Wrappers. Also a fine
lolinn, IS it nj on, Drums, Guitars,
Cornets, Concertinas, Ntrings, Music Box-

lot

Piano

fttoolx.

All

can

be

obtained at

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Mnsic Store,
”

mtodi.k street.

E^Mutsic sent by mail.

dcl2eod-6m

Iebl7t4w

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New

York.

Haydn Asociatioii.
hereby notified that they are al
days from date of Annual Meeting,
(Fel> 12th,) to renew membership; after which time
all applications must take the
regular course.
Per Order. (t21d2w)
FRED H. CLOYES, Sec’y.

MEMBERS
lowed 30

MRS. DINSMORE’S
UATTUU
vvv

A VI fc

UPATTB

viu-

VMVVk.

DITCUVI

w52

_dc23d&w

Ayer’s

IT!
3m

Hair

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

*

*

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION*Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of

DO

Well*’

IVf

achine-Hpread

Plaster*.

They will certainly

Strengthening

cure.

They are are composed of choice emollient gums
on the finest
of three different sizes, and
aro worn with case and comfort.
Sold hy Druggists

kid,

spread
Price

15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO..
192 Fulton Street, N

Baking Business for Sale.
STORE attached, thoroughly established,

GOOD
regular
cake and

run

of

good paying business,

such

as

pastry. This is one of the best
chances ever offered of the kind, Sold for no fault.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass,
feb 29-3t

bread,

ill* * k

—

A MONTH to sell

Universal Cement
4 fj Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cutter, ami other articles, Saco Novelty Co., Saco Me.
feb5t4w
our

are

id*-! <>K A Weok. Best Cheap Shuttle Sewin
wX^itJ Machine In the world. Agents wanteg
f. S. HAYES, Great Falls, N. H.
d»c7-4w

years,

sickness, care, disappointment, and hereditary predisposition, all
turn the hair
gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and cither effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an

antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR
VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always

restores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The
comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues or AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we soe on older heads Is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or ma<lo
old,
austere and ugly, by gray hair, restore its
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing lor
beautifying the Hair, It
has no superior.

youthful

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C, AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round th. world.

deck

deod&eowd-weow-ly

Condensed Milk Route !
the Sale (exclusively) of lewis’s plain condensed milk by the quart to families in Boston.
Large daily sales, half cash, no night or Sunday
work; a permanent business established ten years,

FOR

growing popular daily: supply over one thousand
families, also the Cunard English Steamers. Must be
sold soon, the owner being in ill health; might exchange for a small farm. Apply from 1 to 3 o’clock,
P. M., to L. B. HORTON, 28 West st., Boston, M
feh!0d2w

1> EMEM BER that neglected colds
bring early cofaL fins. If
you have a cough, whether with a'sensible cold or without It. take Instant
pains to get rid ol
for
porpoee, DODD'S
NER\ INE is the most popular. For sale
bv all drug-

NPRVnjiFi

febl9t4w

Coal

BROKEN.

lOAl.1^'

MTOVK oud CT1EMTNI1T
By the careo at the very loser marker price delivered on howl at place ol shipment, and vain
Vuocure vessels tv transport the .imp
when desired
ROMM &
HTIRBIVANT,

only complete life of

FISK.

lyMdtl_

O: band and eased to dimensions.
BARD PINE PI.ANK.
HARD PINE FLOORING
ANUSTtP.
BOA

RUM,

for sale

by

STETSOy & POPE,
Whaif and

ofE street.
flfllce. 10 Slaw ar .Boetan.

corner

ANDBDTTEIUCK’S

Patterns of Garments

JU RUBE BA!

PLjMMnB 4

It is NOT A PHYSIO—It Is not what is
popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It m
a South American
plant that has been usod for
the
medical
many years by
faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and unequaled purifier of the blood and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and
or Obstruction of Intes-

WILDES;

JUt*__171 Miihlle St..

Upstairs.

FISHERMEN !
TWINES

or Abdominal Organs,
want of Blood, Intermittent or
Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,

or a
Poverty
Remittent

AND

NETTING,

MAXUFACTRRl) R
tYM. K. HOOPER if soys.
Send tor priee-lisi.
Baliimwre, Nld
lett
uly

Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or
their Concomi-

ttants.

Dr. Wells’ F.Yfpflpf
is

offered to the public

SEED,

.Tn imhalia

r\ /A

great invigorator and. remedy for all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the foregoing complaints

all kinds.

Sole Manufacturers of Broad's Patents, 27$ Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf

as a

N AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
Undersigned has returned to his business, at
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at bis old
stand, No 3$ Union Street, where he hopes to see

Vw.Tim.iklor

n.

.A

>ale by

*

tepMM «*

_

TABLETS,

Far Faugh., l aid, and Ha.rn.ru.
TABLETS present the Acid In combinaTHESE
tion with other efficient remedies, in
popular
for the Cure of all
a

form,

THROAT and LUNG DisHOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statement,
are constantly being sent to tho
proprietor of rellel
In cases of Throat difllcultle. of year.'
standing,
eases.

t_

former numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself entirely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.
dcl3
3m

SEED I

JI wr «

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

H0}e

THE

73TTC

KEXUALL <e WIIITXEX.

is confidently recommended to everv family as h
household remedy. and should be
taken in all
derangements of the system. It
health, vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN 0. KELLOGG, 1R Platt Street, New York.
Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.
fob26
4w

GAM

FN

Portland *V‘t fip is;'.

JURUBEBA

o ticE.

\

kJ Clover ami Rtd Top

freely
gives*

his

WICKES

C'autian.
Don't be deceived by worthies, imitations.
Get
only Wells s Cabbolic Tablet*. Price 25 ct» m
box.
JOHN y. KELLOGG, is ptatt ft
*
Sole agent for the U. S. Send (hr Circular
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box
For Salt, by W. F. PHILLIPS 4
CO.

ECLECTI C
SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate those you have with
JOUVEN’g INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEAVER.
It will make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in
Fancy Goods.

WHY

vf

OIL!

feb26-3m

intended tor dm in ordinary kerosene
lamps.
wherever good light and ]>erfcct
security from accident are required. It is prepared
at the

Portland,

Me.

[

is

carefully

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS,

York.

And cannot be equalled for
Parity, Brilliancy, and Lrtnomy.

qqqqqwmqqss
j

THOnPRON’R
POMADE
OPTIME,
nsed daily, will make It so. It Is
entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and sneeialtykdapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold
by bruggl.ts and !
"
bottle™ Fsncy Go<k1*' Price 25 and 50 cents per j

line..,Durability

48 India Street, Beaten,
A|’ta fer New England.
J. J. CHKNER l',
Agent for Portland.

feb20

HA

4

Saving Labor Ci.,„
Cheapo..., Unequal^
snaps and color of
wrapper

hits <tlsd to deceive,

<«en’l

Wood!
‘

For Beauty of Polish,

Furnished in cam*, cases, and prime bids, by
J. R. BARTLETT Sc CO.,

F. C. WELLS & CO.,

__192 Fulton Streot, New York.
For Sale,
CONGRESS ST.

ttkConiinenlalst

Hard and WhitePine Timber

feb26t-4w

only Sliawl Strap made with metallic top.
plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of

330

WILL sell

NTEA.HEK,

tines, Urinary, Uterine,

THREE

WE

M.M I*,

Sewing Machines

HAVE YOU SEEN
Broad’s Patent Shawl Straps.

Horses cheap, at

by the Car^o !

_

Spleen,Enlargement

large work

fhh

ELIAS HOWE

oc26islw-ostf

** S0FT

SEEN IT.

COLDS AND COUGH.

Dock, first,

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

D0ZuXUmlNTEAND “^Y™

HAS

t£iV,,ndUU-

_■rt—fKy

al) unless notice Is given, and paid fcr at the rate oi

_182

ONE WIIO

%ey

or

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P M

Price 25 cents per bo* tie.
F. O. WELLS & CO.,
Fulton Street, New

mrA4.ni

»t will Divina-

UNION PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Chicago
Cincinnati.
feb20t4w

ARRANGEMENT.

The

Vigor,

iUuK'-___

PJJU,^

K'hes

OF TRAINS.

Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.

iiKWDALL’8 MILLS,

BY RANDALL
ANDREWS,
Isite of the Gardiner Botel.the Maine Hotel at
DamBriscotta, anil Columbian House, Bath.
BP' A good Lively Stable la connected with the

Goe s,
in,",,IrW'‘’’ohk'*UJ*»*<*«>
tion,
Spiritualism.
Sorceries, Demonnlogv, and lOOO

foil account of all hi. scheme., enterand Assassination. Biographies of Vanderbilt.
ew and other groat It. K. and Financial
magnate..
Great FRAUDS of the TAMMANY RING.
Brilliant
pen pictures in the LIGHTS ft SHADOWS of
N«w York Life. JOSIK MANSFIELD the. tire*.
How a beautiful woman
captivated and ruined her
victims. Life of EDWARD H. NTOKRR, Illustrated octavo of over 500 pages. Send $1.00 for
outfit, and secure territory at once. Circulars free.

Silver

TO PHYSICIANS.

Board and Nursing, for Ladies about to be confined,
or who require treatment, (except for
contagious or
venereal diseases,) under the charge of their own physician, can be found by addressing Mrs. M. S. Ware,
No. 4 Ferdinand st., Boston. All communications
confidential.
References: Wm. Read, M. D., (late City Physician) ; David Thayer, M. D.; John Skinner. M. D.;
C. F. Folsom, M. D.; S. L. Dutton, M. D., Boston;
Nathan French, M. D., Malden Centre, Mass.
janl3 eod 3m

JAMES

Containing a

Me.

^-Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that lierson-

JUkAAiklAilA.

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

ADVANCING

*

!

2m

The

AT-

® e*C Fascination or Soul Charm
JL ■ig’ 400 pages by Herbert
Hamilton. B. A. How

How they were Made; or, the Struggles
Triumphs ok our Self-made Men, by J. D.
McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the press and
extra terms, address, GEORGE
iHACLKAN,
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
feb5t4w

j^lontreR*»

Proprietors.

—

jkflT&L

J777;:?vP?T!"?JTrahiH
S.W-*

It will prevent the Hair from falling out.

SENT FREE BY MAIL.
R. P. HALL & CO.
Nashua, N. H.
For sale by all druggists.
febl8 eod&eow a
eow w w8

FAIRFIELD H0U8E,

528r;t,avo

500

AGENTS WANTED.

p.m

Frei*lu lot the West by the Penn. R. H. and So lit
by connecting lines forwarded iree ol commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
Pot F reiirht or Passage apply to
WHITNEY &- SAMPSON,
A,*„u,
jnrs-lT
ro Lang Whwri,

M^T>K°r

and

0n an.l after Monday, Oct. 30,
1871,
will run as follows:
t-wrwPassenger train at 7.30 A. M. tor
south Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (stopping at all
stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec.
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and iutsrmediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
0

COLOR.

YOUTHFUL

TRY

■ great chance for agents
Do vou want an agency, local or
traveling,
with an Opportunity to make $5 to $20 a
day
selling our new strand White Wire Clothes
MM Lines’ They last forever; sample free. Send
for circular. Address at once Hudson Hlver
■■Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden Lane,
B^HN. Y., or 316 W Randopli st., Chicago

f '0(5
ffp PTTP
TEETH,
con-

WINTER

HAIR

We

lni**d State* Howl
Portland Me.

V..

ORIGINAL

ALTKRATION

known to

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.

open, Room No. 4.
DR.

ITS

I

and

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Or CANADA.

Makes the Hair smooth and glossy, and does not
stain the skin as others.

CATARRH
WILL give the above amount for any case of Catarrh that I cannot permanately cure. That terrible and loathsome disease has brought
many a poor
soul to a consumptive grave, by the
wasting away of
the lungs. Why will you suffer when you can be

CELEBRATED

REED

TO

ever

Erj“ t°n« Wharf, Boston, at 3

engraving's. Circular*. &c., free*
C. F. YENT. Pub., Cin., O., and 58
Murray St. N. Y.
A gent 8 also wan ted for
Chicago and the Great Conflagration by Colbert and Chamberlin. Editors ChiFull>' illustrated.
3o' ooo'.alii
pa«erAddress as
*•'"»
above, or J. SiGoodF' Hove-v> Boston, or Fred.
E'lvao*
,X~ Y ,0r Wa't0n

GREAT FORTUNES,

RNIA,

Wedne»div&8»tuTd»?

iM> From Pine Street Wbart. PhiladaL
-^g0£2tj(gr^puufc, ni iu 3. in.
Insurance one hall the rata ol saii-

BY

98* to 9900 per month by selling

Railway

street» Portland,
I LOWERS, Eastern Agent,
WM. ?,?v2£?,9.on*ref*8
Bangor, Me.
sept25dtf_

RENEWER.
GRAY

via the

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable office," or
“best routes’* advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHAKD’S, oppo. Preble House,

HAIM

Is the best article

Le»yee»oh pon eveyj

Line.

BELDEN THE WHITE CHIEF
®*** «eUing books extant. Works of
absorbing Intercst. Agents wanted. 48
pages Extracts Sample
1

WANTED, AGENTS.

GREAT WEST.

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

uullm no.

novll-dtf

Or any ather point in the

Mass.

I

—

American aud

We draw

/%

iuu

Street, Boston.

O ALIFO

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

RESTORE

Trunk
-FOR-

HALL’S

SAM’L WALKER & CO.,
3 Tremont Row;

feb!9Boston,
i

Si®

Grand

eodly

Worcester’* Dictionary,a new edition prepared

The,Popular Educator: an Encyclopaedia
of Elementary and Technical Education; treats all
subjects; adapted to all classes.
The Livinji World; with
descriptions of the
several races of men, and all species or Birds, Animals, Fishes, Insects, etc., upwards of 300 colored
subjects.
Liberal Salaries or Commission paid to good business men, with exclusive territory.
Catalogues sent

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

Py’purchasing tickets

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Mucous
anu
Urine,
Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, ChronUCatarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicin
everywhere.

for subscribers; printed on heavy toned japer and well illustrated with Steel
The Pictorial Sunday Readings, contains
choice articles on the leading subjects or the Bible;
80 Chromo Engravings.

Steamship

STATE PRISON LIFE

AGENTS WANTED NOW.
Tiinif
AY 9 $100 to $200 per month cleared in
canvassing for History of the Great Fire* la
C hicaf o and the World. Has outsold all others
ami only complete History Published. Bv Rev. E. J.
GOODSPEED, D. D 675 Pages and 75 illustrations,
and with our New England (colored in town thins
and U. S. and World Maps, success is certain.
Apply at once for terms and territory to D. L. GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord, N. H.
feb5f jw

$5.00 SAVED

a new

on

STOKE &

W.

353

4w

OK SMITH’S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
It contains over 250 fine Scripture ^lustrations aud
1105 pages, and is the most comprehensive and valuable History of the Bible ever published. The labor
and learning of centuries are
fathered in this one
volume, to throw a strong clear light upon even'
page of the inspired Word.
AGENT’S WA NTED.—Send for Circulars, and see
our terms, and a full
description ot the work. Address National Publishing Co., Phila. Pa.
ja31t4w

'Accommodation.
IFast Express.

expressly

PHIL A EE LPUIA

BY WM. SMITH, L. L. D.

Passenger station iu Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight statlou, Causeway street.

Engravings, by the most eminent artists; new
Type and printed on heavy white paper, with numerous notes and references.

bust oiv

AUTHOR

daUy~Frei8ht

thousand engravings.
1872,
Kitto’s Family Bible, contains upwards of

■ 12 50
time 48 hours: to Baltimore $15, time 65 bonrs
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON,
Agent.
jnne2tf
33 Central Wharf, Hot Ion.

HISTORY of the BIBLE.

t

Ala-

Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aecominocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk

ILLUSTRATED

time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.301P.M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
tr*ini ’oetwcc“ Portland and Boston

Virginia, Tenneuee,

in

^UaSwnt'

IS NO HUMBUG 1

1871.

_____

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

Engravings.

Jaluo have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

Arrangement, Her. 13,

(mints

('‘otom | and over the Seaboard and Roaan points in North and South
Carolina
<t°hw
to Washington and

“S®"*

nole R. R. to

EMPLOYMENT.

__Jn29t

of the Lake.

Air /due to all

By sending 35 Cents
with age, height, color of
eyes and hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct
of your future
husband or wife, with name antipicture
date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 34
Fultonville,
Y-

Trains leave P. 8. & P. It. R. StaB!!!™?!t*®|tion, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
r
^flisA. M., 3.301, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
—“-“—*7.30, J8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C.itP.B. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M„ 3.45* P.M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.301, 3.43* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.301, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in

use.

no28

Lady

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petertburg and
Riehmonti, by river nr raft: and bv the I'o. d Tenn

Mo._

?_•

tf

os

Steamships

Portland

THIS

then

William Lawrence.**
“George Appold.”
William Kennedy.*
41McClellan ** Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
bv
*
1
Steamer

“Afoot & Al0ne.”B^k''for,liAgeau.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

feeling

1000

Will sell to be paid for in Install-

McPhail's

SALESMEN

ill

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsousfleld,
daily.
WILLIAM II. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

tor freight after Do
A. R. STUBBS, Agent

.'A&r —Steamships of this Line sail from
S?d ,of L'entrml Wharf, Boston,
HA aK-BmY \ Tnv'"13)" and Saturdays at 4p. x.
NORFOLK aud BALTIMORE.

_

PROFITABLE

charged

Sat

is t

Norfolk anil Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

given

running

ACTIVE

dc20

8fwfo’clock:

„
aJ3

)

m.

p.

Winter rates will be

2(Mh-

WEwYsS5SlownSi IraProve<1

ernment

W. P.

o'clock,

pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlanta anil Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church Bt„ New York P. O. Box
Send for Tbea Nectar Clroular.
jan8- 4wt

5506.

j

engine,

Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allow ed
to come In contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
tho feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
this
boilerwith coal or wood tne sparks arc neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and. not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dc!8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts

Pl'Ri: BLACK TEA
the Green Tea Flavor.

A Reliable Tonic.

Hom.

marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs.
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed,; the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a
of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden attacks, anil
by ts

timely

Ja8-4wt

mark"

——————

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the contiof mankind and
[become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
'wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long continued series of

_

Woodstock and Houlton.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer K.M
PRESS for Digby and Annapolis, thence by rail lo
Windsor aud Halifax and with the E. * N. A Railway for Shediac and intermediate stations
*y Freight received on days of tailing unt

(Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale eveiywhere In onr "trade-

R. B.

ARRANGEMENT

way for

THEA-NECTAR
A
|IN
•with

Jaba, Higby

Thursday.
•Connecting at Eastport with steamer QUEEN for
St. Amlrews and Calais, and with N. B * C Rail-

On and after Monday, December, 18,
Finely illustrated. Price low. Will outsell everything
passenger trains leave
Send for Circulars.
Address Columbian Book Co.
for
Rochester and intermediate stations
Pn1
Hartlord, Conn.
jan23t4w
"at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winuiplseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, aud with Portsmouth, Great
! 01 all medicines that give strengtn and robustness to
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portlaud aud way stations at
body and mind, DODD’S NERVINE bears the palm,
Its sale Is large and its
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
popularitv long established.
The 7.30 traiu connecting with down traius on Do- I Probably more families keep it on hand for every day
use as a stimulant and
ver and Winuiplseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
corrective, than all other modand Cmiw.iv KnilmniU and t>m 19 nMnoir
mines now before the public. It Is
;
pleasant to take
ing direct connection at Rochester with trains from ! as any wine.
Jan23t4w
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
desire to engage a few more Agents to sell the
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham,
buckeye sewSlandish, and No.
HACHIN E,at a liberal salary or on Commission
Limington, daily.
I A Horse and
to Agents. Full ParticuWagon
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonnv
Eagle
lar* furnished on application. Address W. A. Henand Limington, daily.
derson & Co., General Agents,
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
Cleveland, Ohio, and
Newtteld, I'art>t.
-Louis,
soiisiiehl and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satjn20t 4w

as Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma aud Consumption.

GENERAL AGENTS,

Pictorial Family Register

ready

l?!§lf8IH|fSl871,

Ml.

Halifax.

after MONDAY, Dec
Steamer New Brun,wh-k.Caid S. H I'ike, will leave
v Railroad W
Uarf, foot of State Sf
Monday, at 5.13, p. m., fo'
—----/every
and St John.
Eastport
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport ever

Bridgton, daily.

Lovell, dally.

sad

On and

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an
entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family llUlary.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, !t

School Street, Boston, mass.

i__

25th, the

novelty in the subscription
at sight in every family. The

a

HAVE
line which will sell

Winter Arrangement.

means of cure, be:
on the subject ever

such

w. B. SHATTUCK & CO, Bankers

AGENTS

long wanted

On and after Monday. Nor. 13th. and
il further notice, trains will run as

for

DAUTDAIto

ONE TRIP PER WEEK !

RAILROAD.

For Diseases of the Throat aud Lungfi,

t

BOOK

WINTER

J

is now
with its precious store of good thing for
Public and Parlor Readings, being a
The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives In
happy blending
Portlaud in season for early afternoon train for Bos- I of Eloquence, Humor, Sentiment, Pathos and Burton aud passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conlesqut, Uniform in style with the preceeding numwon the public heart, and the
way can take the Portland stuamcrs arriving in Bos- I
cry Is
ton early the next morning.
‘MORE!
Cloth-bound, 7,5 cento; pai>er, 30 cento,
or 4 copies for $1.
Tickets for Bale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
Also “Excelsior Dialogues,” reJ. HA.WILTON, Superintendent.
vised, price $1 26.
Ask your bookseller for them, or send
Portland, November 8,1871.
no9tf
price to P.
Garrett & Co.. 702 Chestnut st., Philadelphia. Pa.
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER
can sell these by thousands.
Jan23t4w

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

Barrett, Bankers,

OGDENSBURG

&

Calais

Kn.tport,

|“ve

Street, Boston,

OH TO

JOSEPH BLANCHARD

l^ORSALE—On
A
lor

OF

Fryeburg

At

of Anatomy, Boston,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

_

HUGHES,

nence

Messrs. Swan &

,_

TAII XT

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

t«

JAMES FISK.

ing the most comprehensive work
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,
Dr. Jourtlaiu’s Consulting Office,

junlldlyr

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

...

Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New
and Piotou.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax every Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State Room.
$7 (,o
For further information apply to L. BILLINGS
Atlantic Wharf, or

Glasgow

STAGFB.
VIA 7.40 A. M,
A complete History of his life and
At East Baldwin for Sebago and
j
exploits from a
Bridgton, daily.
| Pedlar Boy to a King among Financiers. His triVIA 3.15 P. M.
I umplisand failures.
How he lived and how he died
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco, Illustrated. Price by mail, 50 cents. Terms liberal.
Raymond and Naples, daily.
Address W«. Flint & Co., Phila. Pa.
jan23t4w!
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter,
dally.
“LOO
CHOICE
At Brownfield for Denmark and
SELECTIONS, NO. 4.”

HAS

61 Hancock

r^^todUpiaMiklc

Ucauua. Sob »-- ■*-“ ^
and
._

attached.

and

The favorite Steamship CAR
leave Galt’s Wharf
SATURDAY
every
at 4 P. M. for Halifax direct
making close connections with the

tViud.gr and

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car

TIIE

venereal infection, and the

*45'Q

Scoti*

LINK.

LOTTA will

®f a®nui*e Kurina
<hw—C#lof«« Water, and i«

iGtf

ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND

just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
on

General Superintendent.

no91f_Supt.

No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portlacd,

Gallery

A. S. OLIVER.
Will leave ilie Wett side ot Portland Pier, dailt ioi
Peaks’ Island at 8.15 A M. and 3.15 P M.
1
ltaT“ **®®*‘«’ Island 9 15 A M,
MdLttPM
ES^*Private parties cau be accommodated by ai>plvugto tbe Captain on boat'd.
Fare down and bac* >i cents, child-eu halt Dr-e
Portland,June 23, 1871.
)e23dtl

{Express.

of the country, with full directions,
DR.

EXPRESS,

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and
3.30,3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
P- CHASE,
P. S. & P. R. It.

and will be

Halifax,_ Nova

CAPT.

5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., 110.40 A.
M., t2.36 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
*Pullman sleeping car express train.
{Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least ipjurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part

for

Coapasy

WKKXLT

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., 18.30 A.
M., 112.15 P. M., 13.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Blddeford for Portlaud at 8.00 A. M., returning at

LADIES will tindi t invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in

nll865d&w

May JMtf

STEAMER

Passenger trains leave Portland dally, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sundays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15 A.
’M., §9.10 A. M., 13.30 P.M., 13.15 P.

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical auviser, to call at his rooms. No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all

by addressing

For Peaks5 Island.

Commencing Monday, IVov’r l.'llli, 18»I.

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
Stamp for Circular.

to

art*

hv
by

LANCIDON Sc

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

WHITE

premises.

strictly confidential

J. M. LUNT,
Feb. 14, 1872.

.WINTER

forwarded immediately.

a

jn2dly

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

or

do so bv writing, in a plain
manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
All correspondence
returned if desired.

Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for El
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
iiassuge apply
at the Company's Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
JAMES ALGXASOER, Agent.

iilml'ttf

Augusta,

cure war-

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
round, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of athin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, iguorant of the cause, which is the 4
SECOND 8TAOE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

application in person

on

perfect

consulted by one

we are

or New York, #3-1
CURRENCY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.

Cajins

with the above disease, some of
young
whom are as weak and emaciated as though
they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

ter

remaining, less

use

on

391

a

men

Parisian

CO.,
Sole Owners of Patents,

feb6f4w

day passes but

more

PROPRIETOR OF

forth of the issue.

by mail,

or

have but

and

one

to

Thurston’s Ivory Pearl Toothpowder.
It is the best Dentrifice known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 ceuts per bottle.

Enquire

THOMSON,

a

and

every MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 3H E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo Mid Franconia are titled up with fine
accom modal ions for
passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quefs c,
Halifax. St. John, and all i«arts of Maine. Sldpi* rs
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers ;u*
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Pussago apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

Boston

Boston *6.50.
Stage* for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehnad
Dealer at n.no ». m. Connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Tickets
are sold in Portland for
Through
Houlton,
and St. John, for *8.00; and to Halifax for

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIN,

Every Corset ie stamped with the name Thomson
and the trade mark, a Crown. Kept by all ttrstclass dealers.

OFFICE

selling them daily

ranted.
Hardly

THOMSON’S

No Cerset has ever attained such a reputation, either
in this or any other country.
As now made in length arid

interest being payable in gold in

and

rjIHE wellIn known Farm owned bv Jownb m...
1 chard. Cumberland, one mile from the Cratre"
for

would exchange
City Property.
3
1st of April, will be to let.

If yon want the most satis,
factory, best fitting and the
cheapest Corset for Its real
value, you have ever worn,

ami fWoh^r

HEALTHY GUMS
AND SWEET BREATH,
SOUND
secured by
of
stant

on

Glove-Fitting Corset.

GENUINE PATENT

for salil

°r

WM

Anril

youth—treated sclentitically

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, ran as
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,

I

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queeuatown or Derrv to

steamboat

o.

ARBANC4EMKNT.

\ i: U

City.

Peak’s Island

(

1 00

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
Ctr Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf. Jersey

Stages

oeauiy

Irregularities. Their action is specific
certain of producing relief in a short time.

GLOYE FITTING.

years to

i>)88 oi

ior

Complexion.

'_U
Steamship

Maine

Passage Money .Including fere from Boeton toN York,
Cabin, *80. *ioo, *130 gold—according to acrommodatlon
Steerage, *30 Currency. Tickets to Paris. *15

Portland 6:45 p. m.
No. T. Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Watervile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswl<* “B»U> 6 V- B,
at Brunswick
until 11:46). Arrives at Portland at T a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed
through. Fare *5.00. A gojd Uneof
connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m.
train,
arriving at Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 n. ur.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston. Fare to Portland *5.00; to

How Many Thov»a»d» Can Teatify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

fare.$150

Leek... .V.V.V.V.V.V.V..
Freight taken as usual.
BILUX<iB’
May 1, ltMKMtf

appointed to sail
PROM IKW YORK.
CALABRIA, Wed. Mch 6. ABYSSINIA,Wed Mch 20
CHINA,
Wed.,Mch 13 CUBA, Wed. Mch 27.

Trains Due at Portland.
No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:46 a. m.. Bath 6:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:36 a. m.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00. ReadHeld 11 :lo, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55
p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p.m., Bath 5, Bruuswick 5:25, Lewiston (via
Danville) 5. Arrives at

The Pains anil Aches, anil Lassitude anil Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation tliat is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for

Cabin

Steamers

Augusta 8:1* p. m.
No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
traiu connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

«

the Heasou as follows:
Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock
Wharf, Boston every day, irt 5 o'clock,
P. M.. (Sundays excepted.)
rnu

leaving
and India

('abin, $80 Wold. Steerage, $80 Curreucy

7:10 and

SEASON.

number of beautltul St te Room

—-

will

Boston.

(remaining

IN

Har.
1

4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath

Confidence.

and superior sea-going
FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, haring been fitt.-d
at
a
up
great expense with a large

flie new
Hi earners

DIRECT
PALMYRA, Sat.. Mar. 2. SAMARIA, Sat., Mar. 30. j
SIBERIA, Sat., March 9. OLYMPUS, Sat., April H.
PARTHIA, Sat, Mar. 16. SIBERIA, Sat., April 13.
BATAVIA Sat.Mar. 23, | PARTHIA. Sat., April20
SiiP'Paascugers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

No.

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of inaturer years,

Queenstown, Cork

at

appointed tc nail
«ltO,H BOSTON

Knox and Lincoln railroad for Damariscotta,
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
P. m., connecting with train on E. A N. A. Railway,
for Oldtown and Mattuwamkeag.

system

BOSTON.

FOR

Steamers

No. 9. Leave Portland at 1:0O p. m.. Ltwisto*
Danville 2:50, Keadlield 3:59, Kendall’s Mills 5:U),
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with

know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-eduoated phvsician, whoso
preparatory studies lit hint for all the duties he must
mini; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which arc not only useless, hut always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular hi selecting
his physician, as It is a lamentable yet incontrovertible feet, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice:
for it is a point
conceded by the best synhiland management of these
ographers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,
baving neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly purof treatment, in most cases
sues one
making
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and
dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Female

of the

BtIRDKTT <Sc WOOD’S

ACRES of good land, cuts 40 tons of liay
"I
-Ltll/ about 600 cords of young hard wood growth
a brook running through it that never
fails; it has a
barn, house, ell and wood shed, and carriage

THE

THOMSON’S

New York.

Farm for Sale.

For

the most desirable in the city, beand heated by steam.
Also, Desk room and desks furnished it desired.
niar9dtt
are

financial

torty

have

City, State. County and United

Residence,

or

e

any future

as

tile

LINE

AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Calling

Pram Portland.

via

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

uuuub,

S

a. m.

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

in Suite

as

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per

UU

FOR SALE !

iwe

none

cess.

10:30

..

fullness of bust.
IT CANNOT BE IMPROVED.

The Bonds

both

or

buy

event.

BRADFORD.

lOlki.

hnm°Rri1.ldi.ngBC0n8lst0falaree

These offices

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

one

F.

with

Augusta

STEAMERS.

9IAIL HTKA.UKKN

*ggatfawW

No. lo. Loaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9:00, (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Damariscotta. Rockland, Ac.) Arrives at

perfect and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of Ids long-standing and well-earned reputation?
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

ANTIDOTE

CUNARD

ifax.

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a

FOR SOME

RAILROAD.

of Trains.
Feb.
10,

Pasemiger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
O, (night express via Augusta.) at 12:30 a. in. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives
at Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. & K. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse
Devoting bis entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in GUARANTEEING A (JURE IN ALL CASES, whether of long

SEEK

STEAMERS.

_

Trains

can

dally,

6^*Send

ing pleasantly situated

small

so

he

be consulted privately, ami with
WHERE
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
and from
hours

Address:

LET.

Either Single

ranted.

is well watered, with a brook running through it that never fails, and

vicinity.

QFFICES

ltooms, aSiira'

No. 172 Cumberland Street,

FLUENT BLOCK,

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

40 acres of good land divided into
mowing and pasturing, the pasture

or

TO

expenses

recommend them

attended

All

without furniture.
£f'd
A. TUCKER,
»ltff’ ad'lre“!
JalOeoiltf_Conductor B. & M. R. R.
laP

operating

Farm for Sale.

riH

jun30tf

seldom iu the market.

SWAN A BARRETT,
H. M. PAVSON,
W. E. WOOD,
Rankers, Portland.
feb 27-T&T&S&w4w

■

or

l

_-mhArrangement
Coin inc*iu ing

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full anil healthy restoration of the urinary
Persons who cannot personally consult theorgans.
Dr. can

National Bank.

Merchants

IylStl___

While railroad bonds may be plenty,

bonds will be received
prices in exchange for Northern Pacific
Seven-Thirties without expense to the investor.
For further particulars concerning this
Bond, or
purchase of the same, apply to the undersigned.

at

Hotel

E. W. LOCK 8
Jyl3 dtt_
To be Let,
whole or part ot the block ot Brick Bu>re« or

shortest route

those upon finished and paying lines and for
a sum

of

WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

All marketable stocks and

Desirable Country

excellent farm of about 94 acres, six miles
one from a railroad
station;

all

Enquire

AUESIKA

at

MAINE CENTRAL

HI8

AT

Middle-Aged Men,

MO
let.
BLE House ot ten rooms.
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot str.et.

WITH

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST
on

Let,

tl
ST.aug23
To Let

puid,

at current

forTsale.
from this city, and
ANhouse
and

To

to let, containing? rooms, Sebago
TENEMENT
water. For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

Although the road is but Just open-

third.

one

Portland

odated with Ionian.

^

TWO

Evansville and Nashville with the entire

600 miles of

For Sale or To Let.

of

Lodging Booms to Lei.
Front Booms on the second floor without
board at 28 High st.
octl9eodtf

LINE,

Its mortgage debt is$2,600,000,or about $18,-

South.

on

without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free st. No

the celebrated Block Coal fields of Indiana, and

with

room

FOUND

Medical

Private

xsioaviuu

Furnished Boom to Let,

the

CAN BE

and

of the richest portions of Illi-

one

N. JOSE, 194 For. at.

To Let

and Vincennes

nois, and connecting Chicago by

than

feb2£llw&wtf

REAL ESTATK

•irotiM

Apply

THEPorllaud
Pier.
the

FINISHED

Running through

H.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Have

LET

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial »t
ol
Widgery’s Wharf, particular!
J adapted to the Fli .r aud Gialn bnsinete lar"
capacity, baviug a Iron age 01 3G I'ect, aud depth 15
leet, accetsible hy water or rail, tiled np-vitb every

RAILROAD,

of the horse marines!”

$20,000

IF

modern convenience.
to

RAILROADS.

generally
study

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the twoeud houses
io the new brick block of lour, on the comer ol
Neal and Pine sts, will be reated on favorable teams.
These are Hist class bouse* in every respect, conaimeg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sep!6

as

Fackii.^e.—About a generation by-gone
there flourished in Western Michigan a cer-

causes

March 4-dlw*

Apply

Chicago, Danville
A.

JERRIS, Real Estate Agent
8

WM. H.

HOUSE

LADY’S Gold Wateh was found in tills City, beand Casco st., in January', 1868,
applying at this ollice the owner will recefve It.
marl'lw

IS

on

rooms

Apply

gas,

No. 36 Andersen street; nearly new, contains six looms, eight closet*, good cellar, and
plenty ol water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.
J»28ti

No. 74 State Street,

A tween Green

j

known to try

the comer of ConLease; pleasantly
and Franklin sts; contains 13 good
TOgress
to
<&c.

Found
By

of

Boarding: House

Iront

feb3

dcaodtf

Franklin street

one room O'l

Wanted.

An

Inquire of
fc22-lw

liu st.

Found.
White House, a small bundle. Apply
at

room

Nov 24-dtf

hone st, reliable woman as wet nurse for a child
me ntlis old; the person to nurse the child at
own home; liberal pay given.
fe24*6t tf
Apply at once at 69 Green st.

experienced Cook

The lower rent of house 87

f=fy

ANnix
her

spiritualists,
where a sprightly Planchette, under the gentle touch of a beautiful miss of 15 years, in-

Gas.

of

comer

wash

Nice Rent for $200.

Wanted.

recently

was

oi

and

second floor. Also
third floor with board. 49 FrankPLEASANT oc28tf

OT

Fisk’s Ghost.
invited

Tenement,

rooms

containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit
{XL nice parlors, aud pure Sebago water.
Call on L. 'BAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

or unfurnished, at 119
of Franklin’
febl7tf

Boarders Wanted.
board reasonable.
Rooms;
fuLfitf
Va 11 MVDTT P

/“'I OOD
IT

stairs

in the basement; Sebago Water and
D F. GERTS, Engineer, Post Office.

board, furnished

rooms

January.

PLEASANT

A Boyd & Oxfordupsts; four

(CORNER

Boarders Wanted.

ft Sold

To be Let.

TO

ST.

69 GREEN

ted with good
PERMANENT
with

BRICK

Free 8t.

Immediately.

wet

as

$1,500,000

True and warm;
My dream of many a lonely year;
Stretches her hands—
No doubt or fear—
“See, my love, ’tig all in vain
To keep true lovers parted
If they be faithful-hearted 1”
Hush! hark!
I hear in the dark
Only the footsteps of the rain.

Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas
Water and all modem conveniences. Applv to
A. E. STEVENS &
146 Commercial street.
jaul6tf

First- lass Houses to Let.

Lost
New High st, small Diamond Ring
in case. Suitable reward ottered by leaving at 21
Market square.
mldlt*

Outside the house!

WITH

located

Lost,

know*you,

Room To Let.
board suitable for gentleman and wife or
two gentlemen. Also a few table boarders accommodated, at 52 Free Street.
jn4-tf
To Let!

••

l*oarders at 133 PEARL STREET.

table

feb3dtf_1 Galt Block.

CO.,

WAITED!

Hush! hark!
I hear in the dark—
Only the footsteps of the rain.

To be Let
PLEASANT Ui^StAirs Tenement; four rooms
Sebago water; rent ten dollars a month, lnnuire
H. A. JONES,

___

man with Three Hundred Dollars

pain,
Sharing
joy and sootldug
As
voice can do so well.

A
of
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Wood!

.D and SOFT WOOD for sate at
vein street. Also Dry Kdglug*

No. 13 Tin
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